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One of the Largest Oil Cloth Manufactur
ers in the Country Gone.

Winthrop, June G.—Moses Bailey, one of
wealthiest and most respected citizens,
died today of consumption, after ajong illness,
aged G4. He was a native of Winthrop, always
oil cloth
a resident, and one of the leading
He began the
manufacturersof the country.
manufacture of table cloths about 1827, and a
little later carpets, with his father, the late
Ezekiel Bailey. He has been in business constantly ever since either alone at Baileyville or
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Annual Meeting of the Maine Homceopa-

Augusta, June G.—The sixteenth annual
meeting of the Maine Homoeopathic Medical
Society was held in this city today, many of
the leading physscians of the State of the new
school being in attendance.
Interesting and
valuable papers on medical topics were submitted and discussions followed which were
participated ia by members of the association.
In the evening the annual address was made
by the retiring President, Dr. W. T. Laird of
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received by the Comat
mittee on Public Buildings until June 10th,
and
10 a. m. for the following work. (1.) Changes
Sethouse.
School
(2.)
Street
of
Spring
enlargement
ting boiler and steam piping in same. (3.) Setting
steam
two new boilers and necessary connecting
piping in North School.
to
done
specifito
be
according
The above work is
cations and plans to be seen at F. K. Fassett’s office,
93 Exchange street, and to the satisfaction of said
recommittee. The committee reserve the right to
to be for the interests of
ject any bids not deemedaddressed
to
the city. Bids must be
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of Penobscot, Rev. J. B. Howes of Piscataquis,
Rev. M. Blanchard of Waldo and Rev. B. P.
Snow of Aroostook and York.
The annual address before the Rhetorical
Society was given in the Hammond street
church this evening by Rev. Edward Hawes,
D. D.,of New Haven, Conn.
The graduation exercises occuf tomorrow.
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several of the heaviest lumber manufactures in
Eastern Maine, and other representative citiThe delegation was unpledged for Govzens.
ernor, but is undcrtood to be friendly to Hon.
Frederick Robie.
Executive Clemency.
Augusta, June 0.—The Executive Council
today had several applications for pardon of
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They granted a pardon to Jennie Frazier of
Deering, who is serving out a sentence for
arson.

;A Boothbay Schooner Injured.
Gloucester, Mass., Schooner Catalina of
Boothbay, Maine, Captain William H. Johnson, went

Exchange St

H. MURRAY,

PA.
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Bangor, July 6—At unusually large caucuses in the several wards of this city tonight, 28
delegates to the Republican State Convention
were elected unanimously in favor of and instructed to tupport C. A. Boutelle for Congress. The delegation is one of the strongest
ever sent from Bangor, including Ex-Governor
Davis, Executive Councillor Barker, Ex-State
Treasurer Hatch, Ex-Mayers Chas. Hayward,
J. S. Wheelwright and A. G. Hamilton, the
President and two ex-Presidents of the Common Council, several Aldermen, the heads of
several of the largest wholesale houses and
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Delegates Unanijnouely Instructed to
Support C. A. Boutelle for Congress.
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MINOR TELEGRAMS.
A runaway locomotive on the elevated railroad yesterday morning fell off the track at a
switch at West Brighton, Coney Island. Nine
persons wero injured and the track was torn
up.
Iowa Prohibitioniiss claim that a campaign
of free beer and whiskey, bribery and importation of voters has beou inaugurated to defeat
them.
A letter from EurekaSprings says that Senator Hiil of'Georgia is slowly but surely improving. 'His general health is much improved,
his appetite and digestion are good and be
sleeps well. The ulcer is better and there are
strong hopes of his recovery.
Herbert Coburn of Dracut, Mass was found
It
drowned in that town yesterday morning,
is thought to be suicide.
A case of small pox was found in Lawence,
Mass., on Allen street, where there are others
already. The case was removed to the pest
In the United States court at

ashore of Eastern Point in

fog this morning. She was got off and brought
into port slightly damaged.
Ship David Brown Leaking.
London, June 0.—Snip David Brown of
Searsport, Maine, Captain Pendleton, from
Huainollis for the United Kingdom ,on continent has taken refuge at Valparaiso, leaking.
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Windsor

yes-

terday, in the case of the United States vs.
Henry A. Bowers, convicted of robbing the
mails at Montpelier, Bowers was sentenced for
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of the examining committee in attendance are
as follows:
Rev. A. S. Ives of Castine, Rev.
S. P. Fay of Dorchester, Mass., Geo A.
and S. D. Thurston, Esq.,
Thatchef, Esa.,
of Bangor, Rev L. J. Morse of Haucock county, Rev. F. E. Ernrich of Oxford, D. G. Snow
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tament exercises.
The examining committee embraces the
trustees and visiting committee appointed by
the Congregational conference. The members
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Senior class was examined in homiletics and
class history; the Junior class in Hebrew, New
Testament Greek New Testament exercises
and the Senior and Middle classes in New Tes-
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Bangor, Jane G.—The sixty-3econd anniof the Bangor Theological Seminary is
being observed. The forenoon and afternoon
today were occupied by examination of the various classes in the Seminary chapel. .The
versary
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land.
Treasurer—L. H. Kimball, Bath.
Censors—Wm. Gallupe, Bangor; W. L,
Thompson, Augusta; M. S. Brirv, Bath; J. H.
Knox, Orono; Geo. P. Jefferds, Bangor.
Committee on Legislation—W. T. Laird,
Augusta; W. L. Thompson, Augusta; M. S.
Briry, Bath; C. A. Cochrane, Winthrop.
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AKCHITECT,

CIVIL ENGINEERS.

FOR THE NEXT SIXTY DAYS.

Officers were elected for the ensuing year as
follows:
President—S. E. Sylvester of Portland.
Vice Presidents—W. M.Haines of Ellsworth,
and A. F. Piper, Thomaston.
Recording Secretary—N. F. Shepard, Bangor.

five years in the house of correction at Rutland.
The first national bank of Springfield voted
Monday to reduce their capital stock to 3550,This
Their charter expires August 1.
000.
is a step towards organizing anew bank to take
the
old
of
one.
the place
Judge Pillsbury of Pontiac, Mich., who was
shot by rioters in the mobbing of the Chioago
& Alton train recently is improving, and his
recovery is expected.

Honors to Garibaldi.
New York, June 0.— At a meeting of representatives of ten Italian societies last ‘night it
of
was voted to hold a mass meeting in honor
Garibaldi, at which an address upon the dead
hero will bo delivered by Gaiseppe Dossi, form
erly Garibaldi’s secretary.
Ex-Governor Moses Sentenced to the

Penitentiary.
Franklin J. Moses,

ex-ciovernor

of

South

Carolina, pleaded guilty to-day in the court of
general sessions to petit larceny, and Judge

Gildersleeve sentenced Moses to the penitentiary for six months.
The New Produce Exchange.
Laying the corner stone of the new produce
exchange in Broadway, near Beaver street
took place this afternoon with imposing ceremonies and iu the presence of a large assem-

blage.
New York Grand Lodge of Masons.
The grand lodge of Freemasons of this State
are in session at Masonic Temple, and will
The address of
elect officers for the year.
grand master Taylor shows the fraternity to be
Differences bein a flourishing conditioh.
tween grand lodges of this State and Connecticut have been terminated the past year.

At

At
At

At
At

Base Bail.
Boston—Detroits 4, Boston 2.
Troy—Troys 1, Cleveland 0.
New York—Yales 8, Dartmouth 8.
Providence—Providonce lo, Buffalo 7.
Worcester—Worcester 8, Chicago 8.

The incorporators of the Garfield memorial
hospital held a meeting last evening in Washington and elected officers. Justice Samuel F.

Miller ispresident.

to

Congress.

The

Republican

was not made an issue in the election.
The count up to noon shows the

1

1

Republican
George’s

state ticket is certainly elected.
friends claim his re-election bp 2000. There is
no perceptible falling off in the Republican
vote and it is presumed the legislature will be
Republican as the last was. The Democrats
claim the legislature is in doubt, but concede
George’s election and most of the Republican
state ticket.

XLVIIth

Congress-lst Session.
SENATE.

Washington, June 0.
The chair submitted a message from the
President transmitting from the Secretary of
State a copy of instructions May 8th to Ministhe
ter Lowell respecting modifications of
Clayton-Bulwer treaty. Referred to the committee on foreign affairs.
The House amendments to tho bills providing for the erection of public buildings at
Pensacola, Florida and Concord, N. H., reducing the appropriations £50,000 were con*
curred in.
A bill appropriating £50,000 for a post office
building at Greenville, S. C., was passed.
Mr. Slater introduced a bill prohibiting and
making a misdemeanor the solicitation by any
executive officer, clerk or employe of the United States not the head of a department of
and
money, property or other thing or value,
the giving or receiving oi the same for political
impurposes or party interests. The penalty
of
posed is a tine of £500 and the deposition
to
the
Referred
the offender from office,
committee on service.
Mr. Rollins introduced a joint resolution
providing for the appointment of a commission
international commerce in
on
revival of
United States steamships suitable for naval
uses.

thists.

Augusta.
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exem-

At one time he was
a Selectman, although never desirous or amHe was a promin.
bitious for office or honors.
ent member of the Society of Friends for years
and widely known in that denomination
throughout New England as a man of generous

of imitations.
Beware
Ask for Brown’s Iron Bitters, and insist on having
Don’t be imposed on
it.
with
something recommended as “just as good'.'
The genuine is made only
by the Brown Chemical Co.
Baltimore, Md.

Cornst

very

and commendable.

plary

caused by overwork, with
excellent results.
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plain yet

His life has been

land.

staling that I have used
Brown’s Iron Bitters for malaria and nervous troubles,
ure

492 & 494 Congress St.
my25

Cure Your

else associated with his well known brother C.
M. Bailey, or as a leading member ot a firm at
Camden, N. J., in which last named he was a
partner at his death. He was also a member
of the firm of Marrett, Bailey & Co. of Port-

H. S. Berlin, Esq., of the
well-known firm of H. S.
Berlin & Co., Attorneys, Le
Droit Building, Washington, D. C., writes, Dec. 5th,
1881 :•

complete

never more

was

our

George (Rep,)

majority in Multnomah county, in which Portland is situated, was 1157 two years ago. The
and
Republicans estimate it this year at 1800, the
this evening gives
an impartial estimate
from
of
the
State
in
a
majority
Republicans
500 to 1200.
There is a bare possibility that
Sliattuck (Dem.) has been elected Judge of the
Supreme Court. The Chinese restriction bill

DEATH OF MOSES BAILEY.

Brown’s
fect condition.
Iron Bitters ensures perfect health through the
changing seasons, it disarms
the danger from impure
water and miasmatic air,
and it prevents Consumption, Kidney and Liver Disease, &c.

Caps,

C.

MAINE.

surely prevented as by
keeping the system in per-

-AND-

Portland, Ore., June 5.—Evening.—The
State election occurred to-day. The Democrats generally concede the election of Melvin

BY TELEGRAPH.

so

Lace Bomiets

GEORGE RE-ELECTED TO CONGRESS.

Fair and slightly warmer weather, winds mostly from the sooth to west, and stationary or
slowly falling barometer.

disease be

can

M. C.

For New England,

is given by using Brown’s
In the
Iron Bitters.
Winter it strengthens and
warms the system; in the
Spring it enriches the blood
and conquers disease; in the
Summer it gives tone to the
nerves and digestive organs;
in the Fall it enables the
system to stand the shock
of sudden changes.

choice

STAR ROUTES.

W.

Defense.
Washington, June 6.—Mr. Wilson today began the opening argument for the defence in
the Star route cases. He said £ihat for many
months past the newspapers of the country
had teemed with articles denunciatory of the
defendants. The cases had been tried by these
newspapers on the most ex parte statement and
he wanted the jury to try and dismiss from
their minds any impressions left by reading
these articles and try the cases solely on the
evidence presented. Facts of the record had
been distorted and statements made totally at
variance with the truth for the purpose of influencing the minds of the jury. He asked
the jury to conside well his statements, compare them with those of the prosecution and
see if the influences he drew were not the true
ones.
He then at great length gave statistics
of the method of advertising and letting of
contracts, etc.
Several routes spoken of by Bliss were taken
up by Wilson and the cost of their operation
and circumstances attending their expedition
and increase detailed.

Opening of the Argument for the

New Life

We are now showing
line of the above goods

[>,t'

MORNING, JUNE 7, 1882.
THE

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JUNE 7.

HOURS.

Referred to the committee on naval affairs.
Mr. Davis offered a resolution instructing
the committee on post offices to inquire into
and report upon the expediency and propriety
of reducing postal rates. Adopted.
Several Senate bills were passed and the
army appropriation bill taken up the question
being upon the compulsory feature of the retirement clause.
A motion by Mr. Maxey to except Gen.
Sherman from
operation of tho clause was
amended on a motion by Mr. Hale by adding
Gen. Sheridan, yeas 29, nays 24. The motion
as amended was
negatived, yeas 19, nays 33.
The previous discussion upon excepting Gen.
renewal of a
Sherman was renewed upon
former motion by Mr. Davis and by Mr. Hale
The latter motion
to except Gen. Sheriden.
subject
prevailed yeas 29, rays 22. The whole the
bill
was then tabled yeas 34, nays 18, and
11.
43,
days
passed yeas
Mr, Hale submitted an amendment intended
to be proposed to the bill for the admission of
of Dakota. It provides for speedy and efficient
collection of all existing municipal debts or
liabilities within the limits of the proposed
Referred.
new state.
After placing the district appropriation bill
orders
as unfinished business the Senate
upon

THE

Mr. Kelley of Pennsylvania, chairman of
the Committee on Ways and Means, submitted
a report of the committee upon the resolution
of Mr. White of Kentucky relating to the passage of the bill extending the bonded period
for distilled spirits.
Mr. Ranney of Massachusetts, from the Committee on Elections, submitted a report upon
the contested election case of Witherspoon v
Davidson, from the First Congressional District of Florida, granting the contestant leave
to withdraw his contest. Laid on the table.
Mr. Dingley of Maine, from the Committee
to
on Banking and Currency, reported the bill
to
suspend the issue of silver certificates andreto
the
limit the coinage of silver dollars
the
of
people.
quirements
Mr. Page of California, chairman of the
Committee on Commerce, reported back the
River and Harbor Appropriation bill. Referred to the Committee of the Whole.
Mr. Reed of Maine, from the Committee on
the Judiciary, submitted a report on the NorthLaid on the
ern Pacific Railroad laud grants.
table. The report states that the committee
can conceive of no legislation which would
hasten the completion of the road, and therefore recommend none.
Mr. Dunn of Arkansas, from the Committee
on Pacific Railroads, reported a bill compelling
the Kansas Pacific Railroad to pay the cost of
surveying, selecting and conveying certain
lands granted to it, and creating a sinking fund
for the Kansas Pacific, Sioux City aud Central
branch of the Union Pacific Railroad. Placed
on the calendar.
Mr. Kelley of Pennsylvania, chairman of the
Committee of Ways and Means, reported a bill
correcting an error in the Revised Statutes, so
as to make wearing apparel composed of wool
subject only to the same rata of duty as that
composed of linen and siik. Reforred to the
Committee of the Whole.
Several bills reported from the Committee
on the District of Columbia were referred.
A bill was passed providing for tho admission, free of duty, of articles intended for the
Exhibition of Art and Industry to be held at
Boston during 1883.
The Committee on Public Lauds reported a
resolution calliDg on the Secretary of the Intorior for all facts in his department tending to
show the truth or falsity of the allegation of
J. W. L Barnes, that certain land grant railroads had received certificates for bonds in
excess of the amount due them under the acts
granting the lands. Adopted.
Mr. White of Kentucky, rising to a question
of personal privilege, asked for present action
on
upc n the report made from the Committee
Ways and Means this morning on a resolution
the
Secon
offered
by him, calling
previously
retary of the Treasury for his views upon the
conduct of the head of the internal revenue
bureau relative to the passage of the bill to extend the bonded period for distilled spirits.
The Speaker and Mr. White had an animated colloquy as to the latter’s right to the floor,
which resulted in the Speaker ordering the
Sergeant-at-arms to see that the gentleman did
not interrupt tne orderly conduct of business.
The Speaker decided the consideration of the
report of the Ways and fdeans committee not
in order.
The House then went into committee ot tue
Whole on the general deficiency appropriation
bill.
Mr. McCook called attention to the clause appropriating 832,428 to meet liabilities incurred
by the Yorktown Centennial Commission.
This clause provoked much debate.
Mr. Dingley opposed the clause, and read a
the
dispatch to a western paper, describing
manner in which the celebration had been cona boat carrying
on
and
thatj
charging
ducted,
guests to Yorktown a bar had been kept running free to all. It was time, he maintained,
that the representatives of the people should
proclaim the facts of the disgraceful affair, and
he stood here to protest, in the name of his
constituents, against foisting on the tax-pavers
of the country bills like this .incurred under
the form of extending a welcome to twenty
representat:ves of France.
After some further debate, in which it was
discovered that the bill referred to had already
been paid, Mr. Cobb moved to strike out the
clause. Rejected. After considering four of
the sixty-three pages of the bill, the committee
rose.

Mr. Kasson offered resolutions declaring that
Congress, in connection with the people of the
United States, has received with profound
grief tidings of the recent death of the Italian
patriot, Gen. Garibaldi, expressing high appreciation of his loyalty and unselfish patriotism,
his love of human rights and his devotion to
principle, avowing the sympathy of the United
States with the friendly nation which is thus
bereaved and requesting the President to cause
a copy of these resolutions to be communicated

Italy.

Adopted

unaui-

mousely.

The House then took a recess until 8.
After recess the House, in Committee of the
Whole, resumed consideration of the general
deficiency appropriation bill. On a point of
order raised by Mr. Hclman, items aggregating §115,(XX) for payment of clerks in the offices
of the Secretary of the Treasury, Register of
the Treasury, Comptroller of the Currency and
First Comptroller of the Treasury, were struck
from the bill. After some further consideration of the bill the committee rose and the
House adjourned.
Generous Bequests.
Hartford, Conn., June 0. The will of
John B. Eldredge bequeaths 810,000 each to
the American Board of Fortign Missions, the
Missionary Society of Connecticut, and the
Woman’s Christian Association of Hartford;
820,000 to Mount Holyoke Female Seminary
of South Hadley, Mass.; 815,000 to Castleton
College, Northfield, Minn.; 810,000 to the
American Missionary Association of New
York, for the education of the colored people
This is about half of the estate.
at the South.
About 810,000 is given to his brother and 80000
to each of his five nephews and neices, and the
residue of his estate goes to the Hartford Hospital and Hartford Orphan Asylum. The entire estate is about 8225,000.
Burned to Death.
St. Louis, June 6.— While at church Sunday at Harris, the bouse of John Jackson was
burned and his four children were burned to
death.
There is a probability of postponement of
the race between Hanlan and Ross, on account
of illness of the former-
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How

the Double An

Celebrated

They

nlversary.

The Reception, Sail, Clambake, Parade
and 'iamiuet.
The seventy-ninth anniversary o£ the Portland Light Infantry dawned a perfect day. The
temperature was a little below tne mean for
June, but the air was clear and bracing, the

the guests to “fall to.” The supper was worthy
the new management and was admirably served. The head waiter, Mr. W. H. Manning,
late of the Viotoria Hotel, hiew York, had his
corps well drilled and their service was noise-

shone brightly, the grass and foliage never
displayed a fresher or tenderer green bedewed
as they had been by the copious showers of the
preceding days which had also washed the
streets thoroughly and left them clean and free
sun

Affairs in Alaska.

Washington, June G. Commander Pearson, commanding the Wachusett, reports to
the Navy Department under date of Fort
Wrangel, Alaska, May 9th, that perfect quiet
and good order exists in all parts of that Territory, and there is no reason to anticipate a
change.

The Bond Calls.
The 12th call for bonds will mature to-morIt is for $15,000,000 of the six previous
row.
calls aggregating about 875,000,000. There are
The calls
yet outstanding about $7,500,000.
next in order will mature July 1, and August
about
and
are
for
815,000,1. They
812,000,000
000 respectively. There are still uncalled about
831,000,000 extended 0s which amount will be
called in before the calls for fives begin.
Not Entitled to the Seat.
The House committee on elections to-day
disposed of the Alabama contested election
case of Smith against Shelly, the sitting member is not entitled to the seat, and recommending that in consequence of the death of the conJones of
testant the seat be declared vacant.
Texas, Greenbacker, voted with the Republicans on adoption of the resolution.

FOREIGN.

O’Donovan Rossa Advertised

in

the Commons.

New York, June 9.—The Herald’s London
dispatch of last night says: New interest was
developed to-night in committee on the crime
bill, owing to the contention of the

?r,.volition

rish members that the jurisdiction of the new
court should not extend to trials for treason or
treason felony when the acts were done or the
words spoken sutside of Ireland. This limitation was strongly resisted by the government
through Sir Wm Harcourt, who declared that
it was necessary to extend the jurisdiction of
tho court over all cases where a judge and
jury would have jurisdiction. In order to
strengthen this view of the case he cited O'Donovau Rossa, and stated that if there were
only one reader of Rossa’s paper the crime
prevention act would necessarily deal with
him. This statement provoked an irreverent
demonstration from the Irish benches. Mr.
Healey, in reply, taunted Mr. Wm, Harcourt
with advertising Rossa for his own purposes.
He said that Rossa’s paper would have been
dead three months ago if Sir Wm. Harcourt
would refrain from making attacks. He concluded by saving that Rossa was as necessary
to Sir Wm. Harcourt as Sir Wm. was to Rossa,
The House laughed heartily at this attack,
to contain a considerable
felt
which was
amount of truth. The Home Secretary showhit by his surly demeanor
he
was
ed how badly
In order to put on reon the Treasury bench.
cord a protest in form, Mr. Healey moved an
amendment, “That no person should be tried
for treason or treason felony committed out of
Ireland,” which be defended energetically.
The Repression Bill.
London, June 6.—The Commons committee
resumed consideration of the repression bill
this evening taking up clause three which
prescribes the manner of constitution of the
This was passed—
court of criminal appeal.
The fourth clause providing that
82 to 29.
persons guilty of intimidation shall be guilty
of an offense against this act was then taken
Mr. Healey moved an amendment reup.
persons
quiring iu ca>.f?s of intimidation of the
and
aggrieved shall complain. Messrs. Dillon
Mr.
Haramendment.
the
Parnell supported
court opposed the amendment and it was rejected—219 to 27.
The Egyptian Imbroglio.
Constantinople, June 6.—Dervisch Pasha
has taken a large uumber of presents to Egypt.
Osman Refki and other officers condemned by
have arrived here from
tho court martial
Egypt. They are detained in one of the palacthe
es and are forbidden communication with
outer world.
For
of
Minister
Italian
the
Signor Mancini,
eign Affairs, replying to the Porte’s objections
to the holding of a conference, says he has not
and
yet responded to the invitation of England
France. He informs the Porte that if Dervisch Pasha's mission proves unsuccessful, Italy will then be prepared to recur to the conference.
The Russian Government has replied that,
although it has signified its assent to the conference, it accepts the communication from
tii9 Porte ad referendum, and is ready to enter
into fresh negotiations with the Powers.
Cosnt Von Hatzfeldt, acknowledging the
Turkish dispatch, says Germany cannot withdraw from the European concert. Prince Bismarck has not yet replied either to the invitation to the conference or the circular of tho
Porte.
Irish Crop Prospect3 Excellent.

Band, left their elegantly decorated armory
and proceeded to the Boston boat to meet their
visitors.
WORCESTER

THE

The Worcester

COMEAUX.

Light Infantry, with

a

party

numbering 89, including the Worcester Cadet
Band, 19 piece3, E. D. Ingraham, leader, left
that city Monday at about four o’clock in the
afternoon. They proceeded to Boston by an
express train in special cars, arriving there
about six o’clock that evening. They marched
across the city and took the steamer Forest City
for Portland. The company was chartered by
Gov. Caleb Strong of Massachusetts on the same
day as the Portland Light Infantry, so that
both commands celebrate a twin anniversary
After supper fun was the order of the evenRaids
ing and it lasted far into the night.
were made on comrades, all manner of jokes

London, Junefi.—The special correspondent
of the Daily News at Longford telegraphs that
the harvest prospects in counties Longford,
West Meath, Bosommou and King’s are excellent. Rents are being paid everywhere. A reduction, about equivalent to that made in the
land coi r s, is being universally granted.
Foreign Notes.
Dr. George Reinhold Pauli, the German
He was in his 60th year.
historian, is dead.
A Loudon dispatch says that Prof. James
Spruce is dead.
_

SOUTH AMERICA.

in high terms of the company and say a more
gentlemanly set of men they never transported.
The following is a list of the officers, privates
and guests:

Captain—W.

S. Lincoln.

2nd Lient.—P. L. Rider.
Orderly Sergeant—C. F. Bigelow.
2nd Sergeant—J. P. Kelly.
3d Sergeant—F. A. Hatch.
4th Sergeant—W. F. Gilman.
1st Corporal E. J. Smith.
2d Corporal—T. A. Brookse.
Privates—W. W. Allen, F. A. Bigelow, C.
W. Blodgett, E. F. Canico, F. M. Clark, Jr.,
E H. Crosby, F. G. Davis, C. R. Eddy, E. D.
Foster, F. A. Jones, E. H. Kendrick, C. F.
King, H. A. Martin, R. J. McKay, C, F. Normand, Jas. O’Keifer, G. H. Powers, H. E.
Rich, C. S. J. Haggles, M. L. Stacy, A. J.
Stone, Louis Strauss, J. M. laylor„C. A. WagE. R.
ner, F. M. Wilkinson, W. A. Winn,
Fisher, J. E. Bradley, W. E. Gilman, F. E.
Corbett, W. Ross.
Magicians—G. W. Macomber, J. D. Warren.

Veterans and Honoraries—J, Morisette, J.
Mahony.T. Goodwin, Mr. Jefroen, T. O’Brien,
J. Richelien. E. Svkes.H. Warren,Mr. Kelly,
F. L. Downes, C. Lewis, S. Barnes, H. Adams
E. O. Prince, G. V. Bankers, T. E. Leavitt.
Guests—E. A. Ward, G. E. Atwood, H. B.
Verry, H. A. Carrier, H. R. Cummings “Worcester Daily Spy,” Levi Lincoln, George A.
RiDley, R. J. Hamilton, J. G. Hill, C. H.
Barnes, H. A. Hovey, G. W. Pearce, J. W.
Emerson, G. H. Conklin, W. S. Lincoln, Levi
Parker, J. M. Drennan and Theo. C. Bates.
The Veteran Association has the following officers:
Colonel—Levi Barker.

Colonel—R. J. Hamilton.
Captain—Levi Lincoln.
Captain- George H. Conklin.
Captain—T. E. Leavitt.
The Veteran Association numbers over 200
in all, but only about twelve were present.
More wore expected to come in the afternoon.
Among the prominent men who were present
were H. B. Verry, A. D. Warren, H. R. Cummings, Gen. W. S. Lincoln, General Pickett,
T. C. Bates, Esq., Col. Jamas M. Drennan,
Chief of Police, John D. Washburn, Esq. and

Captain J. M. Hill of the Boston Lancers.
Upon arrival of the Portland company at the
boat the visiting company were received with
honors and escorted to the Falmouth
Hotel, their headquarters, where a hearty
breakfast was served.
dne

THE CLAM BAKE.

At 10 o’clock the visitors, escorted by the
hoys, together with a large number
of iuvited guests, marched to Custom House
Portland

wharf and embarked on tho Gazelle for the
islands. The Worcester company were attired
in a French chasseur a pied uniform; a short
dark blue coat, reaching to the hips, with two
rows of cadet buttons, and trimmed with a

light buff piping, French cap,

zouave trousers

up the seam, black gaiters and
heavy shoes. It was a remarkably neat uniform and very stylish, sotting oil the exceeding fine-looking young men admirably. The

piping

band wore dark corded uniforms to correspond,
and played exceedingly well. A large crowd
filled the streets, who commented most favorably on the strangers. As the soldiers reached
the wharf the cannon on board belched forth a
salute, flags floated in the wind from every
little Minnehaha,
down the bay, was
sail of two hours
were heartily enjoyed among the islands, the
fresh breeze affording an admirable appetite
for the clams.
e at the Island wa
About 1 o’clock the b
Trefethen’s best.
opened and proved one
The way clams and dij
disappeared, with

possible projection, and the
which preceded the Gazelle
decked with hunting. A

lobsters and eggs, bread aud butter and coffee,
A couple of hours was then
was a caution.
spent in foot ball, base ball, music by the
bands, and both tho Worcester and Portland
organizations did cover themselvei all over
with iglory- and sky-larking. At 5 p. m. the
was .reached and the route taken up for
the Falmouth where rank3 were broken pre'
paratory to the parade.

city

THE TAB ALE.

At 6 o’clock the line
lowing order:

was

formed in the fol-

Platoon of Police,
Chandler’s Band,
Portland Mechanic Blues—Capt. Davis.
Brown Light Arti.lery— Lieut. McLellan.
Montgemery Gu*rds-€apt. Hartnett.
High School Cadets—Capt. Hight.
Portland Cadets—Capt, Winslow.
Portland Light Infantry—Capt. McDonald.
Worcester Cadet Band

^Worcester Light infantry—Capt. Lincoln.
Veteran Association—Capt. Barker.
Guests In

Carriages.

march was through Middle,
Exchange, Congress aud Bramhall streets to
Western Promenadb, where dress parade was
held, after which the route of march was con.
Tho route of

Pine, Vaughan, Bowdoin,
Neal, Spring, Emery, Danforth, State, Beering, High and Free streets to the Falmouth
tinned through

he Entire Coast of Peru Occupied by
Chilian Troops.
Washington, June G.—Rear Admiral Balch
commanding the Pacific station, reports to the
Navy Department, under date of Callao, Peru,
May 12th, that the port of Mollendo has been
occupied by a land force of Chilians so that
Peru and Bolivia is in
now the entire coast of
possession of the Chilian army; that affairs are
to
very quiet and the ordinary business seems
be carried on as in a time of peace; that in the
conflicts
been
some
has
interior there
slight
between the Indians and Chilian troops, in
which the former were easily beaten and dispersed; that the officers taken prisoners by the
Chilians were shot in the public square of
Huarochiri the day after the conflict, as the
the solnewspapers grimly remarked, “in all
emnity of the style.”

THE DOMINION.
The Great Canadian Land Sale.

Montreal, June G.—TheDuko of Manchester, who is now visiting Canada in connection
with the purchase of land in the northwest, in
behalf of the Land Corporation of Canada,
with a capital of three millions sterling, states
that the quantity of land purchased by the
syndicate is five millions of acres. As a means
of iuducing settlement the company will erect
houses for immigrants who are unable to do
The syndicate's affairs are to be controlled
two resident Canadian Commissioners.

so.

by

More for Guiteau.
Washington, Juno G. Mr. Reed, counsi :
for Guiteau, made a motion before Judge
of the
Wylie this morning to amend the record
court relative to the judgment and sentence of
Guiteau, iu that there was a discrepancy by
reason that several counts of the indictment
shewed that the late President Garfield died in
Washington, whereas the record showed that
he died in Monmouth county, N. J. Mr. Reed
desired this record corrected by a ruling of the
Judge iu order that he (Reed) might take further steps for his client. Judge Wylie refused
to grant the motion.
Once

the

destroyed by

acres of wheat have been
army worm on a farm in Ohio.

Sixty

Eight iron mills in Pennsylvania have granted an advance to their workmen.

quite a
cartridge

was
a

hotel, where tho battalion

Worcester Light Infantry,
The Veteran and Honoiary organizations,
At the Falmouth Hotel,
June Oth, 1882.
On the Hap of the cartridge box was the
menu, which we regret we have not space for
this morning.
The president, when sapper was concluded,
made a brief but pointed speech referring to
the various welcome* which had been extended to the visitors and introduced Clarence
Hale, Esq., as toastmaster who read the follow-

ing

toasts:
The United States-She looks to her citizen sol"
diers not only for her protection in war, but as the
conservators of her peace; a safe reliance in political and social crises.

to by Hon. C. W. Goddard.
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts—The grand
old commonwealth has always been able to protect
her institutions by the best blood and brawn in the
land. In the old days she could raise her own armies, and, unaided quell all rebellion within her
borders. She shows today by the men she sends

Responded

forth that she has lest
her youth.

nons

of the Are and force of

Responded to by Ass’t Adjt.
Kingsbury of Boston.

to by A. A. Strout, Esq.
The City of Worcester -She has furnished her
full quota of the best men for the highest stations;
she may well be proud of her representatives here

Responded

was

dismissed.

The

tho battalion numbered
some 200 men, including the bands, and, as
they passed this office, full company front, the
alignments were excellent, aud the bearing ol
the men very soldierly. Crowds viewed the
and filled the streets cn the line
dress

marching was capital,

parade,

of march, while flags ware generally displayed.
The flag borne on the march by the Worcester
Light Infantry was the same the old command carried so gallantly in the war of 1812,
for be it known, the record of the Worcester's
is interwoven with all the bravest fights of the
last war with Great Britain, the Mexican war
and the Rebellion.
On the Promenade tho crowd was so dense
that it required great exertion and much time
to get proper space for the dress parade, and on
the return a halt was made at Mr Warren’s
Stato1 street where the boys were invited in,
The afternoon train from Boston brought Assistant Adjutant General Kingsbury and Col.
Hascall of Gov. Long’s staff, who participated
did Mr. E. A. Gilson of the
as
in the
on

parade

Falmouth, who is a momber of the famous
New York “Old Guard,’’aud who wore the
celebrated white uniform of the corps.
BANQUET.
Owing to the lateness of the hour before the
parade ended, it was 10 o’clock before the ban
was served at the Falmouth Hotel. The
THE

quet
to
guests gathered in l lie parlor and proceeded
the spacious dining hall, which presented a superb appearance. Instead of the formal long
table running the length of the hall, with
another at right angles for distinguished
guests, there was the table for tho priucipals,
with short branches, aud then the remainder
were small tables accommodating some sixteen
The new balcony for
or twenty guests each.
the bands is a great improvement, and from it
both the Worcester and Portland organizations

Responded

to

by Col. J. Reynolds of Wor-

cester.

Rounds.10yi@n*4
@23
@19

Loins.17
Loins.Its
(iri in .Tlfirket.

following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-dav by S. H. Larminie
The

& Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago—Wheat---Corn-- -Oats—
Julv
Time.June.
June. July.
June. July.
9.38..
129%
70%
43%
10.01.128
129% 70% 70%
43%
10.30.128% 129% 70% 71% 49% 43%
11.80.128
129% 70% 71
49% 43%
12.82 128% 129% 70% 71
49% 43%
1.06.128% 129% 70% 70% 49% 43%
(411 ...128%
130
70% 70% 49% 43%
August Wheat 10.01 a m 112; 1.06 p m at ill% ;
call 111%.
Foreign Import*.
Bark Norena—000 hhds

sugar to

CHESTER, NS. Sclir British Tar—1785 boxes
canned lobster to Portland Packing Company.
Foreign 10 x port*.
MATANZAS. Scbr Hattie M Bain—4604 shook!
and beads, .>5,820 ft lumber.
Dry t»eod» Wholesale market.
following quotations are wholesale price! and
corrected daily by Store Bros. & Co., Dry Good!,
Woolens and Fancy Gccts, 144 to 152 Middle street:
The

UITBLKaOHXD

cottoku.

Heavy 315 in. 7Vi a; HVa PiBe 7-4.14 O' 17
Med. 36 in. 6V4& 7Mj Fine 8-1...
...18§22
Fine 9-4.22 a28
Light 36 In. 6 @8
Fine 10-4.. ..27V*&32V%
40 in. 7^{a‘ 0
Fine
BLEACHED COTTOKS.

Best 30 In.
Med. 30 in..

llVi@l3

Fine 0-4.16

@2<»j
@23

Fine 7-4.19
toll
oj 7Mi Fine 8-4.21
Fine 9-4.26
@14

8
light30in.. 0
Fin# 42 iu 10
Fine 5-4.. 11

@17

@26
@30
..27Vfe@324fc

Fine 10-4

TICK] NOS, BTC.

Ticking?,
Best.Ifi

@18
@14

Medium.-. 11
8
Light.

@10
Denims.12 Va@ 18
....

@12

Ducks- Brown 9

Ijmu*...

»

......

[Corset Joans....

7a

City of Portland—She welcomes

her

honored

Responded

to by Major Libby.
give our heartThe Worcester Light
iest congratulations on this, the 79tn
of the campany’s organization. When Gov. Caleb
Strong in 1803 signed the charter of the Worcester Light Infantry he realized that if there is anything better than to do one immortal deed it is to
do two immortal deeds, and so on the same day with
the same pen he signea the charter also of the PortThe
The twain are twins.
land Light Infantry.
two old buffers may well celebrate their 79th

Infantry—We

anniversary

birthday together.

Responded to by Capt. W. S. Lincoln, for
the actives, Gen. Lincoln for the vetrars.
Honorary Members—They honor their companies
and are honored by them.
Responded to by Theodore C. Bates, Esq.
Judge Goddard made several good hits es-

he described his war record.
Gen. Kingsbury gracefully acknowledged the
compliment extended him by the toastmaster,
and while disclaiming the title of speechmaker
A. A.
offered a very pleasing sentiment.
Strout, Esq., raised a roar of laughter by his
humorous description of the “assault on No.

pecially when

Col.

Reynolds acknowledged

the

com.

pliment of a call in a few well chosen words.
highly of the two
Mayor Libby spoke
cities and facetiously poked fun at the railroad
that had been intended to cement Portland
and Worcester and was then run off to Lowell.
Capt. Lincoln, received with cheers, responded
for the actives of the Worcester Light Inand his father, Gen. Lincoln, for the

fantry,
veterans—and by the way the Lincoln family,
father and son, have commanded the Worcester Light Infantry for years—and Theodore C.
Bates, E3q., closed with the sentiment that
the two states, two cities and two companies
might be bound together evon closer in the
future. The band then played “Auld Lang
Syne,” and at 12.30 a. m. the banquet hall was
deserted.
To-day will be spent in visiting places of in-

terest and at noon the Worcesters will leave
for home. The Portland company, on the one
hand, and Messrs. Gilson and Holland of the
Falmouth on the other, have left nothing undone for the comfort of their guests.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Daily Wholesale market
Pobtlaud, Juno 6.
Flour—there is little change to note in the situaa
tion, the tone of the market being quiet and light
business doing at old quotations. In Produce, trade
in
is fair and the only change we have to report is
Bermuda Onions, which show a farther decline to
2 66®2 76, with good receipts; Eggs are strong at
the recent advance; Butter moves slow without any
noticeable change in rates. Sugai.continues steady
at 10c for granulated and 9Vfcc for Extra C. Prime
Hay is selling at 22 00 in Boston. Cattle were very
steady at Chicago to-day and prices remain about
the same; exports 8 60@9 00; good to choice ship
ping at 7 60®8 25; common to fair at 6 00g7 20;
at 3 40g5 00.
grass Texans are a shade stronger
The following are to-day's quotations of Flour,
drain, Provisions. So.
Flour.

Sipordne.4 7526
Kvtia Spring..6 7626
X< Spring....7 00®7

4«rAin>

60 H. M. old Corn,
car lota
26
50 New Corn,
car

@88
@87

lots,

60 fiats,
P^^P.T§7529
backed Bran
Win*

M'cbigun
ter boat.7 00@7
C jnunon

Michigan....6 76®7
Louis Win-

00@28 00
Midi..
30 00
25
Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
bag lota 32 00
00
92
Corn .bag lota..

ter fair ...7 26@7 60
Winter good. .7 5027 75
Winter best. ..7 76@8 00

Meal,
Gate,
Bran,

Mida,
produce.
25@5 60 Rye.
18220
Turkeys.

Sweet potatoe*6
Chickens.

_

65

87

*'

..
..
..

rroriKiouH.

Vleai fieef ..15
E* Mew..l«

@

18220
Fowl.
Eggs .19 i®;20

Berm’dO-’ions,28522 76

65
30 00
32 00
130

..

11

03@15

60

00@16 60
Plato.17 00@17 60
E* Plate..18 CO@18 60

Silesia?.10(020
I Cotton Flannel*. 7 it 16

Fancy 12%@16^ (Twine &Warp« 18&28V*

tsatuxif— isesz.....

11^

Good.

•'

^13

^

Mock Market.
The following quotations o! stocks are reoeivsd
and corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton (members of tit? Horton Stock Exehunto), ooruer of Middle and Exchange straeie:

Opening,

t'toting.

6%

..6%
Boston Land.
3%
Water power....
20
Si
Pere
Flint
Marqaaite.conunou
Hartford A Erie 7s..... 47
A.T. AS. F. 83Vs
Boston A Maine.144
Flint A PereMarquottepreferred. 96
46
L. K. A Ft. Smith.
65
Marquette, Houghton, A Ont.
Denver A Kto Grande. 55%
85%
7s.
Mexican Central
Northern Pacitio preferred. 78%
...

3%
20

46%
83
144

96%
47
60

Netv York Block awl Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, June 6—Evening. Money loaned at
2%®3%; closed 2@3; prime mercantile paper 4%
®5VS. Exchange Is steady at 486% for long and
489% for short. Governments irregular.

Chicago A Alton preferred.
C. B.
Erie.
Erie preferred.

Quincy.127%

Northwestern.128%
Northwestern preferred.142%
New York Central.!.12®%
128%
Rock Island ..
Milwaukee A St. Paul.109
122
St. Paul preferred.
Union Paoiiic stock.
Western Union Tel, Co. 81%
...

10J%

CtoSiiornia Mining Slocks*
(By Telegraph.)
SanJFrancisco. June 0. -The following
closing quotation* of Mining stocks to-day:

Sierra

Nevada

Yellow Jacket

..

7V4

fg
JJJ
1

....

Watertown Cattle Market*.
Watertown, June 6.—Beef Cattle—receipts lf822 head; market opened quiet; sales of choice at
11 25@11 60: extra at 10 00@10 75; first quality
at 9 00@9 50; second quality at 6 0t'@8 05; third
qualtiy at 5 50@6 76.
kiStore Cattle—Work Oxen $* pair at $ 100@$275;
Milch Cows and Calves at $20(a*$48; Farrow Cows
8l6v@$35; Fancy Cows $5<>@$76; Yearlings $10@
$15; two years old $lb@$28;three years $30@$60.
Swine—Receipts 12.8*6; Western fat Swine, live,
7%(&^Va; Northern dressed hois 934 @10.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 2718 head; sales of
sheared Sheep in lots at 2 6o@5 50 each; extra at
6 0O@b 60 or 3V4&BV*c ¥> ft>J Spring Lambs at 8
@10; Veal Calves at 3@b^Vh and firm.
(;utneauc .narkeu.
i-.v rolographj
*sw Yoke, July O-Eveumg.—Flour market
still in buyers favor, prices, however, without decided change with limited export and jobbing trade

demand.
Receipts Flour 23,025 bbls; exports 3,330 bbla;
sales 11x00 bbls; No 2 at 3 00*3 85; Superfln*
Western and State 3 90*4 85; common to good ext
Western and State 4 76,56 70; goo.) to ehoioe Waeterr extra at 5 80511 25; common to choice White
Wbe«t Western extra 7 2558 25; fanoy do at 8 30
at 5 00®8 BO;
a 9 25, common to good extra Ohio
6 00 59 26;
common to choice extra St. Louis at
__

Patent Minnesota extra at 8 26*8 60; choioe to
double extra 8 1059 76. inoluiling 1400 City Mill
extra at 6 00®6 66 for W I; 800 bbls No 2 at 8 00
®3 85; 800 Supertine at 3 90*4 86; 1000 bbls low
Wheat extra
extra at 4 7556 6u; 2700 bbls Winter
7»;
at 6 00@9 26; 3100 bbio Minn, extra at 6
southern flour is dull; good to choice at 0 7 0®b 00;
Wheat—receipts
common to fair at 6 00*0 65.
239,100 bush exports 40,340 bush; opened %*%c
and
lower subsequently recovered from the decline
advanced V4«%.closing Arm at trifle under the
a
fair
and
outside rates; moderate export inquiry
busn, ineluding
speculative trade; sales 1,038,000
32:
unat
1
2
118,0011 busb on the spot. No Spring 4451
Red 1
46%;
graded Red at 1 10*1 45; No 2
1
1
37
1
;~No
White
do,
32®
No 1 do 1 47: ungraded
21,060 at 1 37%@l 38 cert.; 139% delivered.
Cera
Malt
steady.
Rye is nominal at 87®88.
and
about 6c lower and heavy with a limited export
fair speculative trade, closing somewhat stronger;
busn; exports 68,690 bush; sales

00*9

receipts

125,625

I 188,000 bush, including 76,000 on spot,ungraded
Mixed 76®81 %; No 2 at 80%@31%; No 2 White
at
at 94c; No 2 for June at 78% ®78%o, closing
August
78V40; Julv at 79 %®79%c, closing 7 9%c; at
80%
at 80%®8044c, closing 8o%o; September
closed 79. O-t*
@86%, closing at 80%c; Odober
%®% better and fairly active: receipt* 29,450
7730 bush; sales 262,009 bush; No 3
at 6844
at 57®67V*; do White at 59®69%c; No 2
Western 68*620;
®59cT do White 60®61 c; Mixed
State
61@63c;Wbue
do White at 62'®67%o;»iixeJ
do 63566. Nnirnr is Ann;fair to good reflnlng 7%
®7%o; reflned dull; White txU 8% 58% standard
A at 9 9%; Oonfec. at A »%; powdered at 10%®
HaluKi
IOV4; granulated at 9%; Cubes 10%.
Talis stcadv, Fetreleaas flnujuntted 68%e.
Fork
at
fairly aclbs.
8%.
low artu:sales 30,000
cash steady;
tive and about 10c higher on optl ns;
new at
sales 625 old mess on the spot 19 00*19 26;
at
20 12%*20 26; July at 19 90*20 OO; August
moro
and
active,
6c
about
is
higher
20 16. I.urd
on spot at
closing flrm;sales 1525 tes prime steam
tor
II 66®11 67%. tes city steam 11 47%; reflned
Continental 11 75. Stulier is very nrmon fine;

busU^-xperts

Cheese.

Cheese is
Western at 10*24; creamery at 25c.
firm.
i.
yerpwiaicjMjjr.
Fie gilti to
Wheat to
CHICAGO. Ju e 6.-Flour unchanged.
NO 2 Chicago Spring at 1 27%®
higbe-;
any
gene1
for
111*
1
July;
ror
29%
June;
28 oash; 1 2c
reAugust No 3 < tilcago spring at 1 10%@l 13;
1 07%
for
1
2
12%
July;
jected 80@86; No Wheat
Om n uoaett ed
04 September.
1
1
U3
Vi®
st;
„ug
oash; 70%®70%cfor July; 70%
at
70% Sept; rejected at 09%®
for

__

6@6V%

*0%®70%c

aua tne
FREIGH TS—The market is fairly active
supply of tonnage is about equal to the demand;
The following are
rates without important change.
recent charters:
Schr Sarah and Ellen, Portland to Philadelphia,

August;
@70%c
cash; 49%e
69% c. Oats generally higher at 60%c
for June; 43%@43%c lor July: 36%c August;
easier
74.
easier
Barley
341/..0 for September. Rye

for cash;
93cit l00. I'ork higher at 19 76ft 19 80
for August.
19 85ail9 87% for July; 20 02@2U Oo
Lard shade higher at 11 80® 11 36
20 16 bid Sept.
50 for
cash; 11 36ft 11 37 % for Ju y; 11 47%®ll
Bulk Meats strongAugust; 11 67%®11 60 Sept. 11
clear
at
short
35;
rihs
short
erjshoulders 8 86;
1
closed
Wheat
of
the
call
Board,
At the afternoon
1
shado higher; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 29%® SO
for July; 1 11% August; regular 112% lor July;
1 07% bid August; 1 02% all year. Corn Irregular;
Oats unchanged. Provisions are
no great change.

ice 80c.

Schr Delhi, St. Georgo to Washington or Baltipaving stone 1.40 fei1 ton.
Schr B. L. Sherman, Cousins’ River to New York,

more

M.
[laving stones $21
Schr Searsville, Bangor to Baltimore, ice 90c.
Schr Altavela, Bangor to New York, lumber 3.00.
Schr Daniel Webster, Portland to Newark, N. J.,
bones 1.7S p ton.
railSchr Navaino, Moncton, N. B., to New York,
road sleepers, lump sum $1100.
Schr Webster Barnard, Monoton to New Y'ork,
lump sum $700 and loaded.
Schr James O’Donahue,Bangor to New York,lum-

unchanged.

Keoelpts—18,001 l>b!i Hour, 6,000 bush wheat,
bask
204,ouo cosh coni, 79,000 bush ons, 7,600
rve 11,003 bush barley.
bush wheat,
bbls
600
6
hour,122.000
Shipments
259 030 buth .ora, 92,000 bush oats, 430 tosh
rye. 7,003 btuh her ley.
is higher;
Sc Basis, June 6 —Flour dull. Wheat
1 21% for
No 2 Rod Fall at 1 32@1 33 for cash;
June; 1 08% for July;l 04 for Aug and sept.;No 3
Pork strong; Jobat 1 27® l 27% No 4 at 1 16.
l-ard is strong aul nominally 11 30
at 20 15.

$3.
Schr Hope, Dorchester, N. B., to Newburyport or
Salem, coal 1.90.
Scbrs Mahaska and Fred Gray, Bangor to New
York, lumber $3.
Schr Susan P. Thorlow, Kenuebee to Philadelber

bing

Ibis hoar,
IOReompts-6000
Wnam.,00,000 bus-

8.1KM hush wheat,
cais.0,003 bush rye,
barley.
Shipments-U,(JOJ bbls Hour, 32,000 bush wheat,
00 Out) bush corn, 0,000 bash oats, 000,‘ICO bosh
Barley. 03X0 bush rye.
Detroit. June 6.- Wheat quiet: No 1 White cash
at 1 29; June 1 27%; July at 1 21%: August 1 09
®l 09%; September 1 08%; No 2 White 1 25.
Receipts lo.oOO; shipments 1,800 bush.
New Orleans,IJune 6.-Cotton Arm;'Middling
OO.oeO
0 000 bush

lum-

ber, lump sum $1000 and port charges.
Schr David Torrey, Portland to New York, lumber $2.
Schr Mary E. Long, Bangor to Baltimore, ice $1
and towages.
Bark Matthew Baird, Portland to Caibarien, p. t.
Ger Bark Pudel, Portland to Montevideo, f. 0.
M.
lumber $13
lumber
Brig M. C. Haskell, Portland to Cardenas,
M.
$B

uplands

_

12 c.

Mobile, June 6.—Cotton Is steady; Middling upll%o.
Savannah,Juno 6.—Cotton very quiet; Middling
uplands at ll%c.
Memphis, Juue 6. Cotton Is quiet; Middling up*
ltnda at 11 %c. __

lands

_

Railroad Receipt*.
Portland, June b.
Miscellaneous merchandise received joy the Portcars.
37
land & Ogdeusburg Railroad,
Received by Maine Central Railroad, tji Portland
23 ears miscellaneous lneronandioe; mr connecting
roads 104 oars miscellaneous me. c landise

4V%

viould & Curry.
Hale & ..
Mexican...
Northern B*llo.

dlaino.11 @14V4
Vermont... .11
ft It V"l
Peanuts—
tt Y Factory.il
tgliVt
25
75®2
Wilmington.1
8
Virginia....2 26@2 60 Skims. 7V,®
00
Apple*.
.1
80®2
Tennessee..
t>bl.4
Per
&0@6 00
Caste na^ lb.
12Mi@15o Cooking.3 60 a4 00
Walnuts "
16
12Va®14c Evaporated.14ft
Filberts
11
13
g 16c Dried Western....6®6*A
Pecan

Philadelphia,

the

are

Best Si Belcher
Bodie.

Nuts.

to

33%

70

Illinois Central.132%
Lake Shore. 38%
82%
Michigan Central.
New Jersey Central. 86%

Lar<i

phia, ice 76c.
Brig F. H. Todd, St. John

Exchange aggregat-

480.000 shares.
following are to day’s closing quotations of
Government tseourities:
United States 6s, ex. 97%
UnitedjStates 6’s ext.101%
Unit* States new, 4% s, reg.114%
United States new, 4ya’s coup.114%
United States new, 4’s, reg.119%
United States new, 4’s, coup.120
Pacific 6’s of 95.129
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
Chicago A Alton..-129%
The

80®3 50 rub. JP!b....l23/8@12%
Musc'tl
Iondoa Ijayers3 10g3 15 ri^roo*, ft |>.12%@12%
12
® 13Va Pali. 12% @13%
Valencia
Bead *
Turkish Prunes.
00
French Prunes.l2V$j@14 Pea.3 7f@4 36
Medium*.3 76@3
Orange*.
25
Yellow
16@3
Eye*..3
60
7
00®7
Palermo? i*bx
Batter.
Messina.P’boxV O0®7 60
Valencia ^oaso S13gl4 [Creamery.........23@25
Gilt EdgeVermont23|c26
*
Extra largo
2Uo,22
Choice
Lemons.
Mesetna.4 50®6 60 Good.18®20
Store....16®17
00
00@5
Palermoa.4

do Eastern....

transactions at the Stock

t he

ed

....

Malaga.

80

Milton

Clear.
Mess

Fruil
Raisins2

•’

at the Boston

.26 60@26 00
.24 605)25 00
2 L 00021 60
«ugar.
.14 @14%
Granulated.10
Hound
@
Hogs....
OVi
Extra O.
Corned Hams 16% @16%
00

64%
85

77%
Common. 40%
39%
June
6.
Brokers’
Board,
LSaVee
Eastern it. R.. 4VaS...107
Deer Isie Mining Company.20c
11

Por«C rn berries, P bb)
i.acka..
Maine. 9 00.210 00

Cape0od,12 00gl6

8

iSatteens. 8@
Cambric*. 5a 5H

—

guests.

S

Backs.10>A@12

Rumr

J. F.

Gen.

The State of Maine—According to her motto she
leads in all that pertains to good government; and
yet she only follows the wholesome instructions of
the parent commonwealth.

58.”

.Tlaikti.

Fores.lOVfc&UH Hatties.lOVhall

Rumps.14ysll0

MATANZAS.

—

The

Pivnb Brcf

Corrected for the Pkess daily by Wheeler, Swift
ft Co., Commission Merchants in Uhleago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides.12
(g, 13% Hinds.13V2@16Vi

Geo S II ant & Co.

to-night.

lst'Lieut.—E. A. Harris.

with

less, swift and prompt. The menu
nobby affair. It was in the shape of
box, and bore on the front:
Banquet
—given by the
Portland Light Infantry
in honor of the

About seven o’clock tho Portland Light Infantry, Captain H. A. McDonald, forty strong,
headed by Drum Major Beau and Chandler’s

CL?<TS-

>

PORTLAND, Jure 6.

Plates were laid for 273, and after the two
companies had marched iu and taken their
places the presiding officer, Hon. W. W.
Thomas, J., in a few follcitous words invited

played—all good natured however—songs were
sung and private Allen discoursed flue music
The officers of the boat speak
on the piano.

WASHINGTON.

discoursed sweet strains all the evening. The
Worcester Cadet Band is a younger association
than the Worcester Brass Band, but it played
with a finish and precision last night worthy of
high praise, and was deservedly encored by an
audience that Is especially critical. Of course
Chandler’s Band fully sustained their old-time
reputation, and were heartily encored and ap-

plauded.

from dust.

QUEER.

Another Gang of Counterfeiters Broken
Up—Parties in the East to be Impli"
cated.
Atchison, Ks., JuaeG.—An extensive counterfeiting case has been unearthed in Kerwin
in this state. Geo. F. Best was arrested for
passing counterfeit money. He was just from
Boston and lived in a dngout on an eighty acre
homestead 20 miles north of here. The sheriff
searched the house and found his pal named
Hudson, a complete set of dies and a quantity
unfinished counterfeit coin indifferent parts of
Best proposes to turn State’s
the house.
evidence, intimating that he has accomplices
interested
with him in this busiEast
the
in
He has been successfully shoviDg the
ness.
queer in country towns for two weeks past,
Hudson hint strongly of tbei r
and he and
connection with gauge operating from St.
X/ouis. Chicago and New York. Many Kansas
towns have been systematically worked the
past six months and among the counterfeits
thousands of small coins are in circulation. The
ease excites much attention as it is believed
the fountain-head was struck in the arrest of
Best and Hudson.

adjourned.

to the government of

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

I

Havana Jlarket.

(By Telegraph.)
6.—Sugar quiet and nominal.
Spanish gold l*<HHA(&A.68Vto.
00 days at
ftxchango steady; on United States
6% prem; short 7*4 “7Vi prem.
Havana. Juno

__
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Avalanche finds that “ihe
tendency to disintegration among the adherents of a policy of government by tissueballots and prearranged election frauds is
commanding attention on all sides.”

Tiiic"Memphis

The Democrats have committed their
nual blunder and they feel easier.

an-

[Lewiston Journal.!

WILL

Tho nomination of Solon Chase for Governor
in mainby those Greenhackers who believe
taining a Greenback party, and the nomina-

I.’iiLB O

At XI o’clf

tion of Governor Plaisted by those Greenbackers who believe that it is their mission to unite
themselves with the Democratic party, was an
inevitable outcome of tho differences which
have existed in the Greenback ranks, on the

AND,

-01."

cm KALI.

A. M-,

For the ptnjjoao of no ii
ernor, and four Candida •.
Congress, to be supported
tion: and to transact r.r.y
properly come before it.
The ba*is of Bep**escnd ;
each city, town and plaet ii
one delegate, r.iid i1 each

'ate for Govp'<\-curatives iu

can
:■>.

r

•*

Elecmay

O ';.t ou' er
? that

>

v?il bo
wiil be

follows:
itled to
votes ca-t
.x
Governor in 11 8<
ndi
I
forth**
c
fr> -r;ion of fort;
an additional delegate, am
votes, In excess of seven- 5 tive votes, su additional
u

as
on

Republican

delegate.

The Stats Cor^mitteo will he in

U,
SOption room of the Ciry
tbe morning of the ci von;;."..,

in ill
lieo*c!o*;> on
pur. use of

; mm k n

:<in

»

:or a-

receiving the cedent als <A it 1 r*U.s
All citizens of Maine, whit wr rrriy lu rcoi

>re

have been their partyaffilinti *i..h<> b'li.-ve in
the purity of the ballot and ln>u»n,ty i its count; in
popular government uno'si meted hy Ex cutiyo
usurpations; in n iia*!<*?*»:* dent h. »t honest j.idi-

eiury, u ose Ju
eaults of purtizait hatred and r*. v>
sound currency for the peop\: ui

and

;

; ;a a

reasovabfo en
our juVlurtrA-s.
y.hi-t the «*.e*»
w.-; in cul
nt of American
:i

courage men t and devere nu
and protection of our Laborer s
labor of Ear pe, by wise an * ,i
cient measures for tho e courts
stripping and ship building; in potiular eduction;
In temperance; in an o Nmotmc.nl, ju-: and efficient
imy .-orrii.vEy Inadministration of public
: io in
y
vited to nnite with tho
•electingdelegates to this (.v-aci.; •.
t
iitee.
Com
Per Order KepuMcan Sta
W.M 1*. * it\ 1-, Chairman.
..

question of the objects and methods of their
party organization.
The Greenback party was inaugurated in
Maine through tho efforts of Solon Chase and
other men, who, we have no doubt, sincerely
believed

that

whatever

tho

Government

and declared to he money, was money of tho value stamped upon it, without any
reference to its intrinsic value or redemption
in coin. On that assumption every oneof their

stamped

the financial policy of the
On the other
G .eminent was well founded.
band, if that assumption was unsound, then
the whole fabric of their denunciatory platform
No sooner had this really sincere but
fell.
,i tailed class of men founded the Greenback
aty than its rem arkable growth began to
r
not only the mere soldiers of fortune but
of tho leaders and voters of
■i large

complaints against

proportion

the Democratic party. The soldiers of fortune,
are nothing for any principle, thought
The
Ltv a chance for lo,.ves and fishes.
l!
of the Democratic party, shouting the
!;
the
to
beat
ltepublicry of “anything
'comforted themselves and their iollowtii the assurance that by temporarily preFRED N. DOW, Secretary.
g to bo GreenbackerB they could not only
re the Greenback party but ultimately
l-e ten thousand Republicans who bad
n to tbo Greenback party, for the benefit
oi
Democratic party. We are all cognizant
of the fact that halting Democrats, who hesito aid the Greenback party, have been
;
n
icdly told by the Democratic leaders that
playing Greenbackism for a short time no
would be done to the Democratic party,
v.' U
; eventually the whole Greenback party
The Maine St to I
ni l be bagged by the Democracy.
iv
furnished, f
p -5 fi li th
Everything went smoothly in the “bagging”
till 1880, when Solon Chase and the
,gramme
[.<
tv order i
date of the h .; j I e
0
inal Greenhackers began to set1 that tho end
the
;
fusion won'd be the swallowing of the
each ease un it
Gieenback party by the Democratic party.
State Indeed, they saw that already the State Cornissu
next,
ell e set to guard the Greenback party, were
: -e
r
elect i n in
imply puppets pulled by the Democratic loati1
*•
s.
and that the Greenback party could nom-iw
of
.re no candidates except as dictated by the
The real Greeni
s me Democratic leaders.
Pi>ESs <
b ickers were hoodwinked in the gubernatorial
assurance that PlaistMe.
the
of
1880
bv
campaign
en was nothing but a straight Greenbacker.
As eoou as the gubernatorial campaign was
The Public Library.
ended, however, Plaisted showed his hand, and
it cropped out that he was nominated by the
Councilmeu Democrats
discussion belwaui
Th
with the assurance that an electoral
;
:
piiatiou ticket should be nominated, half of whom
Hawkcs and N> yes
men.
Hancock
be
should
for the Public L bn.ry na.i do ■:< o-l hi calling
This unmasking oi Daisied s sale to tne
that
needs
of
Democrats and of his purpose to make the
attention to the oudi: on and
a wing of the Demvaluable institution. Wo think that Mr* Greenback party practically
ocratic party, caused tiie Straight Greenback
ur
a
and
the
of
ion,
Noves nas the rigid
revolt in the Presidential eleotion of 1880, and
that the less of a ciiv a. a;, library devoted the upsetting for the time being of his plans.
Then followed last year tho refusal of a thousore of a
to tbe pastime of a .a-i? .a a i.'ic
r nd or more Democrats in the second district
auction
v.> od
toidioii,
to tight under the Greenback banner, on a
reference library
’•
rial form which declared that the nominee for
a subserves
of readers it tiec- .iCongress should act with the Greenback party
referJ
r
the purpose of a public library.
in Congress, and not as Ladd and Murch had
a a ■. s of
Portdone, simply as Democrats in disguise. These
ence it is free now fo ail re.
Democrats simply said that they were willing
the
books
k
nsuit
w;
oine
arc*
are
land. They
to vote for candidates, without regard to their
is what- it thoni.1 be, a
I
on its shelves.
label, who would act as Democrats after they
for any
storehouse of Information, in which bulk£ were chosen; but they would not vote
who proposed to act as members of the Greenlanworks like ojfebir. das, dictionaries of
back party, to further Greenback ideas.
To make sure that the Greenbackers who proguage, mechanics and art, alias s, manuals
posed to maintain a distinct Greenback party
of technical know --edge, and books of that
,md never to go over to the Democrats, should
sort for which th- »•: is- insufficient room in
liavo no organ, the Fusion leaders deposed Sofrom the editorial control of bis Inprivate houses and which none but the lon Chase
made the management of the Greenwealthier citizens can buy, are provided for quirer,
back party simply an “annex" of the Democratic party, put forward Plaisted as a “Greenthe use of alPinquinus. That is the object
for governor, to catch Greenof its existence, and the 11,1 nicipality does back” candidate
backers, with tho understanding that he shall
wisely in contributing to its support as long also bo nominated as the Democratic candinate to catch Democrats, and should continue
as it is managed in this spirit
to regard the Democratic and Greenback party
as one and the same in nominations for office.
..loiialism
:
i f
Theke is a strong r
Tho result was that those Greenbackers who
and who
about tbe statement tbe.". IL- assassination really believed in Greeubackism,
wanted to maintain a party to further its prinof Mr. Gladston <• has bi.cn sp- ken of and ciples—and not simply to help the Democratic
to longer counanplaudcd at an Irish meet lag. It s cer- party into power—have refused
tenance the plans of the Fusion managers, and
ta.nly not probabic the: any such threat was have raised the
of
banner
Straight Greeubackmade at a public gather ing, since its (utterThe movement will be likely to show
istn.
how many of the Greenbackers are ready to
ance would at once place the speaker within
practically go over to tho Democracy, and how
the grasp of the law: if said a1 : secret meetmany propose to stand by a distiuot Greenback
that
would
co
i
cha
muck
is
not
party and Greenback ideas.
ing,, then
It is noticeable in this connection that the
have leaked out. The tneu qualified to comFusion Greenbackers of Maine have separated
mit such an atrocity form a very small band,
themselves from the Greenbackers of the rest
ot the Union.
Everywhere outsido of Maine,
and they would not i ;. : to announce their
the Greenbackers maintain tiieir separate orr;-,-" highly
views on such a mail
ganization, uominate, always, their own candispiced speeches are fubucat.'.’:-, for whicn dates, pledged to stand and vote with other
.a
d if pos. Greenbackers and refuse to trade with either
the authors should bo ib.-nou: e-ui.
of the great parties. In several districts memsible punished. The troubles of the liish ber- of one or the other parties have voted for
Greenback candidates, but they did it with tho
wiihout
question are grave enough in reality,
express declaration that the candidates would
the aid of any romancing reporter.
be Greenbackers and nothing else. Outside of
Maine, the Greenback party stands for a free
The Charlotte -Observer, \ful o’ the
ballot and a fair count, and the Greenback
ie justice allays
fact that an appeal for si,
Representatives in Congress outsido of Maine
Vole for it every time.
rather than promotes factional discords in
Hut the Fusion Greenbackers of Maine and
the Republican party, thinks one of lire rethe so called Greenback Representatives that
markable featun s of tbe policy pursued by they have sent so Congress unite with the Democrats in endeavors to make election frauds
the Republicans in Congee.?, in. connection
.■successful, and one of them—Ladd—even votwith the contested eieciiori car s. “is the ed for Ham Randall for Speaker in 187‘J.
In tho recent great contest in the National
thorough accord that exists between tire Me se to secure
a free ballot and a fair count
Stalwarts and Half-breed.-, who w-u.: into •at the South—a contest which practically invited also the right of Col. Lowe, of Alacaucus and palled together us if lucre nevbama, a Southern Greenbacker, to his scat—
er had been the slightest difference between
L ..id voted, or refused to vote, every time,
with the Democrats, aud Murch was absent.
them.”
Such facts clearly show that Fusion Greenbackis matching straight for the Democratic
The New Orleans Democrat wants tlie
р. nty and every Greenbacker who supports it
“remember
of
Penttsyh
Democracy
с. n but see that he is not supporting the Greenthat the fight against Can'.
ailing in a lee k party of the Union, but the Democratic
Democratic legislature -id give them a party-_
■

following

twenty-fiv
Addm>';

E,

Portland,

■

■

■

Democratic Senator in pi

re

Cameron, and

of

congressional appdrli •:,meut which will
give them 20 congressmen instead of nine,
in Congress.”
equal to a change of 22 v
If U is a good thing for th ih-mocrats to refor the
member this, it is equally imp •:
iVures.
Republicans to coat 1.; i.t
a

■

Since the first

day

tion of the fnte:1

ed Slates has

-.1

January the reduc-

<.f

in ;c

•.<

0,000
6is,000,000

u

of

the Unit-

1

yt

673,870),

an avc!

month.

The reduction!of this

ov

a

It in each

<

month was:

.,20,200,000
1 5,092,980
19,572,900
April.. '> >,707,850
15,992,000
May.
January.

Februarv.
March.

..

...

Total for five months.

$90,073,870

...

“It is simply le "id nry ov.
sub:-, rviency to ti‘

mands,” conclude
ter discussing tiie a!

i/rdon

Journal, af-

ade of th s Northern
DU hit contest.
M

..

they

It

so.

was a

de-

cm

a

Democra's o.u
“The Northen
rd.'i. ■
were under inapt ri
>i
made.'
Carolina to ‘fadgrace as

again, of

r

Northern

ctmi

uiu-tter f

inist.D.

House
South
.ih such

v

y have done

ti '.ciiiA

n

According tor/: Charles :> i-.'s very
guarded answer t-.. Ur. Vshun.-ad Rartlett,
the friendly conf./vn<
.Egyptian
p.-n
question is to decide whether th r- is to lie
mueu like the
any fighting. Th: is v-.-ry
etiquette of the priz ••ting, win-, e tin pugilists invariably shake bands : /proceednit-of each
ing to pound the div,: !i!: ,ic
other.

_

The Indianapolis Timer, regrets that Dan
; to deliver
DecoVoorhees was not in
hii Spring.
ration day addrer
ii ud of
rod n
He was such a gr;
i that he must
the soldiers when they i,
have sadly miss: d tin
-p-n;unity to eulogize them when dead.
..

••

Mr. Paul’s Jackass.
[McDuffie, Ga.,

Journal.^

omo sinfu1
h i
Mr. Paul, a few on
ago;
without
Vt i:
newspaper that a dem y
raising his tail, and aco rdingiy a bright idea
f.i .j.-ckass up
i
struck him. He p.
...

<1
of the stable,
mbing up in
mimal’s
trough, above the d d 1r < ;
;vi‘i; i*. u-> feet of
heels, he attached a 1.1
T!.. *» he
clothes line to his (tin- j.-di’s;
v
'.i' tU
opened the door, s;ni
1 into the
development. The
in

a

corner

the

lot, and backed Ida
His tail only
no go.
enough to hit him on
whirled around and the
eni

s

r...l
«

the side. Tbeu be flung *
to stand on bis head, l>
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Weeds.

From an Address delivered by Dr.Byron I>. iiulried
before the American Agricultural Association at
New

Most of our weeds, like our vermin, are foreigners. They liod au easy living in their new
home, where tho soil is rich and the competition not so great as in the closely occupied
the Old

World.

earth.

French Influence

on

Scotch Civil-

ization.
[Pall

Mall

Gazette.]

Every Scotchman who possesses any tincture
of education knows that many words in his na*
xi c tongue are derived from the days of tho
Even now a
v eienl league” with France.
.a.-ge fiat diBh is called an “ashet” (assiette), a
leg of mutton is only spoken of as a “jiggot”
>

(ni'/ot), breakfast has not quite usurped
p ice of “disjoon,” and a “tappit hen”—
Weel Bhe lo’ed a Hawick gill
And leuch to see a tappit hen—

the

is a form of lopynett (Fr. topette). When Burns
*ks for a pint of wine in “a silver tassie,” the
“lassie” is a Scotch diminutive of fosse. These
are only a few common examples of a
process
f borrowing from the French which M. FranCisque Michel traces through all departments
ef the Scotch life and language. The old Court
tongue of Scotland was French: Frenchmen
favorites of Scotch Kings; Scotchmen
were
served in the French wars, especially in the
famous Archer Guard; Scotchmen studied in
French universities, and the mo3t ancient
Scotch University, St. Andrew's, was founded
on French lines.
Among the most singularocotcu relics oi me
period (if French influence are the family
names.
Muschet, or Musbett, is best known
with “Mushett’s Cairn,” the
in connection
rude stone heap near Arthur’s Seat, which
marked the scene of a murder by a Musbett.
M. Michel says that the original form of the
n nue is Do Montiquet, so that, like jour from
dies, lie Montiquet is diablement change en
De Liuiesay, on the other
route to Mushet'.
and, has improved, we think, in becoming
has fallen fearfully in deDe
Vesci
Lindsay.
clining to Veitch, and De Vere has become
hopelessly plebeian as the name of the great
ariock Major Weir. No one would think of
t.ie “repose which maiks the casie of Weir.”
Can De Muntant really have become Mowatt?
M. Micbel says so, but we sbotld like better
evidence. Fletcher, we presume, is Fiechier,
and it is certain that many Scotch bourgeois
names are taken from Fieuch words indicative
of various trades. Wnon the town of Jedburgh
swore allegiance to Edward 1. we fiud among
the burgesses Rohert le Mareslial,Rauf le Spicer, Thomas le Taylhor, and. (at Roxburgh)
Richard le Forblaws (sword-cutler), and Austyu le Mercer. At the capitulation of Stirling
appears Johannes le Naper. It is a painful
thing to suggest, but may not the first of all
the Napiers have been a haberdasher? The
derivation from Naper—the man who supplies
nappes,or napery—seems as probable as the
punning etymology oi “uae peer,” or “peerlets,” wliich members of a distinguished house
may be excused for preferring. The worst degradation of a French name is De Belassize into Bellscher, whence it is a short step to Belcher, and a hero of the prize ring.
Turning front names to customs and arts we
fiud the Scotch so barbarous in the sixteenth
century that they could not even gild a weathercock. “The brazen ccck of the steeple of
St. Nicholas’s parish church had to be sent to
Flanders to be repaired and gilded.” Scotland
obviously derived from small French chateaux.
the pepper-box towers of her ancient houses. In
the te> urinology of architecture the Scotch derive “brettys,” a fortification, from the French
Jireleche, which gives a name to a terrible stoshorter tales. “Pittivout,”
ry among Balzac’s
a final! arch, is clearly the French petite tmute,
and “jain,” any projecting part of a room or
building, is jcimbc. When we come to food,
the very word “vivers” is vfvres, and “bouaala parting cup or stirrup cup is bonne
) iv
In the old Scotch song the poet tells how
lee.
My kimmer and i lay down to Bleep,
Wi’ twa pint bottles at our feet,
And ni l when we wakened wo drank them dry—
What do you think o’ my kiunuer and 1?
Wo 'certainly cannot answer this ungrammatical question in a flattering manner, but the
a ug
to notice is that “kimmer,” a gossip, is
i-vinmere.
Cummer/ealls, a festivity after the
i.h of a child, M. Michel derives, perhaps
rather hastily, from comment and veille.

Largest aia«l

Tlie

Old World.
Just how theso weeds all came to ua is dmicult to say, but, in general, they emigrate by
the direct agencies of man. We know that they
are here, and that they have come to stay.—until
the day of extermination is at hand.
“Weeds,” Burroughs says,“are great travelers;
they are indeed the tramps of the vegetable
world. They are going east, west, north, south;
they walk; they fly: they swim; they steal ride;
they travel by rail, by flood, by wind; they go
under ground and they go above, across lot and
by the highway. But, like other tramps, they
find it safest by the highway; in the fields they
cut off, but on the public
are intercepted aud
road every boy, every passing herd of sheep, or
cow gives them a lift.” Fifty years ago the cone
flower (Rudbeekia hi6ta) which flourished west
of the Alleghauies, was unknown farther east;
but now it is a conspicuous w’eed in grain fields
throughout the eastern States, the pest haviug
been introduced with clover seed or baled hay
The weeds of the far
or by both these means.
East ate fast rushing out toward the far West,
aud, in return, the West is adding year by year
to the long list of the weeds that infest the land
of the eastern farmer.
The importance of a thorough knowledge of
weeds is much more appreciated iu Europe
than with us. In Germany, for example, they
have wall maps upon which the various cultivated plants aud weeds of the field aud garden
These
are represented.
maps are
hung
upon the school room walls, aud a child, simply
from daily seeing these life-like colored drawings of the various plant pests, will learn their
appearance and their name. Some such method of instruction is needed in this country, by
which the children that are to be our farmers
aud gardeners may become familiar with
different
troublesomo
The
the
weeds.
most dreaded weeds should be known, eveu in
advance of their advent to a locality, that the
proper means may be taken at once for meeting a(id destroying them. Every child should
know the Canada thistle and learn to dread it,
even before the pain which its prickly herbage
causes in the bare feet aud hands has been experienced. Editors of agricultural papers and
professors in agricultural colleges receive many
letters yearly asking for the simplest kind of
information concerning common weeds, thuo
showing the general lack of knowledge on this

A
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TIIEBE IS

AND THAT

NQ> TOMPOU8
no

or

_W

along, having

real hold

no

or

merit

the

now endeavor to keep head above
advertising themselves as “The Great Skin Cure.’
None is genuine and reliable, except Dr. C. W. Benson’s Skin Cure. Each package and bottle bears his
likeness. Internal and external remedy, two bottles
n one package.
Price §1.00, get at your druggists.

mpm
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TO

headaches caused

by

•

X

9

JLnfi

Sjulare

Farmer Wauled.
Wife must be a
CARRY on a small farm.
maker. Address A. B., box 1983.
butter
good
dtf
mar 18

SAID

TO LET.
To Uet or tease.
Ocean st., Woodford’s, a nice, large, two story
House and stable, with from one to eight acres
of land. For particulars inquire at the next house,
C. H. ALLEN,
or address

INSURANCE
r2?za:3S3

HOUSE,

•

Middle

347

Cha tubers To Let.
the first of June, a rent of six rooms to
family without children, at No. 4 Locust
Gas and Sebago.
may!8dtf

AFTER

ESTATE.

REAL

A

COTTAGE House with small barn and lot 80
by 90 feet, very pleasantly located on Monstreet, »ill be sold very low. Inquire ofC. W.

SMITH,

ma> 30dtf

7 Willis Street

A Rare

Opportunity.
buy beautiful borne very cheap. Th* House
and 1 rge lot No. 21 Myrtle street will be sold
TO
for
half the cost to settle the estnte. The
a

one

house contains twelve finished rooms, with modern
Furnace in the caliar. The lot
is nearly fifty feet square, contains Pear Trees,
Grape Vines, Strawberry Vines and Shrubbery.
For terms apply to JOHN C. PROCTOR, 93 Exmy-eodlm
change Street.

improvements, good

PORTLAND.

PORTLAND, ME.
mh20dtf

junodlw*

Me.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

BAKER’S

co

ea

P

z

Cocoa, from which

the

c

times the
with

excess

strength of Cocoa mixed

Starch,

An .vrootor

*

well

as

f;;r

Abstract of Annual Statement made to the Insurance
Commissioner of Maine.

for persons in health.

I. BAKER &
feb24

EXPENDITURES

—AT—

IN 1881.

9,17 10136
,09 130 88

-.

Claims by Death,
Endowments and iunuities,

REASONABLE PRICES
A

Complete Line

'%

,,

.........

Ladies* Cloth

.....

Top

Glove Kid

Dividends to
All other

Button, only $2.00.

d2m

{

^TRADEMARK

addressing

THE

aog29dlyr_

Win.

Hennessey & Co. j

received their stock of Ladies* and Gentst
Riding Saddles, Bridles, Housings, &c., direo*
trorn the manufactory, which they will sell cheap
f<, cash. Also, manufacturer of line Custom ana
'"‘-am Harnesses.

HAVE

Wm.
113

Hennessy & Co.,

Centre Street,

Portland,

Maim.
dim

may 10

PRESSES and Dies for tho manufacture

mh20dtf

Enquire

of

apr3
S. H.

--

A.

LARMINXE,go

S. H.

W. JORDAN.

Grain,

eodtau

Class

FOR

Provisions,

C. E.
ju3dlw

OK

WHITNEY,

F. H. K£NISON

STOCK
rent. Will be sold at

1 ises.

a

bargain. Enquire

on

prem-

ju3dtf

M^oW

Cleery.Maii

StSil,

Freeport,
u
Office, Low 11. Maas

6,811,479.76
8,620,039.28

policies.

Paid for dividends

894.24

Amount paid policy holders and
invested for them .46,13$,353,90
Received for premiums
30,631,7$5.47
Total premiums received deducted
from total payments to pol cy
holders and invested assets, give
interest gain over all expenses
of.
6,306,567.73

INTEREST RECEIPTS SINCE 1873 HAVE PAID
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
Premium receipts in 1881 were 300,000 more

tlian for 1880.
there was -tn

increase of over $500,000 of assets
and $9,536,657 insurance. The
insurance amounted to $15 038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to policy holders have been $2,901,348 in excess of premiums
In 1878 payments were $1,104,215 more than
premiums received—yet the assets and surplus, one
year excepted, have steadily increased.

—3,319 policies
new

T. T. Merry
ACiT., AUBURN.

McLELLAN,

LEWIS

UOBHA.H.

D. W.

FESSENDEN,
PORTLAND

AGENTS,

LOCAL

OFFICE:

49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.
codtf

febl7

NO.

TELEPHONE

373.

1882.

1882.

CURTIS

& SOULE,

No. 56 Cross Street.

Prices for Families and Offices.
10 lbs. daily per month,
“
“
“
15 “
“
“
20 “

Darg*m.
L Memy Jd«

BAND INSTRUMENTS
A full line of

Band Instruments and Music

$1.50
2.00
2.50

Wo call particular attention to our Androscoggin
Ice for families and offices.
Any cust omer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office will be entitled to a proper reduction.
dtf

jeil

ELEGANT

juet

received at

just secured

the services of

With Beautful Fetter?

L. COLONS,

Centre*.

Limoges,
Longwy,

Japanese,

Sarregueuiines
Sutsuma, Kioto, &e.

ICE FOR SALE.

Fitted complete with the

Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Hurners.

English

Ice,

5000

for immediate
mer

Tons

12 to 15 inches
or

§

of

thick,

For Sale Wholesale and Retail.

Sum-

delivery. Apply

to

C. E. JOSE & CO.

dtf

OOlO

C. P. MATTOCKS
OR

—

—

SUMMER

STYLES.

has

opened an office in
Portland andean bef<. nd

No. 276 Middle St
«

De soui ai a
or C.

3,318,815,64

ood2mos

REAR 31 CREEK STREET.

Tor Sale.
Will

death

for

losses.$9,628,549.55

Paid for matured
endowments...
Paid for surrendered and lapsed

FULLAM,

mayo

About

SALE.

AAP FOR SALE.

7—lf "vr»«nort

Paid

Buggies

Some new style, out down In front and hung low.
Will warrant them to ride as easy as any carriage
built. Will sell low or exchange for second hand
Buggy or Light Phaeton.

.5tt»!sr?a!ggm.w tsar
odi

Received for premiums.#39,631,7$3.47

who will have charge of the above department.
S^*Sole Agent in Maine for the celebrated Isaac
mvlOeodlm
Fiske Band Instruments.

PORTLAND, ME.

First

^

CommiwiioB Blerehauto.

Seeds,

Financial Record from Organization to January 1st, 1882.

41 Exchange Street.

am. FRANK

---

EARMINIE & CO.,

BUKIN HAITI & 910RR1I.I..

and Fixtures of Fruit and Confectionery
store 235 Congress street. Good stand. Lew

O. W.

I have

Special Agent,

^

Me.
157 Commercial SC, Portland,
122 La Salle St
OFFICE,
CHICAGO

Corn Packers !
ot Corn Cans for sale.
SCREW

B

3,022.611.61

STOCKBRIDCE’S.

_

& HODGES, STATE AGENTS.

OFFICE 28 EXCHANGE ST.,
h

Beserve.

FOR SALE IN PORTLAND BY

fo

AUG. H. FORD,
w?

Surpluit Over 4 per cent.

Slate Shelves, iron Ice Racks, Pure
Dry Air, Ecouomical in Ice, Coovenieut
and Easy of Access, with a reputation of
35 years standing.

l'he

and approvLosses paid immediately on completion
or ninety
al of proofs, without waiting the usual sixty

GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

J[3p“Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221 Congress St.,
Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.

813)72.^6.

tbeaissure(iyto

HEDGES

actuaries, 4 perct.. .$15,553,068.00
All other liabilities.
283,779.35

period

«?!,tyH.|WaTin mmfurns’wer®lilt*whicClessVvTdends,
kiserve

days.

Reserve,

no

as the full
pay
amount of the Insurance for such
to the Extemion of the full
xv.n’o PnUiiahpd Rates'or
MUi’O'VD—On surrender of the Original Policy within Three
No.
.IHSIKAtlOJI:
Policy
of
a
Policy.
Paid-up
to the purch
Mou lisfrmida of Lapse
-i«71 for 85 000 on the Annual Life Plan, at age 37, annual Premium
Policy lapsed in
amounted to
for
Value of «08‘J.7(i to the purchase of Term Insurance
•t.W’omnanv applied the
of Insurance.
for
over
20
10
Premiums
years
the
so
that
paid
of
years and 7 days;
the
pe
for
was
It
optional
8.1,000,
j_7 whlch is at the rate of but S10.71 per thousand.
for a Paidtake the Extended Insurance as above, or to surrender the original Policy
with
of
81,31)0.
up Life Policy

TAKina. ;

andJounr/

«

^

a? nVio'flr the'p™lod

|

18,859,458.96

LIABILITIES.

§

•

absolutely Non-ForfeitaTvui/w iawnedl bv this Company contains the following conditions,
Per Cent,
Every Policy
more FnU years, Premiums have been paid, the fuU Four
In
two ways:
vXe wfflbe’appUed by the Company, at the option of tbe Assured in either of
value will

-o

Great Ensr-

bemuial Weakness,
Impotency, and all
\ Diseases that follow
A as a sequence of SelfP Abuse; aa Lobs of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Are, and many^
k
other Discuses that
lead to insanity or
BEFORE
Consumption and a AFTER
Premature Grave.
Full particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
send free by mail to every one. (JSS^The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at f 1 per package, or six packages for $.5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by

oo

uj

and is

ble;

295,954.01
288,408.53

aJi’a??’UK
< 0«
$1-7,411,67

Surplus as regards
Number of Policies in force, 46,6o2, Insuring,

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

TARIHB

Value,.Ill sos’iel’ff

*e

381 Congress Street,

The

oi 9 32

cent.)..Join 12
Policy-holders,

$2.00.

F. W. DEARBORN’S

TRADI

Policyholders,.nsa

Assets Dec. 31st, 1881, Market
Liabilities, ( cserve at 4 per

Strav and Oxford Tie.
Bala and Button Boots.
Congress Br»ots in all nrices.
Children’s Lawn Tennis in NEW and NOBBY Styles, &e. &q., &c., at

ap2G

“"2’b7q
in
484,s/j.iu

...

Expenditures,..982,019
..$5,577,399.53

.....

Men’s JjOw Sin es,

■

■

Surrendered Policies,

of Spring and Summer

I—*•

a

...

SEASONABLE GOODS

I

a

Premiums.tygia’oSot?
Interest,...

dFM&w&wOm

1*
>

RECEIPTS IN 1881.

CO.j Dorchester, Mass,

1,304,422.97

in bank_
Accrued interest
and rent.
All other assets.,

B
t=*

e*

more

Sold by Urocers everywhere.

a
a
CO

5

i cS

AMZI DODD, President.

Sugar,

economic
cal.
It is delicious, nourishing,
Strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
and is the ref

>

UXT. J.

Ptf

of

It has three

bonds, (market

value). 2,488,491.00
Cash on hand and

STATE

8

Warranted absolutely pure

ASSETS.
Loans on bonds
& mortgages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes..
1,620,074.45
Real estate. 1,720,219.30
and
other
S.
U,

ENDOIVIMENT INVESTMENTS.

EDDY BEFBI6EMT61.

^

expressage and all

other expenses.... 020,270.88
Total..2.801,285.90

The $3,318,81 o mature i endowments paid living
members have given insurance aud paid an average
of. 4Va per cent, compound interest on the money
invested. For insurance apply to

THE

ME.

Tax68, salaries, commissions to agents,
medical fees, advertising, postage,

Summer Boarders

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

US .V 144 Commercial Street,

575,080.41

ments.

and
Surrendered
Lapsed Policies... 110,908.25
Dividends to Policy
Holders. 708,610.86

be accommodated in a first-class private fain
ily, where plain and good food w ill be the rule
Pleasant rooms, beautiful scenery fishing, boating
Refer
and bathing, unexcelled loveiy drives, &c.
Address T. F. PEARSONS, Limerick,
ence given.

CAN

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,

Total..§ 3,374,133.33
dimscrskmentm.
Deatli Losses.#810,435.50
Matured
Endow-

$46,138,353.20

SUMMER RESORTS.

C.W. BELKNAP & SON,

INCOME.
For Premiums.. ..$2,179.562.36
For Interest. 1,194,570.97

Total.$27,278

trea!

Street.,

1st 1882.

Add pres, assets.. 18,859,458.96

FOR SAMi.

BUTLER,

B.

A.

at

shown in Ginghams.

ever

Skirting

Cloth

No. 473 Cumberland
Street, Corner State.
juld lw*

Street.

Twenty-Third Annua! Statement, January

Total..15,836,847.35

Piano to Let.

a

CEJVTS

X-S

O

dtf

Parris Street. Nos. 65 and 67, two Tenements,
six rooms each, in good repair, Sebago water.
Small families required. Prices reasonable. Call
at 67 Parris Street.
dl w*
jul

Call

Sale opens at 8 o’clock.

every article ^f which it is composed is food for
gras*. It also effectually drives earth worms from
ihe lawns, and lik wise "kills moss, which is often so
After applying stable
troublesome in old lav* us.
manures to lawn
also Superphosphates aud m-uiy
other lawn dressings now in use, it is a lo g ime
before be children can be allowed to play on tin m
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
composition which we otter to the public, for there
Is nothing of which it is composod to prevent cbil
dreii using the lawn as a play ground at any and all
times.
£3^Try it aud you will use no other.
Put up in bags of 10, 25, 50 and 100 pounds.
Hgg^IMrectious in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & Whitney's Market Square, W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s, No. 7
Preble street. Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, Mo. 46
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner High aud
Commercial Street.

Stable and Garden on WTillis street now
Suitaowned and occupied by C. W. Smith.
for one or two tenements. Come and see it.

ON

SALES

JULWAITKEE, WIS.

Total..

TO LET.

AT AN UNHEARD OF PRICE.

Manufacture aid keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in ihe world;

To Rent.

ju3

Ginghams

Tennis

& Son

Standish, Maine.

junfidlw*

u“

AT

Dressing.

Oil has been removed.

_dtd

juu7

Total.$2,271,015.02

Sloop Picked Up.
sloop is at Isaac Merryman’s shore, one
mile below Lookout Point.
Newly repaired,
white
with copper bottom, blue inside. She
painted
has no name or mainsail, chain parted.
PAUL e. MERRYMAN,
West Harpswell, Maine.
jun5d3t

Hall, Market Square, Portland, Me.

BARGAINS
per yard. This is one of the GREATEST
We shall also offer 25 pieces liaud-ome

C. N. Crittenton, New York, is wholesale agent for
C. W. Benson’s remedies.
mayl7MW&Flm

Belknap

W

Stylish

Dr.

Messrs. C. W.

OF

Can do better in tbe West than In any
other Hectlon ot the Country.
Bare Opportunities!—Few us Rood, None Better f
75 rapidly growing Towns (most productive rethe
gions of Minnesota, Dakota, and Iowa) along
recently constructed lines of the Chicago & North
Western Railway, offer unequaled inducements
shing business men of limited capital. For
address CHAM. E. SIMMONS*
Commissioner C. & N. W. lt’y Co., Chicago.
d2in
ap24

LOST AND FOUND.

We shall offer 2700 yards very fine

Nervous tremor, weakness,
being daily cured by these pil e.

Lawn

TORRENS. Canductor.

n^EuLt-ULetl

right,

are

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, JUNE 7 & 8.

They correct costiveness, but are not purgative
Price, 50 cents or six boxes for §2 50, postage free
to any address. For sale by all druggists.
Depot,
Baltimore, Md., where the Doctor can be addressed.
Letters of inquiry freely answered.

■

W®

t&i
mTm
H B

SPECIAL

in

and paralysis are

|

feb25

overworked brain

an

A. .11.

11

Trains ieavo Portland at 8 15 and 9.15 a. m.,
Bath 8.00 a. m., Brunswick 8 35 a. m. For time of
trains from oti er places see posters.
Pit < e» from P<»ril »ud, B-ttla naad B'uaa
for the Round Trip inrlinliaae
wick,
Ami’s ioEs to tlie Grotiuda, the Beberanl
«
and
onccrt.

built house of about 10
rooms iu tbe westerly part of the city arranged
for one family only, with all the conveniences aud
pleasantly located. Address BOX 093, City.
<12w*
juO

TO

ealcr* in Timothy, Clover, Flax, IIuugarian, Millet, Bed Top, Blue Grasa,
Lawn Grass, Orchard Grass,
Garden, Flower, Bird Meeds, Ac.

A

nfTTinri -HTl!

Market

AND CUKE.

C. W. Benson’s Celery and Chamomile Pills
valuable for school children who suffer from

nervous

1

B®

Dr.
are

of

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

Belief forall OfERWOBKGD BRAINS,
CAUSE

RBII£AB«AL AT

Grand Concert at 2 SO P. M.

modern

a

ON

water

that

celebrated Cornetist of Boston.

PIBI1C

Wanted.
purchase

dtf

ju2

public,
by

the
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Largest Assortment

that we have ever displayed. The Sizes, Colors and Styles
and people can obtain just what they want at our counter.
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LISLE AND SILK GLOVES

market, various things have sprung up
or have woke up from the sleepy
state in which they were before, and now claim to
be The Great Skin Cure.
fl£Jp*Beware of imitations, or the various articles
which have been advertised for years or struggled
Cure”

Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.

eodUm

OK
The

A

LADIES', GENTLEMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S

NAME.

pompous

has been the diseases of the nervous system and of
the skin; since he has been persuaded to put hia
New Keinedy and Favorite Prescription as a “Skin

CORRODEItS AND MANUFACJ URERS.

uurl

j

CELEBRATED

THE

Germania Orchestra & Brass Band

WANTED,
CAPABLE girl to do general housework in a
family of three. American or Swede preferred
jeodlw*
Enquire at 122 PARK ST.

Portland.

We have now in stock the

incomprehensible title of Greek or Latin to sustain it, but its
simple English name appeals directly to the common
And the people are signally
sense of the people.
manifesting their appreciation of this frankuess by
selecting and using Dr. Benson’s Skin Cube in preference to all other professed remedies.
Dr. C. W. Benson has long been well known as a
successfnl physician and surgeon and his life study

BOSTON LEAD MEG. €0.

PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER &o,
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanics’Association in 1881.

Grand Chorus 1000 Voices.

Europe.

FIRST-CLASS

COMPANY,

Repeated.

Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
in any of the principal Cities on the Continent of

Highest price paid for Sterling Bills on London.
Government Bonds and good Local Securities
the most
bought and sold director on commission, at17eodtf

Festival!

The Immense Success of Last Year to be

notes.98

Hoard ;*ud two furnished connecting rooms iu desirable locality, b. gentleman,
must be g *od for
Accommodation.chi
d.
wife aud
References given.
which fair price will be paid.
13.
Press office, city.
K.
N.
Address with particulars
d3t*
jimO

LISLE THREAD GLOVES.

ONE

WITH SIMPLE NAME.

This curative needs

well stocked with them. The plow that turns
under one crop of seeds brings another to the
surface, so that there is a constant supply. The
next thing to the killing of a weed seed is the
destruction of the young plant which grows
from it. The earlier in life a weed is destroyed
the easier, and the smaller the damage it will
have done. There is no royal road to weed
killing. There is no panacea for weeds—nothing that can bo put on a field to kill them,
unless it be the full and proper application of
that which for the lack of a better and neater
name, is called “elbow grease.” This will not
only kill the weeds but alao improve the cultivated crops.

TIN & TIN LINED

$10 to $22

Prince Edward Island

Musical

Haiiie Ccnernl Hospital.
Apply from 9 to 11 a. in.
dtf
may;!5

Beware of imposters, pirates, or any old articles
which now suddenly claim to be best. They have
been tried and found wanting, while th 8 has been
proved a remarkable success.

hoped that all weed seeds will
be killed; in fact, much of the soil of every
country long devoted to agriculture is already

& SHEET LEAD.

87

Mexican

CURE.

SKIS

REAL

It cannot be

LEAD PIPE

11AEMNA4 00K

Halo IVursc Wanted

repair and sedation.

LEAD AND LITHARGE.

A

At the Now Church on
WEDNESDAY EVENING, JUNE 7th.
There will he Vocal and Instrumental Music,
also Select Reading by;TlKM. T. I*. HEALS
of this City
Refreshments for sale. Entertainment to commence at 8 o’clock.
jui>d2t

Al tlie

tant

RED

German Twenty Mark. 4.70
Canada Notes.99Va
N. B. & N. S. Notes.99
.99%
and V2 Dollars.
American Silver
*90
Canada Silver.
4.75
£.
English Silver, per
Trade Lollars.98

$8 to $25

[[From the Home Journm.J
A Remarkable Discovery.

pests.

PURE WHITE LEAD

We are now paying for
Victoria Sovereigns ...$ 4.85
Spanish Doubloons.15.60
Mexican & So. Amr. Doubloons. .15.45

...

Congress Street,

470

iheir studies, and for all classes of hard brainworkers whose overtasked nervous centers need

“BOSTON STAB

FK03I

J. B. Brown & Sons.

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,

of the halls where farmers and their families
gather from time to time for mutual improveand the
better
ment
understanding of
the ways and means of a more profitab.e agriculture.
Weeds have been neglected in more ways
than one, and just so lar as they are overlooked and lelt to themselves, the greater will be
the curse. If one looks over a premium list of
any of our thousand town, county and other
fairs he seldom sees a prize offered for the best
collection of weeds. It may be incompatible
with our fitness of things to have a gooa collection of anything that is bad; and yet tho fact
remains lhat there is no class of plants the increased knowledge about which is more imperative than these same ugly weeds. A few dollars expended iu awards by each fair association would bring together a list of plant pests,
the exhibition of which would not only surprise but greatly instruct those who see them.
It is not less important for the farmers of any
district to know of the arrival of a new weed
than of the advent of a new fruit or grain. Exhibitions of weeds at fairs are, therefore,
ore
of
tho
best
means of
extending
and increasing the knowledge of our plant

24 and 20

eodtf

Wanted.

important subject.
There are a large number of farmers’ clubs
throughout the couutry, and a great good might
be done by hanging a weed chart upon the wail

Ofl^ce,

QUOTATIONS

SPECIE

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool anil Worsted Pantaloons, $$.50 to $7.50

ALLEN

Entertainment

desirable securities, for sale by

32 Exchange Street.

maylO

CLOTHING

UP

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Suits

forests, but, instead,
brought into the cleared-up lands from open regions in the early days of agriculture in the

B1UDK, Treas

and other

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Light Weight Oversacks,

were

VVM. J.

6s
6s
6s
5 l-2s
6s
6s
6s
7s

1ft. M. PAYSOY & CO.

To be found in the State.

conditions by the felling of the tress.
To go back to this, we are not sure that the ancestors of Borne of our European weeds ever

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres.

and

Fine, Medium

varied ilssortmesif of

most

MADE

new

The subject of weed-killing is not less importhan that of learning about the pests. The
one bears the same relation to the
other that
the drill and discipline in methods of warfare
to the actual battle—the hand-to-hand fight,
for which the preparations have been made.
It is mostly as seeds that the weeds of the Old
World have crossed the ocean and established
colonies in tho New. It is iu the cramped
within
the
seed
coats
that
quarters
the germs of
noxious
plant pests pass
to and fro in our own country. The seed
the
may be truly said to be
migratory
state of every p ant; and it is here that the
work of exterminating weeds must begin. This
may be done by—first, sowing ou weed seeds.
and, secondly, by letting no weeds sow thair
own seeds
Some of the perennial weeds propagate by other moans than their seeds, and
such if already in the ground will need other
tieatment. The sowing of no weed seeds means
simply perfectly pure seeds of all cultivated
S ich seeds are rare.
Dr. Le Doux
plants.
has shown in a lecture before this association,
that
the
exteusive
two years ago,
examinations
of commercial seeds at the Ueimau experimental stations teach that the average Der cent, of
For example,
pure seeds is not far from 59.
Frof. Kuobbe found a sample of orchard grass
seeds
of
no
45
less
tbau
other plants.
containing
A pound of clover seed of average purity contained 14,400 foreign Beeds, and among them
44 species of weeds were represented. Sowing
laud with such a mixture meaus more than a
This matter
simple seeding down to clover.
rests very largely with those who grow the
seeds. If they raise only pure seeds there will
If the seedmon
be no further difficulty nere.
in selling timothy, blue grass or clover seed,
send out only that one kind, true to the uill,
If the farmer raises his
their skirts are clear.
own serd, and knows it is foul, he cannot go to
after
his house justified
sowing such a mixture
field.
on his cultivated
Seeds are small, and
especially so are those of many weeds; they
are difficult to detect, and on this account much
in seed buying, ou the part of the farmer,
A hand lens will help
must be done on faith.
greatly in many cases, provided the weed seeds
thus magnified are recognized, Right here the
wall maps may lend a helping hand by giving
an enlarged view of tho seeds.
The opportunity for deception in seeds, intended or otherthat
commercial seeds-men
wise, is so great
and seed growers may well be watched and
their goods tested by persons who are experts,
much in the same way that manufacturers and
sellers in commercial fertilizers are held iu
check. Seed testing should become one of the
important labors of the various experimental
stations.

The Ladles of the Methodist Society
of Woodford's will give a pleasing

Fort Wayne
St. Louis County
Northern Pacific B. It.
“
“
Southern
Maine Central

Low Priced

European weeds, had through long ages adapted themselves to the change from forest to
cleared land, and were therefore prepared to
flourish here in the rich forest soil that was sud
denly exposed to tho sun and subjected to oili-

from the

BONDS.
Portland Municipal
St. Louis
Cleveland

OPEN t

NOW

The uative weeds

in
upon this point, says “As tbe district here
which the weeds of the Old World prevail was
naturally first clad, there were few of its native
herbs which, if they could tear the exposure at
all, were capable of competition on the cleared
land with emigrants from tho old World.” The

came

ENTERTAIN MEETS

...

shy and harmless in comparison with the
persistent and pugnacious ones that have, like
vagabonds, emigrated to our shores. Why
should it bo that plants of another country not
only Cud their way here, but, after arriving,
assert themselves with a vigor far surpassing
Dr. Asa Gray, in writing
our native herbs?

er
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Edwards & Walker’s

ardware

June 3rd

store,
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Maine Medical Association
thirtieth annual meeting of the Maine Med-

will be held in the City
THEical Association
13M2.
June
14 and

ding, Portland,

may29dtd

13,

1F>,

CHAS. O.

Buil-

HUNT, Secy.

Hats and Bonnots of the latest and most
desirable styles just received at

MRS.

I.
No. 7

jei

P.

JOHNSON’S,

Clapp’s

Block,
diw
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THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunell & Co., Andrews, Armstrong, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland, Robert Costelio, Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bowie, Hitchings & McFarland, Watson, Stinson.
Bosto.i & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
trains that run out of the city.

Auburn,

Willard Small & Co.

Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb & Co.

Bath, J. O.
Biddeford,

Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennis n.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Terrill.
Damatiscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley & Lewis.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Mallowell, C. L. Spauldidg.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Palls, A. \V. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews,
Sebattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarrai pa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodson and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Viualhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs & Ruudlett.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.
,,

^
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CITY AND VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

NEW

ENTERT tINMENTS.
Marauacook Musical Festival.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Messrs. Bigelow, Kennard & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Waltnara Watches—Bigelow, Kennard & Co.
Ponir-s.

Noyce is hereby given,
Messrs. Bigelow, Kenuard & Co., tile wellknown Boston jewelers, whose card appears in
our columns to-day, make a specialty of line
time-keepers of the noted Waltham Watch
Company, and have never before had a better
stock of these desirable watches.
F. O. Bailey & Co. will exhibit to-day at
store 67 Exchange street, a large and choice
collection of plants and rustic work from the
conservatories of Galvin Bros, oi Boston, conof geraniums, pelargoniums,
fuschias, monthly and hardy roses, &c., &c.
See auction column.
in part

The Creation will be given at Union Hall by
the Haydns in fine style to-night. The oratorio
is one of the moBt popular and attractive written and will be produced in a manner worthy
the high character of the society.
NOTES.

The opera “Laila” will be presented by a
chorus of children under the direction of Mrs.
Day, at G. A. R. Hall, Saturday, July 1st.
The ladies of the Methodist Society at
Woodford’s, will give a delightful entertainThere
ment at the now church this evening.
will be vocal and instrumental music and a select reading by Mrs. Beals.
Personal.
of the great
tragedienne, Charlotte Cushman, has taken a
cottage for the summer at Mount Desert.
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe is en route from
Mr. E.

mats, embroidered sofa and table covers, &c.
&c. See auction column.
At 2 1-2 o’clock to-day F. O. Bailey & Co.
will sell, on the premises at Cumberland Mills,
the N. P. Roberts property, consisting of two
1 1-2-story and one 2-story houses, with Btable
and other buildings. Each house will be sold

^

with its lot, and the vacant land in lots to suit.
Also at 2 p. m. will be sold the stock, teams,
buildings, scales and good-will of Mr. Roberts’8
coal, wood and lumber business. For further
see

auction column.

Forty Years' Experience oj an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female phy
sicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing
success by millions of mothers for their chil-

dysentery

pain,

cures

griping in the bowels,
giving health to the child

and diarrhoea,

and wind-colic. By
it rests the mother.
a

from

It relieves the child

dren.

Price Twenty-five Cents

dec3S,M&W&wlv49

bottle.

eceived. Insist on having the
Iron Bitters, made only by
the Brown Chemical Co., and take nothing
else
ju5MW&F&w
Do not be

genuine Brow

Whate’er besides yon chance to want,
Ne’er fall short of SOZODONT.
But keep it always in your sight,
A source of beauty and delight,
To cleanse your teeth till with your smile
The most fastidious you beguile.

juSMW&F&w
Old Article in a New Dress
It
E. Atkinson’s Glycerine Lotion.
t only a prevention of dandruff, but imparts to the hair a remarkable softness and
A

is J.

oc

brilliancy._ju3S&W
T. DeWitt Talmage says in his third sermon
on “Night Side of City Life,” that every day
in Christendom
§80,000,000 change hands

through gambling, but he does not mention
the important fact that thousands upon thousands of people die annually from Coughs and
Colds that might be saved to earth by the
timely use of Adamson’s Botanic Cough
juoMW&S&w

Balsam.

Bright's Disease, Diabetes.
Beware of the stuff that pretends to cure
these diseases or other serious Kidney, Urinary
for a
or Liver Disease, as they only relieve
time and makes you ten time3 worse afterwards, but rely solely on Hop Bitters, the only

remedy that will surely and permanently cure
of disyou. It destroys and removes the cause
ease so effectually that it never returns.
eodtc

may 30

A Hive of Bees.
Burdock Blood Bitters Bring Back health,
when the Body is Badly disordered By impure

Biliousness, indigestion, constipation,
dyspepsia and other Bad disorders cured by
Burdock Blood Bitters, Price 51.00, trial size
ju5dlw
10 cents.
Blood.

__

.'WOULDN’T TAKE $500
Pino in Case

OB IT.

of Hay Fever.

That incorrigible plague, Hay Fever, seems
We
to have met a master in Pino-Palmine.
invite the special attention of those suffering
d se&se to the following:
from this annoying
ftEw Haven, Oct. 23, 1881.

Gentlemen:—Have be„n afflicted for eight
seasons with Hay Fever, of the worst type.
Have spent hundreds c f dollars with only temseason ordered one of your
porary relief. This
In a month was
Pino-Palmine Mattresses.
greatly relieved. In two months was positivematly cured. Wouid not take 5500 for tnj
tress, if I could not get another.
Moses H. Hawkins,
No. 119 Hill Street, New Haven.
Forsile by J. H. Gaubeit, 201 Middle St.,

Portland.___io2dt£
Brief Jottings.
Cold wiud yesterday, though* the day was
aud clear. Mercury 50° at sunrise, Gl°
southat noon, 59° at sunset; wiud northeast,

bright

east and southwest.
The Worcester Band will
10

a.

m.

give a

concert at

today.

The semi-annual meeting of the Reform
Clubs will take place at Norway today.
Tbo annual meeting of the International
Co. hold over yeBterday for lack of

^.tgraph

the presence of several of the directors.
A Portland policeman weut to Paris yesternamed Harday and arrested a 15 year old boy
wanted in Chelsea, Mass., for
ry Smith, who is
larceuy.
Portland parties have bought the steamer
Mt. Desert which ran on the route between

Rockland and Sullivan, aud she will probably
season.
ply on that route this
The Marshal aud deputies yesterday foreof beer aud two jugs of
noon seized a barrel
hard liquor at Peter Sullivan's on York street,
three kegt of lager and three kegs of hard
and
liquor in the Pigeon-coop

the top of a stable
street.
in Baldwin's yard, off Pleasant
We would acknowledge the receipt of some
at

salmou trout caught by Messrs. Henry
and C. H. Winchester of Portland,
A Fletcher
same
d F. N. C. Perkins of Bostoo, in that
nB-tered* nook mentioned the other day
forty pounds, the fish weighing
They
of a pound to one-quarter.
om three-quarters
says the report as to the pur-

luscious

"caught

rTi,e Advertiser
Daveis lot

chase of the

on

Exchange street,

That paper now locates the
corner of Exchange and Midnurchase on the
by Chadbourne &
dle street, now occupied
liat store, Swelt’s
Morrill’s
B.
A.
Kendall
The lot extends through
express and others.
and is 851 to 75j feet.
to Market street,

was

incorrect.

Revival

Meetings-

West End is holdJ*ev. John Gibson at the
Hall afternoon
extra meetings at Harmon’s
brethren of the
and evening daily, assi- ted by
State canYoung Men’s Ohristiat Association
souls are
An interest is manifested and
vass.
is set a part as a
Thursday
converted.
being
iayer. Meetings at
day of humiliation a
m.
10 a. m. and 2.30 and

ing

C.

Cushman, nephew

the South and will pass tho summer at a cottage which she has recently engaged at Ferry

Beach,

Saco.
Mr. John Main of tho Grand Trunk has
gone to Montreal. Mr. Fred Smith, cashier
freight department, is acting as agent in his
absence.
William N. Taylor, formerly clerk with
Messrs. Loring, Short & Harmon of the city
has become a successful merchant at Woodlawn, Nemaha county, Kansas.
Robert Johnson is to be chief in charge of
the engineering corps in running the surveys
for the Grand Forks and Missouri Valley road
Last year he was employed by a construction
company in New Mexico, and is consequentiy
thoroughly posted in prairieuwork,
Mr. Emmons Blaine, son of Hon. James G.
Blaine, who has been employed in both execu-

practical supervision

of railwav
He will be identified with a
his fasher is an offinow company, of which
cer, which proposes to construct a railroad
from Cincinnati to Portsmouth, O., following
the north bank of the Ohio River the entire
engage in the
constiuction.

The officials of the Northwestern
distance.
speak in the highest terms of his executive

qualifications.
Dr. Albert F. Murch, one of the guaduates
of the last medical class at Bowdoin College,
has been appointed assistant surgeon at the
Maine General Hospital.
The Rev. Wm. E. Gaskin of Harringtoi/has
received and accepted a call to t re pastorate of
the Universalist Church at Portsmouth, N. H.
Mr. Guskin is a ycung man of much promise,
a

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 a. m. and
3 p. m. to-day, at store 18 Exchange street, a
large and choice collection of imported rugs,
carpets, &c., consisting of Daghestan, Balmdour, Persian Geordes and Coula rugs and

particulars

Academy Matters

THE CREATION.

traffic offices of the Chicago and
Northwestern Road at Chicago for more than
a year, has gone to Cincinnati, where he will

Nelson's Bulletin.
Ci >' of Portland.
Rare Business Opportunity.

sisting

FRYEBURG.

DRAMA.

tive and

Bankrupt Stock—Studloy.

Auction Sale

MUSIC AND THE

PRESS.

THE

graduate of Tufts College Divinity School
has preached several years in Washington

and

county in this State.
Westbrook Seminary.
Westbrook Seminary commencement ibis
The Rev.
year takes place on the 29th inst.
Dr. Capen, President of Tufts College, is to
give the address before the Alumni AssociaAt the dinner table speeches are exfrom the Eev. Dr. J. M. Pullman of
New York, Hons. Olny Arnold and Henry B.
Metcalf of Ehode Island, ex-Governors WashA large class
bum and Perham and others.
tion.

pected

will graduate.
Through the efforts of Prof. Rawson, Messrs.
Houghton, Mifflin & Co. of Boston, have presented the Seminary with copies of the excel*

portraits of Emerson, Longfellow, Whittier, Bryant, Loweil and Holmes.

lent Atlantic
Prof.

Eawson

is somewhat of

mechanical

a

genius, and has made, during his spare hours,
unfoue and substantial frames for the portraits,
which now adorn the walls
dining hall
of the Seminary.
The grounds at the Seminary have been put
in good condition by the janitor, Mr. Bodge.
A few days of sunshine is now required to
give blossom to the large number of hot-house
plants which ornament the flower beds.
The second number of the Westbrook Echo
has appeared. The periodical is well made up
of the

and printed in a manner that reflects credit
upon the young men and ladies who have it in
The students own the type and a
charge.
small press, and during their leisure hours
perform the labor required to publish the Echo.

Army and Navy Union.
The committee appointed to draft resolutions
on the death of Capt. J. A. Perry, hereby submit the following:
Whereas, Our diminishing ranks have again
been broken by the death of Comrade Joseph
A. Perry, late Captain of Co. F.. 17th Maine
Volunteers, which occurred at Portland, afier
a long and painful sickness, February 18, 1882;
therefore be it
Resolved, That in the death of this gallant
officer, who nobly rendered to his country the
whole duty of an American citizen in the war
to preserve the Union, through long years of
toil and carnage; who was always, in war and
in peace, ready to render material assistance to
others, unmindful of self ;whosequick impulses
rarely failed in doing the right thing at the
right time and place; whose kind heart and
genial disposition ever manifested themselves
towards each and all of his comrades: our association has met with a great loss and every
member a kind friend; nobody an enemy; his
untimely death we deeply regret.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
sent to his afflicted family as a token of our
sympathy in their greater loss, and that the
same be spread upon the records of our association as an abiding record of our brotherly love
for our departed comrade, aud as a testimonial
of the high respect in which wo hold his memory.
Committee
Geo. W. Verrill, 1
John O. Rice,
j on resolutions.
Art’
The N. E. Manufacturers and Mechanics Institute, of Boston will hold another grand
fair this fall, commencing September Gth and

closing November 1st. In connection with it
it is proposed to have an ext insive art exhibit,
and it is the intention of the management to
give a place to every such work contributed, a
new departure in the
management of Art ex-

hibitions, but whether worthy of
remains to be seen.

imitation

The management have placed in the hands
of Mr. H. G. Hewes, No 593 Congress street,
blanks and circulars for the use of contributors. Further information may be obtained of
him, or of Mr. Frank T. Kobinson, manager of
Art Department, Box 5340, Boston, Mass.
The Gazelle.
The steamer Gazelle was brought over to the
city Monday from Cape Elizabeth, where she
has been undergoing repairs. On the upper deck
her pilot house has been moved back seven
feet, giving more room forward. On the lower
deck a neat little saloon ha3 been parted off,
where the ladies can retire in case ol showers,
and in place of the refreshment table aft a
neat lunch counter has been fitted up. Her
engines and machinery have been placed in
thorough order, and the vessel newly painted.
Taken altogether the Gazelle is in better shape
than ever before. She will go on her regular
route to the islands about the 24th instant.
Cut-Under Hayracks.
The defendants in the suit of Mr. L. B.
Dennett, for alleged infringements of his catunder hay rack patent, who have been served
with process, have appeared and filed ansners

alleging that the patentee was not the original
inventor of that device, and have presented a
long list of names of person b who claimed to
have used, or known of the use of, hay-racks
constructed in the same manner, some of them
for about twenty-five years before the patent
now
at issue and
issued. The cases are
will be heard upon testimony by deposition
which will be taken during the next three

months.

Gospel Mission.
Last evening the usual weekly temperance
meeting was held at the Mission, and Bbort but
telling speeches were made by Messrs. Robinson, E. H. Pearson, F. J. Russell, Munro,
Barnes and a number of the lady workers. At
the close, after an earnest appeal, several
added to the pledge. This after3 o’clock the ordinance of baptism by
immersion will be administered by Rev. S. F.

names
noon

were

at

Pearson at the ship-yard back of

Munjoy

Hill.

Universalist State Convention.
The Universalist State Convention meets in
Augusta the last week of this month. An extensive programme is soon to be published.
Among the prominent clergymen to be present
and take an active part in the services are the
Rev. Dr. J. M. Pullman of New York, the
Rev. J. Coleman Adams of Lynn, the Rev. Dr.
A. J. Patterson of Boston and the Rev. Dr.
Demarest of New Hampshire.
Wedding.
Miss H. Nellie Chase of this city, and Dr.
Frank Richardson of East Boston were married yesterday at the residence of the bride’s
father, E. C. Shaw, Rev. Dr. McKeown officiating. The presents were numerous and costly.
The happy couple left on their wedding tour,
at

one

o’clock.

Accidents.
A man named Doyle met with a painful accident in the Eastern freight shed Monday afWhile working there a large case of
ternoon.

goods fell upon one
bruising it badly.

of his

^

legs, cutting

and

—

Golden

Wedding-

Personal and Other Items.

The city and country seem to be sometimes
in concert and harmony. On the eve of the
same day that Bishop Healy received his copy
aud
of Longfellow's works, Prof. Ricker
were invited to a strawberry festival at

family

the parlors of the Oxford House, behaving
that day finished the spring term in the
Academy. In the course of the evening the
two splendid volumes of Longfellow's illustrated poems in Turkey-morocco were presented
to Miss H. G. Ricker by her friends as a token
also iu rememof affectionate regard, and
brance of the delightful commemoration of
the poet's last birthday which she had so admirably conducted. Congratulatory remarks
Mr. A. O.
were made by Rev. Dr. Mason,
Pike and others. The trustees of the Academy
having unanimously invited Prof. Ricker to
remain another year as Principal, propose to
issue a catalogue containing the names of his
for the last three years aud also the
course of study and the list of text books for
the coming year.
Capt. Geo. H. Bradbury left town last week
for New York to take passage for Liverpool in

iron row-lock of his boat, which entered his
neck on the left side and passed up inside the
jaw bone, making an ugly and painful wound
Mr. Bates pulled
in the roof of his mouth.
himself off the row-lock, rowed to the mill and
then walked home very unconcernedly.
The proprietor of the new mill to be built in
Waterville is not Hon. S. L. Milliken of Belfast, says the Journal, but one S. M. Milliken
of New York, who, with one or more Portland
parties, is to invest quite largely in the water
power there.

health, selecting Fryeburg as a place of residence for its superior healthfulness, and there
purchasing the Gov. Dana mansion. Having
almost entirely recovered his health, he goes
abroad to return the visit of Mr. Ismay of
Liverpool, the principal owner of the steamship line and with him to recreate for a few
weeks in the beautiful region of Lake WinderMeanwhile with her accusiomed hospimere.
tality Mrs. Bradbury keeps opeu doors for her
friends from New York aud elsewhere.
On Monday evening Dr. D. Lowell Lamson
received his friends to celebrate his father and
Edmother's golden wedding anniversary.
ward Preble Lamson, and his sister, Mrs. C.
R. Jacobs of Bridgtoa who was present—were
born in Standish in the house their father
built, now occupied by Dr. Cobb. The Lowells
of Standish aud the Lamsons and Bowkers of
Boston are their kin. Mrs. Lamson is a native
of Concord, N. H., a member of the Farrington family who were among the early settlers
of that town—one of whom represented the
Rochester district in Congress. Her nephew
J. H. Smart is the Superintendent of Schools
in Fort Wayne, Ind. Although no gifts were
solicited or deBired, several valuable ones were
contributed by present and absent friends. The
venerable John Smith with faee as bright and
fresh as his button-hole bouquet, added largely
to the pleasure of the evening by his own presence with his eighty four years of well-spent
life. After all elegant supper aud appropriate
religious exercises conducted by Dr. Mason:
the bridegroom of seventy-four and the bride
of a few less years, started out on their “midnight ride” to their present home in Centre
Conway with as much courage and opnfidence
as when they began their life-journey half a
century ago.
Mr. C. M. Plummery of your city was in
town Monday to consult with the Water Company before making proposals to furnish the
iron pipes required.
Probate Court holds its session to-day (Tuesday) with full an average amount of business.
REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.

Manchester elects
two
delegates—uniustracted.
Mt. Vernon elects two delegates—uninstruoted.
West Gardiner elects four delegates—unpledged and uninstructed.
Chelsea elects two delegates—unpledged
and uninstructed.
Lubec elects five delegates—unpledged and
uninstructed says one report; for Thomas says
another.
Andover elects John H. Wardwell, Edwin
S. Poor and H.
0. Purinton reported for
Thomas.
Albion elects three delegates claimed by both
Robie and Thomas.
The following towns elect Robie delegates as
follows:
Bowdoin.3
Veazie.2

Newburg.3
Orono.4

Other towns elect delegates for Thomas as
follows:
Mount DeEert.3
Tremont:.4

Byrou.1
Roxbury....-.1

Kumford.3
Gilead.2

of

J3p*Th®
eases ever

Klft DISEASES.
only positive cure for skin

dis

first and

discovered.

John Cromer, Esq., Tionesta, Forest Co., Pa.,
suffered for 12 years from a skin disease, which appeared ou his head. He employed mauy physicians
and used numerous remedies, but they all failed to
effect a cure. Dr Frazier's Magic Ointment was
recommended to him. He tried it and one box efThis is but a sample of
fected a complete cure.
the many testimonials which we have of the marvelous cures which have been wrought by Dr.
Frazier’s Magic Ointment. t.T.o
For Blind, Bleeding, Itching or Ulcerate !
Dr. William’s Indian Pile Ointment is
Price $1.00 by mail,
cure.

—

C Stoddard -All for Thomas.
West Waterville elects George W. Gouldine,
Gen. G. T. Stevens, A. R. Small, J. Wesley
Gilman—All for Thomas.
Phillips elects three delegates for Thomas,
one for Robie.
Northport elects Melvin Hill, Tileston Wadliu—for Thomas.
[By Associated Press.]

Newport yesterday elected'four delegates fav-

orable to Thomas and Boutelle.

Accident to a Sullivan Mine.
The Journal says that a serious accident
happened to the Faneuil Hall apd Sullivan
mine at West Sullivan, last week. On Friday
last the shaft of the mine was supposed to be
105 feet deep, from which a crosscut had been
a southerly direction, and a reported
distance of about 350 feet reached, when a
seam of quartz was encountered which had
The supposed vein
the appearance of a vein.
and found to be about 18
was penetrated,
inches wide.
By the opening and cutting of
this vein, a large volume of water was found
percolating through the bed or mass of river
gravel ana wash boulders which made itself
the vein. While putting
manifest back of
in an additional pump, to relieve the mine, a
rushing sound of water warned the two men
engaged in the work, and they sprang for the
bucket, the water rising for considerable distance about as fast as the bucket containing
the men could be hoisted to the surface. The
shaft is now nearly full of water, which is
rising and falling with every change of the
tide, audit is generally believed the whole of
the work will be a total loss to the company,
and that the tools, pumps and machinery now
remaining under ground cannot be recovered

driven in

Singular Accident.
Mr. J. S. Dearborn of Cony street, lost a
worth
horse
$100, by a singular acciHe was leading the
dent Monday afternoon.
animal hack from a watering trough to his stable, and crossed the road over which tho material used iu Smiley’s broom-handle manufactory is hauled. One of the sticks which aro
turned into broom-handies lay in the path,
The
where it had dropped from the team.
horse’s forward feet struck it, causing it to fly
force
considerable
up suddenly and with
The forward
against the animal’s abdomen.
the
stick
motion bf the horse caused the end of
to penetrate her bowels, making a terrible
wound from which the intestines protruded
until they reached the ground and were stepped
on by her hind feet, tearing part of them from
ihe poor brute was immeher living body,
diately killed t® put her out of her agony—Au-

Having purchased

a

Bankrupt stock of

the State. His weight, which in health fluctuated between 350 and 400 pounds is thought
to have materially increased during his peculiar sickness. The body was of such huge dimensions that it was found necessary to reenclosing it
move it through a window before
in the casket, which was of enormous size.
The bottom was made of planks fastened togethea witli iron plates. Ten men acted as
pall-bearers. The deceased was 00 years old.

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
A son of Mr. Gossam of Poland, 4 years and
3 months old, died very suddenly last Saturday
morning. He was taken with bleeding at the
nose and lived but a few hours.
The Journal says the gentlemen interested
in the introduction of the electric light into
Lewiston aud Auburn have organized a corporation, under the statute, to be known as
the “Lewiston aud Auburn Electric Light
Co.,” aud have chosen the following officers:
Directors, Wm. F. Gouldiug, W. W. Bolster,
E. S. Paul, Charles Greenwood, Morris' N.
MyerB, A. M. Pulsifer and Benj. Conant;
President, W. F. Gouldiug; Treasurer aud
Clerk, W. W. Bolster.

Oa.

in.

2 p,

to

DRY AND FANCY GOODS

d3m

AND

BLACK AMI COLO11E0

at a great sacrifice from the original cost, we shall
offer the same at retail, in our Basement, at prices
that will move the goods at once.

RHADAMES.

GOODS

that have

never

been sold for less than 25 and 37 cents,
will be offered for

compare with
Spring medicine.
Sold by all druggists. Ask for AYER’S SARSAPARILLA, and do not be persuaded to take any
other. Price, $1; six bottles for $5.
d&wlw
ju5

CHAMBERLIN k HOMO,

Damasks, Towels and Woolens

Table

at much less than the cost to manufacture.
CELEBRATED

Harness!

Concord

Nice

Acknowledged by all Stable men
to be the best made In America.

Read What
Horse and

They Say!

regarding
your inquiries
are a very
Hill’s Concord Harness, will Bay
that has
one
1
am
harness.
to-day
using
superior
been in use in my stable for fourteen years and it is
CHAS.
SAGER.
now.
harness
a good
Yours, &c.,
Horse and Carriage Mart:
Gents,—In regard to the Concord Harness I would
I would
say, they are the best harness I ever used.
recommend them to any one wanting a stylish, perharness.
durable
fect fitting and
F. C. HAYES.
Respectfully,
Horse

and

GALL and SEE
Deckor Bros’ Pianos,

Prints,

GINGHAMS AND COTTONS

Carriage MARr:

Gents,—In reply

to

they

indorsad by ANNIE lOUISE CABY.
Also a choice stock

-AT-

SAMUEL

Carriage Mart:
used tho Concord Harness in my
considerable extent and find them a

Respectfully,

harness.

J. W. ROBINSON.
We can refer to 100 of our best citizens that do
best harness they
are
the
not hesitate to say they
We keep a full line of these celebrated
ever used.
at
retail
for
sale
harnesses in stock,
only, at prices
from S30 to §100 each, and invite any one wanting
examine.
a perfect harness to

HORSE m CARRIAGE MART

Don’t fail to attend this sale and
many bargains we shall offer.
Sale

to

commence

In

of the

some

secure

Basement on
continue

our

and

until the entire loi is closed out.

.las. R. Hill & Co.’s
celebrated Concord Harness.
dlw
jnel

first-class

3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.
dtf

HORSES
36 HORSES

STUDLEY,

TELEPHONE NO. 45.

Sebago Lake and Long Creek

This Morning. Among them are
several Heavy Norman Teams.

d2t

3200
3140
2923
2860

CHESTNUTS,
BLACKS,
BLACKS,
1 PAIR BAYS,
•

D. W, Clark & Co.,
ATTRACTIVE

AUCTION

NO. 53 MARKET STREET.

OF

Any
OFFICE,
tion.
THE

>1.50

At the National Home and Carria«e Hart,
Portland and Friend Streets, Boston,

2.00
2.50

OJf

NELSON’S

We particularly request our customers to report
the Ice; comany neglect of our drivers in leaving
plaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made
to
attended
be
at the office, will
promptly.
d6w

BULLETIN.

my30

33BPARTMBNT i

PLANT FOOD.
has been thoroughly analyzed by
Professor of Chemistry, who
proa com pe ten I
nounces it ood for all we claim for it. No one ueed
fear to apply it to the most tender plant. U*e a
Miuall quantity and Increase as *he Plant
maiurni.
This composition gives the plants a luxurious
which no other
growth and a dark rich green color,
f>od gives them; it also gives the flower of the
more beautiful color.
and
richer
a
plants brighter,
It has no equal for Plants in the house or garden,
and what is of the most importance to the Ladies,
is its easv application, and it has positively no ofwill be well pleased
fensive o’dor. Try it
with it. Directions with each Box.
This

compound

25c
10c

Men’s Gauze Vests,
Men’s Linen Collars,

2.
Ladies’ Gauze Vests, 25, 37, 50c
Ladles’ Fancy Hose, Regular
25c
15c

Made,
Child’s Fancy Hose,

$1.00

Elegant Corsets,

Belknap & Son,

142 & 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, ME.
There goods may also he found at W.
YKK & ro.’tt, 9 Preble Street. GEORGE
46
BKOTHFK’S.
At
A.
Union Street, and A. A. MITGHEGE
C.O.’S, corner High and Commercial Streets.

C.jSAW.

BI.AMIIAKil
mylO

_____

Wedding
AND

Visiting
Cards.

CARD PLATE ENfiRAVER
AND

Stationer.

and Invitations
Engraved
for Weddings aud Itecep'ons a Specialty.
Cards

City Parcel Delivery
AND

BAGGAGE TRANSFER.
TELEPHONE NO. 500.
Order Slate at Merrill He Co.’s, Under the
Pieblc House.
Parcels t ikon and delivered anywhere in the city.

Black Spanish Laces, 25, 50, 75c
12 and 15c
Tubular Braid,
50c
Colored Spanish Laces,

0.
Buttons, Gilt and Steel,
Buttons, Pearl,
Buttons, Metal,
Buttons, Jet,

10
25
20
10

to 25c
to 75c
to 38c

7.
Germantown Wool,
Zephyr Worsteds,

20c
20c

|15c

Canvases,

Om
Parasols.
Fans,
Crimped Nets, Single,
«
u
Double,

to

$1.75

50c to $5
®c *° $®
lOc
15c

dtf

Ju7

received a job lot of Fancy Cards, which we
selling at 5 nu<l lO cent, per Itozcn.
AIbo Birthday, School, odd cards, and New Sets &c
Just

IRAQ. STOCKBRIDCE
150 KXC
mavl3

AIVtrE ST., .Year City Hall.

____dtf

NOTICE.

EXPOSURE

of Person

by Bathing in

a

nude

con-

dition in Canal Basin or any other public place
in the Town of Doering in sight of any Dwelling
be punished to the
House or Public Highway will
extent of the law In this case made and provided.
GEO. B. LEAVITT, ) Selectmen

GEORGE LIBBY,
THOMAS J. RIGGS,

[
)

of
Deerlng.

my30_diiw

A

91. C. 91. Association.
SPECIAL Meeting of. the Maine Charitable
the

Mechanics Association, will be held in
Library Room. THURSDAY EVENING, 8th inst.,
at 7.30 o’clock. Business of importance.
Per order of the President.
G. L. BAILEY, Secretary pro tem.
Jn6d4t

10 12

Also Teams from 2400 to 2300.
Fifteen of these Horses are from
lOOO to 1100. They are adapted
to general business, and anioug
them are many good drivers.
Any one wishing a good Horse
as there an»
should call early
many good bargains among them.

RUFUS R \ YI>.

Rare

Business^ Opportunity.

ce», cars &c., by means of
dehires a manager in Portland.
and a few thousand dollars

Ability, references^

required.

Liberal sala-

immediate and constantly
Address LINNELL & CO.,

ry allowed with

ing profits.
Devonshire St., Boston.

greasje7dat

ioTulHii!
The finest, the best and largest
stock of Snmnier Boots, Shoes and
Slippers ever offered in this State,
including all the nobby and desira-

ble styles of the season. Also, custom Boots made to measure and
waaranted to fit and satisfy.

INTERESTING
to those in want of

Plants, Rustic Work, &c.,
AUCTION.

THURSDAY, June 8th, at 10 o’clock a. m..
at store No. 87 Exchange Street, we shall sell
largo and fine stock of Plauts and Rustic Work

ON

a

from the conservatories of Messrs. Galvin Brothers,
Boston, consisting of Geraniums, Fuchsias, Patagoiiiums, Monthly and Hardy Roses, all kinds of
Bedding and House Plants, &c.. &c. Also fine assortment of Rustic Baskets and work of a'l descrip-

tion.
Exhibition and private sale Wednesday, June 7th.
F O. HAILEY «Jfc TO Auctioneer*.

ju5

_d4t
IMPORTANT SALE OF

STEM

WINDERS,

BIGELOW, KE1MD k (10.
511

Washington St., Boston.
dlaw4wW

We offer at COST for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots aud Shoes. This is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from fine hand sewed to comDo uot fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine our goods before buying

elsewhere.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE CO.,
Cor. Union St.. Under Falmouth Hotelda

Janl

We have the best assortment, all
the Novelties, many styles not
shown elsewhere, and sell the best
goods as cheap as poor goods are

sold.

of

Mayor

City
ORDERED,
parties interested, by
that the

and

511
mayl 5

]

publication, according

to law, in two daily papers of this city, for three
weeks successively, that this Board, on MONDAY,
the third day of July next, at 7 Vi o’clock P. M., at
the Aldermen’s Room, in City Building, will hear
all parties interested In the matter of an intercepting sewer to be constructed on Commercial rtreet
between Maple and Hampshire streets, with an outlet at the end of Long Wharf, as per report and plan
of the City Civil Engineer on tile in the City Clerk’s
office.
And that thereafter this Board will determine
and adjudge whether public convenience requires
the construction oi said sewer and if so will proceed
to construct the same.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk,
To all whom it may concern:
Notice is hereby given as required by the above
order, which is made a part of this notice.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest:

dlaw3wW

jun7

is hereby given that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the
estate of
CHARLES E. MOXCEY, late of Boston, Mass
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct-). All
persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
CHARLES HUMPHREY, Administrator.
jne7dlaw3wW*
Yarmouth, June 6th 1882.

Je3

d4w

Congress

The

Hryest, Purest
Bedding.

and

Made of the sweet and wholesome Pine
and Palmetto spiculas of Florida.

The

Only

Hygienic Bed.

Pino-Palmine does not absorb disease germs from
the body, nor take up the excretions.
It is, therefore, always a clean and pure bed.

J.

H.

see a

sample.

GAUBERT, Agent,

201 middle Street, Portland.
dim
m*yl8

8ale»i*ooin 18 Exchange St.
V.

O.

0. W. ALLEN.

BAILEY,

Furniture and General Merchan
Regular
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
octSdtf
m.
Consignments solicited.

New York

A

Artist

photographed

a

short time ago Mr. Oscar
Wilde, the /Esthetic apostle,
in many positions which
are very characteristic, as
being explanatory of the
doctrines of this new disciple. Among many of the
were

some,

were

with the dim and shadowy
and
patterns of sunflowers
lilies on the walls, and used
as accc sories in the interiwhen exterior
ors, and

compositions

used,

were

then the artist was equally
happy in their arrangement
The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest
satisfaction, as does the
Esthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photographer of the State of
Maine, whose new and elegant studio is located in
Bow’s Block, 514 Congress
Street in this city.
_»<>dtt I

ALL COLORED

WORKSJIRE WORKS.

FIRE

for the sale of the

Agents
COLORED F1HJB
MANUFACTURER'S
Rockets,
WOKKI
country, consisting
finest line of ALL
in the
Roman Candles, Colored Fire,

of

Bengal Lights, Pin
Wheels, Scroll Wheels, Triangles, Vertical Wheels,
China Flyers, Flower Pots, Batteries, Bomb Shells,
Floral Fountains, Star Mines,Fancy Pieces, assorted
case Fire Works, Paper Balloons, Paper Balloons
with Fire Work Attachments, Animal Balloons,
Chinese Lanterns, Flags* Torpedoes, Paper Caps,
Cannon CrackToy Pistols, Cannons, Fire Crackers,
Masks.
ers, Punk, Mammoth Paper Caps, do Pistols,
furnisned at
Towns
and
for
Cities
Celebrations
short notice. Price lists sent on application

AND RETAIL.

WHOLESALE

C. DAY, JR. & CO.,
187 Middle Street.

2awM&Th&jy3&4

ju5

DFLo tnoval.

F. DELAVINA
has removed to tho elegant store,

number

new

EXCHANGE ST.,

86

old number 94. four
where can be found the

above old stand,
doors
largest and best stock of

Domestic

Coals

a

Prices.

Specialty,

at

Lowest

FOBTL.iND,
Orders received by

v\/liarf
MAINE.

telephone._aplSdtt

Hallett, Davis & Co.’s
PIANO FORTES.
Also several other

good manufacturer’s

ALSO

COVERS

F, DEI A VIN A.

Art Needle Work.
Every lady interested in Art
Needle Work, should examine the
are now

we

showing in our “Up Stairs” room.
Stamping executed in the very
best manner.

Owen, Moore & Co.

iflT
Stamping on

ranted

STOOLS.

auy material

war-

permanent.

FAIRWEATHER,

8

may

-AT-

WEATHER,

Has just added to her stock of fancy work, Zephyr and Germantown
wools, with patterns for working
them.
Also, outh Kensington

M. E.
and

whieh

des'gus

Crewels.
make,

For Sale and to Let.
PIANO

New No. 86 Exchange Street.

Market

322 Commercial Street,
Brown’s

wholesale and retail to be seen east of Boston. All
the choice brands of Cig irs in quantities to suit purchasers. Please call at the new Ham!

new

COAL.

ELM ST

6_____dlt

WM. P. HASTINGS’,
1-2

144

may25

St.

Exchange

KIMBALL

Best
Fronds

eodtf

wholesale anOetail Dealer in

Notice

Aromatic Pino*Palmine Mattress.

St.

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

Aldermen, 1

June 5, 1882.
Clerk give notice to all

balley & co.f

inctioneers and Commission Merchants

Cigars and Tobacco !

J. M.DYER& CO.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
In Board

fTo.

In order to reduce our Stock to make
for Goods of our own manufacture.

A fall and complete stock of these celebrated Watches, in all grades, at very low

in Gold and Silver Cases, both plain and
ornamented, for Cadies, Gentlemen and

_d6t

ju5

room

buying Black and Colored
Dress Woods, Silks, Rhadamas,
Morie, Mervilieux, Surahs, Table
Linen, Parasols and Hosiery of us.

prices.

ON

BOOTS and SHOES. 1882
July 4th 1882

By

WALTHAM WATCHES

BY AUCTION.
SATURDAY, June 10th, at 12 M., at offloe
18 Exchange Street, we shall sell, to close the
estate of the late Andrew Spring:
1-16 of ship St. John Smith.
1-32 of ship liufus E. Wood.
Vs of bark S. E. Spring.
Vs of bark A. L. Bean.
Vs of bark Edmund Phinney.
Vs of bark Blanche Howe.
Vs of bark Isaac Jackson.
Vs of bri gbelle Prescott.
For particulars in regard to abo\e vessels inquire
of J. S. WINSLOW & CO., Agents.
V. O. HAILEY Ac €0.) Auctioneer*.

feb'20

SAVE MONEY

Call and

M. G. Palmer.

dtf

my20

City Clerk’s Office, June 5, 1882.

portable storage batteries,

are

„jne7

Je7

EL NELSON & CO.

_

CARDS!

HOSES COLHAN & SON,
Auctioneers and Brokers in Horses, Carriages,
Harnesses, Saddlery, tfc.,

to 50c

prompt attention.

jul

represented.

5.

Special rates made with merchants.
Five collections made daily 9.45,11.46 a. m., 2.30,
4.*'0 aud 6.45 p in.
or
Baggage called for and checked to any railroad
steamer. Our ageuts are on all trains and patrons’
wishes quickly attended to.
All orders by mail or telephone will receive

GRANT & LEFAVOR

as

4.
10c
Ladies’ Linen Collars,
Misses’ Lace Collars, 25, 50, 75c
10c to $1.00
Laces, White,

513 Ct EGRESS STREET.
mchll

1882.

formation to all those who may favor us with their
4 of these ponies are
presence and patronage.
handsomely spotted, 1 a cream, 1 a buckskin, 2
1
beautiful black, the balance are
golden sorrel,
rich bays and browns. They can be sees now upon
application at the Mart, and full descriptive lists
will be given in the Boston Herald. Daily Advertiser, Evening Transcript, el c.. and catalogues mailed
upon application to office of Auctioneer, five days
previous to sale.
On the same day we shall sell 2 African Donkeys,
one of them the smallest and most comical-looking
aijimal in the country, and both thoroughly broken
to saddle and harness. Also Pony Cart«, Wagons,
and Phaetons, with Harnesses for Ponies of all sizes,
together with full sized Beach-Wacons, Canopy
Phaetons, Surry Village, Chester and Dog Carts.
The attention gf intending purchasers is respectfully requested, and the property will be fouua to be

$1.00
Best 3 Button Kids,
25, 37, 50c
Gauze Lisle Gloves,
All Linen Handk’s, Fancy, 12 l-2c

J*.

William S. Mil,

WEDNES0AY, JUNE 14,

Commencing at 11 o’clock A. M., we shall offer and
Bell 25 of the h iudsoinest Shetland, Creole and
Dalmatian Ponies, weighing from 300 to 650
lbs., ever offered at any one sale in the city of Boston. These ponies have been uuder ©ur immediate
months, and we have thorcharge for th« past threethem
in harness, saddle, and
oughly tried and tested
stable, and eel confident that we are posted on their
able
to give correct inins and outs, and therefore

Portland and Friend Streets, Boston.

and^you

Manufaclured by

C. W.

SALE

TWENTY-FIVE

Ladies’ and Children’s
PON 1 ES!!!

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES:

customer leaving
by giving notice AT
will be entitled to a proper deduc-

BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.

emblematic,

Street,

81 Franklin

1 PAIR
I PAIR
l PAIR

town,

F. O.

Je2_d7t

compositions which

Arrived at my Stable,

STREET.

MIDDLE

253

je7

Customers can commence inking Ice at
any time they dtitire andxdelivery will be
continued until notice to *top is received
at the ollice.

application.

mum, 06GARWILDE
prominent

Agent for

10 lbs. Daily por month,
“
*•
“
15 “
“
“
«
20 «*

out 200 ri h and elegant Rugs and Carpets,
sell
consisting of Antique, Persian and Daghestan
Cashmere, Bahndour, Kohrassan and Armenian
Rugs, Georgez and Coula Mats, &c., &c. The above
i« the largest assortment and finest quality of good8
Exhibition
we have ever had the pleasure to ofter.
on Tuesday, June 8th.
Catalogues furnished upon

sale of

sep29

MOBNINO,

WEDNESDAY

of

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Gents,—I have

business to a
most excellent

ON
m.,

SHiPPI NG

and vitalizing principles ever
any medicine. There is nothing
it for purifying the blood and as a

to

AUCTION.

AT

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY and FRIi Y,
.Tut e 7th, 8th and 9th, at 10 a. m. and 3 d.
at our salesrooms, 18 Exchange street, we shall

BY
fresh
We have again received
invoice of some elegant patterns in
Black Brocade Satins for Overdresses, and a beautiful line of
Black and Colored Rhadames.
These goods we shall sell at
prices which will be satisfactory to
our Customers.
Please call and examine.
a

DRESS

RUGS

m.

vegetable extracts
brought together in

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Journal says Dr. C. W. Taggart was
called to Wayne last Friday night to amputate
the right arm of a little sou of Thomas Wing,
who got caught in the card while at work in
the woolen mill at Wayne village. It is doubtful|if the little fellow survives the shock.
E W. Bates of Waterville was seriously inwith which he
jured Friday, by his pickpole He
fell on to the
was pulling a log, giving way.

out

mylO

Brocade Satins

CO.,

gusta Journal.

Funeral of the Heaviest Man in the State
of Maine.
The funeral of Joel Barry, the champion fat
He was
man, occurred in Machias Sunday.
is said
many years a resident of Machias, and
to have been the heaviest mass of humanity in

Office Hour* f»

300 IMPORTED

Dr. Greene.

BLACK.

a sure

dS,W&wly

leased the House aud Office

shall sell at Cumberland .Mills, Me., the N. P.
Roberts property, situated on Main and Haskell
streets. This property has a frontage on Main street
of 300 feet and a frontage on Haskell street of 600
feet. On this property is two 1 Vi story and one 2
story houses, with stables and other buildings. Each
house will be sold with its lot, and the vacant land
will be sold in lots io suit. This is one of the best
situations in a village which has grown faster than
any in Maine in the last two years with every prospect of growing faster in the years to come.
At 2 o’clock, previous to sale of real estate, will
be sold the Stock, Teams. Buildings, Scales and
good will of Mr Roberts’ Coal, Wood and Lumber
business. Here fs a rare chance for an energetic
man with a moderate capital to engage in a paying
and permanent business. One that will increase
every year, commanding the trade of Cumberland
Mills and saccarappa, now one village, with every
prospect of soon being a city. About 80 new buildings were built last year in these villages,with every
prospect of as many this. P. & It. and P. & O. R. R.
both run to the yard. The location is unsurpassed
for business.
§f. O. BAILU1’ A CIO., Auctioneer*.
d6t
jul

Cor. of High and PI«asaut Sts.,

To be Closed Out at Once!

Piles,

For positive curative effects, one bottle of AYER’S
SARSAPARILLA is worth three of any other name.
It is a concentrated compound of the most powerful

.1

Newry.2
Machias elects Stephen Longfellow, P. H.
Longfellow, Charles Fnrbush, E. S. Means, E.

Has

Formerly occupied by

Wholesale Agent*., Portland, Me.
apl

Portland, .Tie,

Refers by permission to—Hon. James G. Blaine;
Hon. William P. Frye, U. S. Senate; Hon. B. F.
Jonas, U. S. Senate: Hon. W. W. Crapo. M. C. Mass.;
Hon. Wm. E Chandler, Sec’y of the Navy; Hon.
Eugene Hale. U. S. Senate; Hon. T. B. Reed, M. C.,
Maine; Shellabarger & Wilson, Washington, D. C.;
Moses Taylor St Co., New York City.
my29dtf

DRY GOODS!

<

W. F. PHILLIPS &

:

and

DR. L. J. CROOKER

COUNTY.

By Dr. Frazier’s Magic Ointment. Cares, as
if by magic,
Pimples, Black Heads or Grubs
Blotches ana Eruptions on the face, leaving ths
skin clear, healthy and beautiful. Al*o cures Itch,
Salt Rheum, Sore Nipples, Sore Lips, old, obstinate
Ulcers snd Sores, &c.

Albany.2
Riley Plantation.1
Mason

—

4

Eden

Clinton.3

shim;loii, ■>« C.,

SKIN DISEASES CURED

Bradley.2

Albans.4
Turner....5
Livermore.3
Wales.z
Litchfield.5
Leeds elects P. Lane, Rodolphus Jennings,
and Willard Lothrop—For Thomas.
Ellsworth elect A. P. Wiswell, Henry Whiting, J. T. Cushman, E. 0. Gould, T. J.
HonueB, L. A. Emery, A. M. Hopkins, A. H.
Norris, John Suminsby, Lewis Joy—instructed for Thomas.
Charlotte elects Asa H. Phipps—for Thomas.

ADDRESS

Stock

Bankrupt

Corry B.

Alton.I
St.

BEFORE THE

Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims.

The shovel-handle factory of the Messrs.
Turner in Dexter Is proving quite an addition
Thus far some six
to the business of the olace.
thousand dozen handles have been manufactured, of the ten thousand dozen, which will
constitnte the season’s work.

pupile

the Baltic of the White Star Line, which sailed
Saturday Capt. Bradbury resigned the Presidency of the Pacific Steam Navigation Company a year or two since on account of ill

Solicitors and Practitioners

more.

Tibbetts of Troy, formerly of
Exeter, has a piece of Spanish silver coin that
bears the date of 1710, it beiDg 140 years old.
Mrs. Eliza Ward of Troy, a woman over 70
and
years of age, has spun 000 skeins of yarn
wove 45 yards of cloth the past year.

ON

ABE ASSOCIATED AS

The Whig says the well known stallioD,
“'Lancaster,” owned by Mr. S. D. Cushman of
Dexter, for the past seven years, died of brain
fever a few days ago, after a sickness of about
Mr. C. valued him at 81,000 or
a fortnight.

Mr.

SALES.

Extensive Sale of Real Estate by
Auction.
WEDNESDAY. June 7tb, at 2 Vi o’clock, we

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

WALDO

AUCTION

BUSINESS CARDS.

____NEW ADVERTISEMENTS_

BROOK

*2*21

prepared to furnish Ice of superior qual
ity for families and offices from Kimball
Brook.
Also, FUND AND HIV Ml IDIi,
equal to any cut this winter for Stores, Steamers
and Vessels at reasonable rates.

BURNHAM & DYER
Office 73 Cross Street.
aplSdtf

ifliddle

Street,

Opposite Falmouth Hotel.
may 2 2

are

TELEPHONE NO. 537.

all its varieties, wholesale and retail.

G.

ICE
WE

In

eodOm

1j,

BAILEY.

___dtf

DOGS FOR SALE.
Thorough-bred

Setters,

full

Retrieving Spaniels.
nedisreeand
V
MANASSEH SMITH,
Woodford’s, Maine.
je(J

dlw&wlt

Report of the Cattle commission.
The report of the cattle commision appointed last season by the Treasury Department to

POETRY.

MISCELLANEOUS

The Eaglet and the Child.

the subject of pleuro-pueuinouia
has been
among the cattle of this country,
received and examined. The commission
consisted of Prof. James Law, Hon. E. F.
Thayer and J. II. Sanders, late editor of the

investigate

i.

The Baron cam* to his castle yett;
“O witie, let me in:
For J wi’ rain and bluid am wet,

National Live Stock Journal. Their report
makes a book of over 130 pages, in which
they give a description of the Lung l’iague
of Cattle, and its history, tracing it back several centuries. TheCommissoners have visited the infected districts of this country
and made very thorough investigations.
the
They report that it is yet confined toit has
Middle and Eastern States and that
not extended west of the Alleghany Mountains. Some idea may be formed of the ruinous effect its introduction would cause in
the great cattle regions of the West, should
it once get a foothold there by reading their

And sair and weary-blin’.”
His leddy lookltdown and saw
Her dear lord standiu’ there,
Wi* bluid upon his brow
gnaw,
And on hfs yellow hair.

“Whaur hae ye been sae laug and late?
What deed is ’t ye hae dune?”
“I’ve brought our son an eaglet mate
Frae Corriemulzie Liun,
The parent-eagles, tierce as fire,
Did strike mo with their wings;
I gave them o’ my dirk’s keen ire,
And dyed the Corrie’s springs.
But bring babe Ronald forth to see
This playthiug o’ the wild—
Rushed in the nurse—“Oh, Avae is me,
An eagle’s stown ihe child!”
“Awa\ awa’, ye guilty man!”
The anguished mitlier said,
*T is son for son, ’t is ban for ban—
O Hod that I were dead!”

accounts

Lung Plague
1880 by an imported Shorthorn cow
brought from England. The Legislature of
that country at once passed a stringent law
providing for the inspection of cattle and the
slaughter of all infected. Yet it spread so
rapidly that in January, 1802, the Commision
ers reported that of what they had inspected,
100 were dead, and in every herd excepting
two they found the disease. It has been es-

The eagle cam’ to the wren’s nest:
“O Jenny, are ye in?
Some counsel gie me o’ the heat,
For I wi’ griel am blin’.J
Ami Jenny lookit out and saw
The puir bediaigled king,
Wi’ bluid upon his beak aiid claw
And jaupi on ilia wing.

Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity.
More economical
Strength and wholesomencss.
Ilian the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold wily in cans. Royal Baking Powder Co.
febl8d&wly
JSew York.

timated that up to 1873 there bad perished

in that islaud 1,404,000 head of cattle, or 40
per cent, of the entire number kept, which
at $30 per head amounts to the enormous
We can thus see the
sum of $43,500,000.
overwhelming disaster that is liable to come
upon the great cattle interests of the West,
unless prompt and effective steps are taken
by the State Legislatures, or the General
Government to stamp out the scourge and
check its spread westward. The disease was
introduced into Massachusetts in 1859 and
spread rapidly until the Legislature enacted
and paying
a law providing for slaughtering
The law was rigidly
for all infected cattle.
enforced and since 1865 the disease has been
entirely eradicated. It cost the State $77,000
and the loss to cattle owners was estimated

“Whaur hae ye been sae late and lang,
What waefu’ deed's been dune?”
“Oh, we hae tholcd a cruel wrang
At Coriiemulzie Linn:
The Baron climbed into our nest—
Offer late we saw him there—
And tore our darling frae our breast
To please hi» baby heir.
But I hae played liis ain dark game,
And reft lib* babe frae him;
What will lie think when he gangs bame,
To find his cradle toom?
O, Jenny, speak und counsel me,
And gie my heart relief—
It boils within me like a sea

Of fire, and rage, and grief.”

$250,000. The Commissioners inform us
that Massachusetts is the only state that has
had the fortitude to maintain a system of

“Awa’, awa’, ye cruel king,
At this Eeason, various, diseases of the
bowels are prevalent, and many lives are
lost through lack of knowledge of a safe
and sure remedy. Perky Davis’ Pain
Killer is a sure cure for Diarrhtea, Dysentery, Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Summer
Complaint, etc., and is perfectly safe.
Head the following:
TUTVBRiryn-.. y. Y\, March 23,1SSL
Perry Davis’Pain Killer never fails to
instant

afford
relief lov cramp and pain in the stomach.

Joseph Bubditt.
NicnoLViLLE, N. Y., Feb. 2,1381.
The very lest medicine I know of for dysentery,
cholera morbus, aud cramps in the stomach. Have
used it for years, and it is sure cure every time.
Julius W. Dee.
Moinoona, Iowa, March 12,1881.
I have used your Pain Killer in severe cases of
cramp, col ic.and cholera morbus.and it gave almost
L. E. Caldwell.
instant relief.
CaRNESVTLLE, Ga., Feb. 28.1881.
Tor twenty years I have used your Pain Kill pi;
in my family. Have used it many times for bowel
complaints, and it always cures. W Quid not feel safe
J. B. I vie.
without a bottle in the house.
Saco, Me., Jan. 22,1881.
Have used Perry Davis’ Pain Killer for twelve
reliable.
r.
sure,
and
No mother
years. It is inf
should allow it to bo out of the
^ j^ayes
Oneida, N. Y.,Feb. 19,1881..
We began using it over thirty .years ago, and it
ah' ays gives immediate relief. \\ ould hardly' dare
to go to bed without a bottlo in the house
W. J. Sperry.
CONWAYBORO, S. 0.,Feb. 22,183L
Nearly every family in this section keeps a bottle
Dr. E. Morton.
in the house.
U. 8. Consulate,
Cbepeld, Rhenish Prussia. Feb. 8,1881.
I have known Perry Davis’ Pain Killer almost
from the dny it was introduced, and otter years of
observation and use I regard its presence in my
household as au indispensable necessity.
1. 8. Potter, U. S. Consul.
Bubton-on-Te v. NT. E i.
I had been several days suffering severely from
diarrhoea, accomnanied with intense pain, v.hen I
tried your Pain Killer, aud found almost instant
H. J. Noone.
relief.
21 Montague St., London, Eng.
During a residence of twenty-three years in India,
I have given it in many cases of diarrhoea, dysentery, and cholera, and never know it to fail to give
Ik Claridgil
relief.

se .urge

this ominous warning:
"The contrast between the splendid sucof Massachusetts on her inclosed farms,
and the failure of Australia on her open
pastures, though the latter was no less euergetic and far more prodigal of her money—
is a lesson of the gravest importance to the
United States. To-day we have it in our
if we
power to stamp out this pestilence, but
criminally delay until it shall have reached
our open pasture lands, we shall but repeat
the experience of Australia, and must resign
ourselves to the permanent incubus of the
pestilence circulating from the source of our
cattle traffic, through its various channels into every State of the Union.”
The Commissioners very properly present
with their report, a compilation of the various State laws for the suppression of the catcess

m
The human mithersabhit sair;
While round her and the Chief
The eagle-mither rent the air
Wi’ cries o’ rage and grief.
“O, husband! tax’ the eaglet Lame,
Unto his ain dear nest;
A parent’s heart is a’ the same
In man or eagle’s breast.”

In this citv, June 0, by Rev. A. McKeown. D. D..
assisted by Rev. Win. F. Potter of Boston, at tbe
residence of the bride's father, Frank C. Kichardson, M D., of Boston, and Miss H. Nellie, eldest
daughter of Emery C. Chase of Portland.
In this city, June 2, by A. McKeown, D. D., Orlow Webber of Kennebtink and Mrs. Fannie A.
Littlefield of Portland.
DEATHS

says he is going to plant them and raise
crop of tobacoo, as he has been told there is
money in it. And yet some editors, who don’t
know even the A B C of farming, want the

Pennsylvania agricultural college abolished.—
Norristown Herald.

The beauties of the face of women

are

often

obscured by tormenting humors, easily got rid
of by using Dr. C. W. Benson’s Skin Cure. It
heals eruptions of the skin or scalp and renders
the cuticle smooth and fair. An excellent

C-A-P-C I-N-E is correctly

A Western judge has decided that a man is
responsible for what his wife says. That judge
is trying to get revenge on some fellow who
cut him out.—Salem Sunbeam.

very bad, old man, was I? Author
(Prompter, Stage Manager, etc ): Well, my
dei.r fellow, I don’t exactly know how bad you

Benson’s Capcine
Porous Plasters

can

be!—Punch.

increased

healthy appetite,
digestion, strength to the muscles, and
What

gives

the nerves?

an

a

tone to

Brown’s Iron Bitters.

Thousands of immigrants arriving daily in
New York immediately leave for the West,
and many persons wonder where they all find
employment. The fact is, they merely take
the places of those Western people who are
blown away by frightful tornadoes.—Norristown Herald

poisons.

SEABURY&. JOHNSON,
Manufacturing Chemists, l\ctv York.
SORE BEJIKOY AT'l.ANT. Price ffiicte.
MEAD’S Medicated CORN ar.ij BUNION PLASTER.
nty27 S,W&w2w
aug31 ly
Introduced in 1804. five years prior to the in
roduction of any other New Enyland remedy
for the same diseases.

individual, who is
vainly seeking restand sleep, will get relief by
using Wheat Bitters.
The

dyspeptic,

nervous

Pullman cars are to be provided with manholes in the roof, to be used as a means of
also furegress in caBO of accident. They will
nish a much-needed means ofescape for the
passengers when the porter goes in to collect
bis fees.—Somerville Journal.

after taking some highly

long testimonials,

turn

up stuff, with
to Hop Bitters, and

puffed

any Kidney or Urinary
Troubles, Bright’s Disease, Diabetes or Liver
Complaint. These diseases cannot resist the
curative power of Hop Bitters; besides it is the
have

foar

no

of

best family medicine
Or the same Formula as a Liquid.
MME. AUGUSTA IJEAIiY'S
borne reputation till vine ibe
it at the head of
pubt sixteen year* that places
of
therapeutic a ents f,,r the cute of the diseases of
the
active
of
portions only
women.
Composed
influharmless seels and plants, it exerts a healing
ence over theft-male system, and produces satisfaelorycu.es in every form of Chronic Weakness to
Send for valuable pamphlet.
which it. is arp'ied
Betters with stamp answer-d by lady proprietor.
if
of
possible; if not, wo will mail
druggists,
Huy
Pills on receipt of price. $1.00 per box; li boxes,
*5 00. Cordial, SI .00 per bottle; (> bottles, $5.00.
Address II. F. THAYER & CO., 13 'temple Place,
Boston, Mass.
won a

CEPHAEINE.
A Vegetable and Cereal Brain
and Nerve Food for the invalid,
tbe aged, sufferers fn-m Head-

ache,Vertigo, Paa'ysie, Epilepsy,
Hjsteria, Convulsions, Sleepless-

ness and Nervous Prostration. An
it valuable and certain cure. A
for tbe
pe rless nourishment
brain. Send for proofs of wonderful cures. Buy of jour druggist if possible; if not, we tvi'l
man
1

Address H. F

HoBton,

Mass.

it

ou

cents per
H&YER &

receipt

oi

pi

ice.

h\j

box; 6 boxes, $2.50.

CO., 13 Temple Place,
my3'l W&P&wl ynrm

the

ST
AltO

The Richest

BLOOD,
BRAIN and
N ERVE

■1P,m©b,CN3£!Ib8
CAREFULLY PREPARED*

THOROUGHLY TESTER, r4_TW
ACCEPTABLE AND It ELI ABLE.
The Bhosphates of the Wheat aro its most
valuable food property, and are, when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment
with which to build up tho system.
The Blood, Brain and Nerves aro tho forces
which bear tlie strain of every day work and
life, and in order to cavesiclmess ii ia wiso to

BUILD FOR HEALTH.
Wheat Eitteraare prepared, not by ferment ation but by eolution and are richest in tho
Phosphates, while the starch and impure matter are eliminated. These make in themselves a basis, to which is added the beet and
choicest medicinal Qualities, necesoary to
maVn t a tor o and bitter. It ia at once healthbe conful, pleasant to tho test© and must not
founded with tho thousand and ono cheap
alcoholic bittera which crosoldae cure-alls.
Medicine is doubly effective when used v/ith
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
Sold by dnic&iste, 81.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTEE3 CO., M’frs. N. Y.

£
'f

ap3iu

MW&F&wnrmly

_• J

on

earth.

in New Pr ston
churches for the accomodation of tobacco chewIt is useless ti protest against this. We
ers.
can only wearily hope that their aim is good.—
Danbury News.

Spittoons

VEGETABLE TONIC CORDIAL

—

ITCm

i?OHT.JjAND &
WIN

15e^bo^3c!e!S^i^Eate^Mice,

Hoachea,

&tairlfBlatt?|

I Chapin’s Buchj-Paiba.—A quick, complete

Catarrh of the Bladder, Urinary,
in male or
Kidney and Bladder Diseases,
female. Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
Brick
Gleet,
Urmo,
or
passing
jof holding
iDust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Stinging,
Stricture,
other
and
deposits.
IMilky
iSmarting, Irritation, Inflammation, Whites,
the
Hmpuroor Diseased Discharges, Pams in
Silack and Thighs, Dragging Down. Dripping,
at druggists,by ex
&c.
$1,
Tumors,
‘Ulcers,
’press, prepaid, $1.25.
is to bo usee
] CruriN’s Injection PLEcn
Swith Buchu-paiba, in cases of Impure orij
‘Diseased Dischargee. With Syringe, SI, atM
prepaid, for |1.Z5.|
{druggists, sent by express,on
receipt of $2.2.>.S
.doth by express, prepaid,
E. S. WELLS. .Jersey City, EJ.J g

Scrofulous Ul-

and Itching Humors,
Abscesses and Glandular

Swellings.

ocl9_MVr&F&'vly
rhero is

neck, caused by lead

no esouse

for suffering from

Cums *a.a»aa.

At times it would
the skin separate from

painter.)

tt3.cg>:sis.

thousand other diseases that
their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

and

break out, crack open, and
the flesh in large pieces, Buffering great continual
itching and stinging. Purchased your remedies;
used Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier) internally,
and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap externally, and in
less than three months eif'ected a complete cure,
and has not been troubled since. Corroborated by
Bullard & Foster, Druggists, Keene, N. M.

a

owe

OR, HENRY BAXTERS

7.

Higa water, (P a},, o.do

Moon rises.

11.46

J. W. Adams, Newark, Ohio, says: “Cuticura
Remedies aro the greatest medicines on earth. Had
the worst case salt rheum In this county. My
mother had it twenty years, and in fact died from
I believe Cuticura would have saved her life.

it.

Wiil give .mmediate relief, and
In a short time effect a permaAfter constipation follows
nent CIir'6.

My arms, breast and head were covered for three
years, which nothing relieved or cured until 1 used
the Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier) internally,
and Cuticura and Cutioura Soap externally.

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
indigestion, Diseases of
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

PSORIASIS.

H. E. Carpenter, Esq., Henderson, N. Y., cured of
Psoriasis or Leprosy, of twenty years’ standing by
the Cutieara Resolvent (blood purifier) internally
and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (the great skin
cures) externally. The most wonderful case on
Cure certified to before a justice of the
record.
All afflicted with
peace and prominent citizens.
and
scaly diseases should send to us for this
itching
testimonial in

full.__

TERRIBLE SKIN HUMOR.
F. H. Drake, Esq., Detroit, has recovered

of which
eases, etc., a*1

these
Bitters will speedily cure by removing the come.
Keep tha Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs
in good ieorteag order, and perfect health
will ba the result Ladi©S and others sub-

from a
terrible skin hum r, which covered his head, face
and hands, by using Cuticura Resolvent (blood
purifier) internally, and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap
This is good
great skin cures) externally.

(the

news.—

Tribune.

find relief
ject to Sick Headache
and permanent cure by the use of these Bitters
Being tonic uud mildly purgative they

SALT RHEUM.
Those who have experienced

the torments of Salt
the agony I endured tor
by the Cuticura Resolvent
iDternally, and Cuticura and Cuti(blood
eura Soap exter> ally.
Mrs. WM. PELLINGTON, Sharon, Wls.

Rheum can appreciate
mauy years, until cured

PURIFY THE BLOOD
by expelling all Morbid Secretions.

purifier)

Price 25 cts. per bottle.

are

furnished

_

The medical

profession

universally and

heartily approve of Wheat Bitters
brain and nerve food.

as a

blood

It is unrivalled.

Milton must have been an Independent in
his time, became ho speaks of a certain individual who would rather reign in some other
place than serve in heaven.—North American
Manufacturer.
Hereford's Acid Phosphate
is a scientific preparation of the phosphates, so
combined as to be readily taken into and absorbed by the system. Pamphlet sect free.
Iiumford Chemical WorkB, Providence, R. I.
In some parts of South America the banana
skin is converted into a material of which ladies’dresses are made. This is probably the
kind that the lady slips on easily.—Yonkers
Statesman.
Hkaly’s Vegetable Tonic Pills and Cordial
the surest aid
are proclaimed by acclamation
for all weaknesses of the f enerative organs.
fourth page.
Cephaline is invalnable for Biliousness
Headache and Torpidity of the liver.
See advt.

on

The accuracy of a man’s business qualifications is generally observed by his promptitude
in consulting bis watch whiie arranging an appointment two weeks in advance.—Chaff.

Physicians’ sanction has been accorded to
disinfectant, Glenn’s Sulphur

that standard

Soap.
“Hill’s Hair Dye,” black

or

blown, 50 cts.

Two ladies exchanging notes on the method
in which they spend the day: “You see, I alfor my maid aud
ways get up at ten and ring
that take?”
get dressed.” “How long does
“Ob, over so long You see, the girl takes a
full hour to do my hair.” “A full hrnr? .derey!
What do you do while she is fixing it?” “I go
out in the garden aud take my morning walk.
—P»ri* Figaro.
A Portland lady said:

“I

owe

my success in

cooking puddings, biscuits, doughnuts, dumplings, cakes, &c., to Congress Yeast Powder.
It never fails and that is what
some others I have used.”

eng & Co.

Sch British Tar, (Br) Evans, Chester, KS.
Sch Emma G. (Br) Giegy, Fredeiickton, NB-R It
ties to Boston S Maine Rtt.
Sch l’iaro, Chatto. Brooklin—iron to Brown Bros.
Sch Prize, Galley, Ellsworth—sleepers to W S

CUTICURA.

MWAFAwly

Cleared.

Bain, Collins, Matanzas—Isaac

M

V V

%-•

I can’t say of

SAILED—ScbB J D Robinson,
Elizabeth, and others.

W.i. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.
M.W&Fly

Physicians.

awsweowSm

WILL CERTAINLY CURE
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asth-

H{jld

sob Nelson Bartlett.Watts.

Savannah.
Ar 6th brig Roweua. Rood, St Domingo.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d, sch Wm L Roberts,
W DCargill,
BClcl‘ 611ltscb»
Cox. Portloud.

Low, Rockport; Kate

Wentworth.
Old 3d, brig Shasta, Nichols, Portland; sob NelDow. Atnesbury, Mass.
NEWCASTLE—Passed down 3d, brig Shasla, for

lie Treat.

6th. barque Evanell. Colcord,
P<NEw"yOKK—Ar
schs Reuben S Hunt, Pinkhain, fra

Buenos Ayres;
JackBaracoa 11 days; Fannie A Gorham, Welsh,
Ga; Eagle
sonville; A H Waite Dodge, Brunswick,Wells
Iwo
Rock, Hammond. Charleston; Olive.
Minneoia. Smith.
Rivers NS; WP Ritchie. Bangor;
Frank
Ellsworth; WmTice. Paterson Frankfort; RockNorton Fales. Rockland; Hamburg, Libby,
DOrt; A IC Woodward, Jordan. Norwalk.
schs
Ar 6th brig Fannie U Tncker. Tucker. Aztia;
Baracoa; Addle E Snow, FlanMunroe.

May

Hal),

Conqncrer, Gould, San Francisco;
^Cld^tb^sbip
Elizabeth
brigs Wm Robertson Delano. Barbadoes;

A Lane, ClifWinslow, Locke, Port do Paix; Amy
ford. St Pierre.
Cardenas.
for
J
H
Crandon,
6th.
brig
Sid
PROVIDENCE Ar 6th, sells H E Riley. Coffin,
Richmond; Doxalo, Robinson, Bangor; Elizabeth,
ltav Ellsworth; Ivy Bell, Loud, Wiscasset.
from
FALL RIVER—Ar 3d, sob Maggie Boll,
—

4th, Bob
^NEWPORT—Ar
Richmond.

Jessie Hart, Wall, Ken
nebec for
2d, sclis MexiHARBOR-Ar
ISLAND
DUTCH
Ida

LRay

from New Bedford for Philadelphia;
Martha. ProviSt John, NB, for Washngton; Julia
Port Johnson for
dence for New York; Clias Heath,
foremast
of
gone)
Salem, (head
from Tiverton for
Ar 4th, schs City of Ellsworth,
for do.
Now York: Ned Sumpter, Rockland
K Rawley, RawM
sch
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 4th,
Laina Cobb, Cobb, do; Evercan.

ley, Brunswick, Ga;

glade, Sliaw, Calais.

eod&wly

LYDIA Es PINKHAM’8
VEGETABLE COMPOUND,
Is

a

been appointed l>y the
Honorable Judge of Probate for the Cout ty of
Cumberland, on the third Tuesday of April, to wit:
Ou the twenty-sixth day of April, A. D. 1882,
Commissioners to receive and examine the claims
of creditors against the estate of William Muse,
late of Portland; said estate being lepresented insolgive notice that six mouths from the
vent,
date of said appointment are allowed to said creditors in which to present and prove their claims, and
that they will be in session for the purpose of receiving the same, at the office of George F. Gould,
No. 86 Exchange street, in said Por'land. at 11
o’clock in the forenoon, on the following days, to
wit: On the second and fourth Wednesdays of June
and September next.
Dated this twenty-third day of May, A. D. 1882.
GEORGE F. GOULI),
Commissioners
FRANK W. ROBINSON, J of Insolvency,
24
dlawSwW
may

so common to our

&

o

L

Complaint* and Weaknesses
population.

best female

Invented by a Woman.
Prepared by a Woman.
The Greatest Medical Discovery Since tho Bavrn of History.
OPIt revives the drooping spirits, invigorates and
harmonizes the organic functions, gives elasticity and
A

L *

Positive On re

For nil those Painful

Medicine for Woman.

lirmnoss to tho step, restores the natural lustre to the
eye, and plants on tho pale check of woman the fresh
roses of life’s spring and early summer time.
Physicians Use It and Prescribe It Freely
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulant, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, Is always permanently cured by it3 use.
For the euro of Kidney Complaint* of either sex
Compound I* unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’Q BLOOD PURIFIER
will eradicate every vestige of Humors from the
tone and strength to tho system, of
woman or child. Insist on having it.

STEPHEN

$cvfe, fol

and

BERRY,

(gaid Ufaulcl.

No. 37 Plum Street.

FISTULA AND PILES.
WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842,) and
ROBERT M. HEAD, (M. I)., Harvard 187G.) 41
Motuerftft atreet, Bom ton. give special attention

to the treatment of PISTE I-A. PIE**. Ai\»
ALL DISEASES OP THE UPCTEiU,
without detention from business.
Abundant references given.
Pamphlets sent

application.

Blood, and give

on

Both the Compound aud Blood Purifier are prepared
at 233 and 235 Western Avenue, Lynn, Maas. Trice of
either, #1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail in the form
of pills, or of lozenges, on receipt of price, $1 per box
for either. Mrs. Pinkham freely answers al 1 i otters of
Inquiry. Enclose 3ct. stamp. Send for pamphlet.

days.)

in.m

Office hours—12 to 5 o’clock P fit.

(except Sun
maylOeodSm

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic

to every

other

A

Schnapps is snperior
alcoholic preparatioa.

public

iection of oar country of Cdolpho Wolfe’s

the medical faculty and

a

sale

iwequaled

by any other alcoholic distillation have

ready for occupancy in Portland station, at 9.00
p. iu. and is attached to thin train for Boston.
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11

insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists

p. in.
At 8.45

a. m. for Capo Elizabeth. Scar boro, Saco,
Biddeford, Keunebunk. Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conwav Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport,
Newburyport,

and Cfrccers.

Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At i.10 p. ui. for Cape Elizabeth, Mcarboro, Saco,
Iii deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South

at^

II. P. €.

points.

Train* leave Boston.
and arrive in Portland at 12.30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Carts.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. and trails leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. ana
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to all point# Wert and
ftouife may be bad of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket# Cor Beat# and
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.

18 HEATER

a. m.

STREET,

r4£W YORK,

juU

_dtf_

ALLAN LINE STEAMSHIPS.

p.

m.

wny to BOMTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for
t-.nil
CABIN,

Into,

SIMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

AETEK IHON*
ON
n DAY, MAY 29th. Nteam
ANf>

*k
this Erne will
era
of
•i-~——iw—--—a, f,enve Kuilroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
at 6 p. in., for
and Friday,
Eaatport and St.
John, with connections for Calais. Kobbinaton, 8t.
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock, Grand

Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmowh,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Daihensle, CharBathurBi,
Piotou, Shediao,
lottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
and
Brunswick
Canada, Interstations on the New
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western CounRail Roads,
Edward
Island
ties, and Prince
and Stage Routes.
and any In4
m.
to
received np
p.
gJv-Frelgbl
formation regarding the same may be had at the
Wharf.
Railroad
office of the Freight Agent,
For Circulars, with Excursion Rontes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office. 40 Exohange St.
T. C. HERSEY, President, and Manager
dtf
my2B

Maine Steamship Company
Semi-Weekly tine to New York.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THTJBSDAY^at
F. M.t and leave Pier 37, East River, New York
4
M.
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at P.
These steamers are fitted ap with fine aecommodutiena for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
Dassteamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their
including
sage to and from New York. Passage,
destined
Goods
beyond
State Room, 95; meals extra.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information

CLYDE’S

PHILADELPHIA

CUT THEM OUT.

I7th,

direct to

Pbil

People take nauseating doees for every pain and
ache, which puts their stomachs out of order, and
then a physician is called to attend to them. This
is all needless, for if the 2/o/> Plaster is used, it is
absorbed into the system in just the way to cure
without bringing on other troubles.

mi Water Lines
Rates and Bills Lading given from any
in
New
England to Philadelphia.
point
For Rates and Information apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Mas*.
Ra 1

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.
FOR
Islands,

The
York
carrying passengers

as below.
S. S. City of Para, June 20 I 3. 3. Colon,. ...May *»0
S. S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only

1
The most powerfully me icated and effective plaster ever invented is the Hop Plaster; it embodies all
the medicinal and sedative properties of the Hop in
combination with the most highly approved gums
and balsams known to modern pharmacy.

to vY. D. LdlTUr; o w„
31 ffxebango St.. Portia: d.

or

JeS&dt?

x

Portland

and

iuay20

d&wlm

Hop Plasters are sold by all druggists inthe United
States and Canada, 25 cents each or 6 for §1. and
guaranteed to be the hest in the markets. Avoid
cheap worthless goods.

Portland, Dec., 5th,

are

Turner.

OTIS HAY FORD. Supt.
dec3 dtf
2881.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

|

Hop Plaster Co.,
Manufacturers, Carter,
Harris & Hawley, General Agents, Bostou.
d&wlrno
may20

CATARRH. Elys’ Cream Balm

SRRING ARRANGEMENT.
Oil anil nftcr Monday, April
TTctinK(-'-'r«3:|, S N'K, Passenger Trains
P IllI.AMI
LEAVE
—~-U_t!)K HOSTOK at 8.46 a.m. 1.10
(Express.) and 3.30 ;. m., arriving at Boston at
if. 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bos
ton at 8.30 a. m (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. in.,
8.00
arriving at Portland at 12.30, 6.00, and
n
Portland for Mcnrborougb Bench
la.
3.30
a.m.
and
6.30
8.45
at
Point,
and 65i«.Orchard Bench,
p m. (See Note.) Per Old
Saco, Sit,idetord nod Kcnoehnnh, at 8.46
a. m.l 10,3.30 and6.30 p.m. l'»: Wells, at 8.46
a. m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.) For North Berwick .Salmoo Falla, tirenl Falls, Dover,
Exeter. Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.46 a. m., 1.10 aud 3.30 p. m. For New
For
Market, at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m.
Hohcesier, and Farmington, N. H., at 8.45
For'Alton
aud
1.10
3.30
m.
Bay
p.
a, m.
at 8.46 a. in. and 3.30 p. m. For Manchester
and Concord, N. II., (via Lawrence.) at 3.46
a. m.;
(via New Market d unction) at 3.30 p. m.
Morning Train Kill leave Kennebnnh for
Portland at 7.25.
BP^NOTK—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland, will not stop at Scarborough Beach, Pine
Point or Wells, except to take passengers for

\

Trains

on

Boston

«

Maine roed eouneet with

all

inning between Portland aud Bangor,
iiockland, ill. 'osort, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
,fobn aud Halifax. Also cocoeet with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
,.nd Portland (4 Ogaensbnrg trains*! Transfer Staat

class

Exeter ten minutes for refreshDining Booms at Portland,

Transfer Station, Exoter, Luwrenoe and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may iieliad of US. L. William-, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAB. T. EUKBER, Gen. Bnpt.
s. H. STEVENS, Gen- Agent. Portland.
dtf
deo2

_dtf

Portland, Bangor & Machias
STEAMBOAT CO.

cleanses
passages of
virus, caus-

Catarrhal
ing healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,

.-"--Swill

steamers

fare si.oo.
The ^avonte Steamors Forest CUj and John
Brcoks will alternately le^ve FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reiuirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expen/c
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
tgp- Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. K,
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. IS. iOVLE, Jr., tieneral Agcm.

Effectually

the uasal

__

Boston.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. ul aud Portland at 8.45 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.
Parlor Car pent* secured In advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
gy-The 1.10 p. m. tratu from Portland connects
with Hotattd Line Mtcamrrs for New York
and ail rail linos for the West. The 3.30 p. m,
connects with all Sfnil Lines for New
tralu
York and the Kvcth and Went,
TKA1NM Leave Portland for
rtCNDAV
Boston
Bosiom and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
ai
(1.00 p. m.
for Porllaatl

BOSTON
^Steamers!

The Hop Plaster ia made porous, thus allowing
free evaporation of moisture, stimulating the innumerable pores of the body to a healthy action and
giviug tone and vigor to the whole system. Its a
discovery of a Yankee chemist.

The medicinal virtues of the Hop have been utilized for centuries; they are all concentrated in the
Hop Plaster, and do more real good iu relieving
pain than any root, drug or herb liquid medicine in
the whole domain of nature.

completely

heals the
restores the
taste and
smell jbenelicial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaledfor
the head.
colds in
Agreeable to use. AppJy»yine 1111,0uucer
■ ■aw
into the nostrils. On
a package. For sale in Port
receipt of 60c wilJ mailretail
land by wholesale and
druggists
ELYS’ CREAM HALM CO., Owego, N. Yr.
sores and
of
sense

HAY FEVER-

d&wly48

NERVOUS

A

Cure

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
ot Memory. Spermatorrba a, lmpoteucy, Involuntaoverry Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused
or ovor-iudulgoi.ee. which leads
ertion,
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
recent cases. Each box contains one mouth’s treatfor live dolment. One dollar a box, or six boxe
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West* Co., guarantee six boxes
toj cure any case. With each order received for
aix boxes, accouii anied with live dollars, the protheir written guar’
prietors will send the purchaser
an tee to return the money if the treatment does not
issued
Guarantees
euro.
a
through H. H.
effect
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents u Portland,
and
Free
Middle
Sts.
Junction
at
Me.,

by

self-abuse,

dAwly46

uovlb

IMPORTED

WINES &
of nil

LIQUORS

kinds, in the

OIUGiAiL

PACKAGES,

—FOE SALE

BY—

R. STANLEY & SON,
199 FORE ST.,

Importers,

TLAMDMK.

CALIFORNIA,

Zealand ano
New
Australia.
%
new an
splendid steamers sail from Nee
on the 10th, 20th and 80th of each month
and freight for San Franc:see

•iaodvricb
A medicine to be popular must be both agreeable
and efficacious, the Hop Plaster is a rare union
of vegetable agents combined with safety, reliability
anil effectiveness. The indiscriminate use of medicines taken internally is far more productive of injury than benefit.

V
* Lewiston, 4.00 and D.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
i'.
—:u-.ar,au..jjeave Lewiston at 1.57 p. m.
Mexico, IXxfield,
Stage connection* witli Byron,and
Porn, Livorruoro, West Stunner

adelpbia.

feb20d

City,

HAILROAD
for

BOSTON
o ah action

to
Lines
with Clyde Steam
Charleston, 8. C., Washing!"- “• C., and

In the

Leave Canton

—

with
©f.D COLONY BAILBOAB.
FALL
Freight received and forwarded dally to
BiVEK, there connectlee with the Clyde Mtenn>and SATVRDAY
er», sailing every WEDNESDAY

ah

Kumford falls & EucMeld
_

to

Connecting there

and Quebec,

l.ake

apply

1
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 3tt. E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Excaange Street From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasdecbdtf
senger will be taken by this line

la

ALL WORTH REMEMBERING.

Reduced Rates

Salt

WEEK.

PER

TBiPS

THREE

FROM

SIX POINTS.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W.J. 8PIOEK Sm-vrintondeut,
oct!7dtf

K-i

0)

MW &F&wly

Haul.

SI.

STEAMSHIP LINE

m.

aj-

STEAMSHIP CO.

Through

after MONDAY, OUT.
run as follows:

Montreal

$SO.
low rates.
Exchange St., T.

Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40
P. McGOWAN, 422 Congress St., or I, EVE dfc
ALDUS, General Agent., New York, 207
Broadway: Boston, Mass., IB State St.; Philadelphia, Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.
may23
_dly_

aiy

Railway of Canada.

Uliicngo,

Frooo

safety and speed.

$40, Steerage at

mediate

AND

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m.
12.30, 3,15 and 0.00 p. m.
From tworhaiu, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30
12.30 p.

to LIVEKPOOL

SATURDAY.
Ocean
Shortest
Voyage-Only
FIVE DAYS li'om Lantl to Land.
Extra weekly ships from €51,A “>(;o IV, Elver*
pool. «Jin«-n»lo,vu. I.ouilouilrtrj, anti Dal

NEW ENGLAND

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m.,
12.35 and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorhnm, 7.30 a. in., 1. 30 and 5.15 p, m.
For Gorhnua, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec nud Chicago, 1. 30
m.

Horsey, Agt.,
Rail Road Wharf.

once.

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p. m. connecting with
Sound and Kail Lines for all Southern and West-

All tra.ns stop

1

OCtl

ether causes,

Schnapps, its unsolicited .endorsement by

Train# leave Portland.
os.
3
At
Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport. H&iein, Lynn and lioeton. arriving
A special Sleeping Car will be
at 6.30 a. m.

tion.

No family should ho without LYDIA E. PTMTTTAM’S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness,
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.

tfS-Sold by all Druggists.”<£8L

or

saltr of over SO years duration in every

undersigned, having

hereby

27tR ship Riverside, Mitchell, Queenstown
Sid 28th, ship Gen McLellan. Wheeler, New York
SHIP ISLAND—Ar 31st, ship Orient, Allen, fm

^GEORGETOWN,

as

points
KortliwcSt, West and Southwest*

THE

DOMESTIC POKES.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 28th, ship Oneida, Carver.

Card,Moore

vegetable decomposition

—

and all

Insolvency Commissioners’ Notice.

sch Golden Hind, Reed, fm
40,000 lbs fresh mackerel.

sch Hattie

necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

Dearer, Sun Fruaei.co,

marl

5tb,
t0Ar'at NewYork
with

Old 21st, sch Nellie V
SO
Rokes. Thompson, Thomaston.
sch
Annie Bliss, O Donnell.
BALT! MORE—Sid 3d,

As a general beverage and

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881.

p.

2d,

r

Easlport, Me., Calais, '2c.,
Jolin, A.B., Halifax, A. S.,

74 EXCHANGE STREET

ma, Whooping Cough, Croup, and
every Affection of the Throat,
lungs and Chest, including Connmption. Sold by all Druggists.

do for do.
Ar at Gloucester 5th, sobs Venilia, E K Dresser,
aud A H Whitmore, from Block iBland, (no report);
Twelve fareB mackerel at Gloucester 6th amouuted

JACKSONVILLE—Old 3d,

On and after FRIDAY. June
the favorite and superior seagoing steamer Nrw Kruu*leave Rail Road
will
irV^r-T'^r'Y■', '• t- irit
1.00
Wharf, foot of State St., every FRIDAY
of Eastern
trains
of
m.
on
arrival
morning
(or
p.
aud Boston & Maine Kail Roads, and Grand Trunk
Express Train from Montreal,) for YAK MOUTH,
arriving there next morning, where connections are
made with Western Counties Railway, FishwickV
Express Line of Steamers, and stage lines for ail
the principal places in Nova Scoua.
Frieght received cu days o! sailing up to twelve
o’clock, andp*jsitively none taken after that time.

y**,

K

~II»TERNATIOKAii

SCHNAPPS.

Eastern Jtailroad.

aw, St.

FIM1IERMEN.
Boothbay 5th, schs Elizabeth Smith, Seavy,
Portland, for southern shore; 5th, Titmouse, Blake,

N

Trip per Week;

Cnueiln, Detroit, tUiicnu., Mill wanker
C.nrim.ati, Ml. I.oui., Omaha, Sagin-

Ar at

NpENSACOLA—Ar 2d,

One

-i-

Winter Arrangement will go Into effect

OVERCOMES

mb 20

YSxcnrsiona leave New York.

Miiwiai Aromatic

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
1S .00 a. in.—From Faby&n’s and Bartlett.
0.00 p. .a.—From Burlington and Swanton.
J. HAMILTON, Snp’t.
Portland. Dee. 3, 188
docojip

At 8*30

i-7. Howoa

VAHMITII, S. 8.

tions.

To

Deep-Seated Coughs, DroueTi'tis, Dyspepsia, Wasting o? tiio Kidneys, Bright’s
Disease, Dropsy,Emaciation, and Mental,
Physical and Nervous Debility.
best

lO f flng

■bH'::

Charlottetown, P. E, 1.

burg.

-ON

forwarded free of commission.

Hensd Trip Sift
Pawwfuge Eighl Dollar*
Meals and Roo3 Included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
&, W. rtAWP^O*, Ageat,

•J.45 p. u».—For Fabyan’s and Intermediate sta-

Tickets Sold

tho

Inrauil

WOLFE’S

PASSENGER OFFICES

‘A KOU88SHBNG FOOD

Indorsed by

N

Special facilities for securing good berths. Tourist
tickets for individual travelers in Europe, by all
routes at reduced rates.
t ook’M ExrurhiouiNt* with Maps, by mail 10
cents. THOS. COOK & SON, 201 Broadway, N. Y.
1)7 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
feb4eod4ra
C. A. BAKATTONI, Manager.

-ASD-

before reported ashore in the Sound, has made tern
3d.
porary repaid and proceeded

Island,

Cook

BEPOT A'S' FOOT OF 8 INDIA ST

WHICH

tailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South

by coTir.ecting lines,

! ft QUEBEC
EVhBV

April 27th, dune 8th and July 1st, 1882. Full
particular* iu special Pamphlet, sent free on application. Passage tickets by all Atlantic steamers.

CRAVING PORTLAND
S. jj n. ua.--Foral! stations, throngli to Burlingtoa, Nwaatoa, Montreal and Ogden*-

••

j6

MEMORANDA.
Sch Wm Slater, (of Thomaston) Killan, from Boston tor Bucksville, SC. whiie at anchor in Tarpulin
Cove 2d lust, was run into by scbr Maria Adelaide,
of Banco*-, and had main boom broken, and rudder
and stei npost damaged. She was towed to Vineya.'d
Haven 3d and will be placed on the railway.
Sch Mott-Haven, of and from Calais for NYork,
rewent ashore on the rocks in Bog Brook 4th and
mains. A tug went to her assistance.
for
Boston,
Sch Abbie H Hodgman, from Virginia

Block

ES'CT^CXF'ES

HU.--

and

skeptical
raicn, SI.00. TUUI. SUE, 10 Cents.
FOSTER. MILBURN & CO., Prop’ro, Buffalo, N. Y.

From Long Wharf. Huston. a p
From Pise Street Wfcaif
Philadelphia, at 1C a. m
insurance one-half the rate of
Hi.

BTE.4MEH6.

TIME

ON 1881, trains will

most
course of Burdock Blood Bitters trill sltisfy the
that it is the Greatest Blood Punier on earth.

Saturday

may23

C: tM t irther notice passenger trains
'-HI rttn as follows:

Htf?

Line.

fPhai ffasre.

:'%o

dtf

dco2

CHANGEOF TIME.

CongrcES, Olive

[from merchants’ exchange.!
Ar at Liverpool 4lh inst, ship Mt Pleasant, Wallace New Orleans; I aurens, Snow, Manila; barques
Emma T Crowell, Perry, Astoria; Balle of Oregon,
Matthews, Portland, O.
Ar at Falmouth, E, 4th inst, ship Bombay, Peterson, Lotus de Afuera, 97 days.
Sid fm Cadiz June) 2, barque Anna Walsh, Bowers, Boston.

morning.

On aaduiirr Monday, December 3*»«, ISS1,

Grand Trunk

A

Sch'U'ivo Elizabeth, Randall, Glen Cove—E S
Uamlen&Co.
Sch Riunie J Carlton, Basset, Kennebec, to load
for Baitimore-J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Kobt Woodruff, Lewis, Rockland-J N Wins-

OF

CHANGE

Steamship

Direct

Leaven each Port Every Wednesday and

I.iiuin-d Tickets drat and second class for
g>. JokB iitcil Halifax on sale at reduced
rales.
PAESJN TUCKER, Sup't.
Portland, Dec. 6 th, 1881.

dcc5__

Smith.
Sch Minnie Chase, Gray, So Thomaston- paying

Brig Hattie

only.

jRuna through to Bangor every morning, and Skowbegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Dots
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

LUCIUS TUTTLE.
General Passenger and Ticket Agent
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.

NOT TO BE SNEEZE® AT.
That pore, sweet, safe and effective American
distillation of witch-hazel, American pine, Canada
fir, marigold and clover-blossom, called Sanford's
Radical Cure for Catarrh. A few doses instantly
relieve the most violent sneezing, or head cold, stop
all watery discharges from the nose and eves, cure
he&dach and nervousness, and banish all danger of
fever. Complete external and internal treatment
for $1.
Fragrant with healing balsams: Cuticura boap

ney§ and Urinary Organs, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Hysteria, Female Weakness, Nervous Pains and
Weaknesses, Malaria and Fever and Ague. Price
23 cent*. Sold everywhere.
ju3
_S&W&w2w

a. to.

f Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boe'.oc and Maine Central R. K.

a».

Portland A OgtaHurg Railrnaft

ern

no3

2.05 j>.

yu&js: at 7All a. r^.
$.'«>? ;;2iia<cl»«.*»ier^ «’r ^C'>rd &r.d points North, it
1.05 £>• ui.
for Rorh ‘4us. Flpriugrttk, Allred, WaP
erboro i'ssd ^aco Stiver..7 UO a. sn., 1.05
w, ?»,, and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
umo Rochester at (mixed) 0.45 a. m.. 11.24
3.35 p. iu.; arriving at Portland
a. m., rrj-A
(mixed) 9.35 a. in., 1.25 p. in. and 6.45 p. m.
for Oorliflttn,
fcJHCcatappB, Cumberland
Woodf®rd’»c
aou
Westbrook
V15ll«.
at 7.30 «. «u.,
2.05, fl.'A© and (mixed)
*0.30 p, to.
The 1.05 p. m. tittin from Portland connects at
4><b- June, ^ith il(»«4ac Tunnel Route for
lcT/.« t a ml at S-’nios Hcpot, Worcester, for
*> < w
orb via Norwich S.iae, and all rail,
<3t N« E. B.
l.Hijrinjjfleid, also with N.
»*.
(‘‘Steamor Maryland Route”) fer Philadelphia, Baltimore. Washington, and the
dfc Albany B. B. for
Houth and with
tbo Wed.
made
at TTeatbrook JuncClose connections
tion with through trains of Mo. Central K. B., and
at GrandTrutiir.
Transfer, Portland, with through
(rains of Grand Irani R. B.
Through tickets to all points South and Woet, at
Depot offices and »f ‘- ’line <Sr Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street
*
Does not stop at Woodford’s.
.T. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticfce*, Agent.
decSdtf
GSo. P. Wi
i\ ff-upt.

I'Li'-iY, JOH5S0S & LORD, Props., Burlington, Vt.

and Cuticura Soai1 externally and Cuticura
Resolvent internally will positively cure every
species f humor, from a common pimple to scrofula. Price of Cuticura, small boxes, 50t.; large
boxes $ 1. Cuticura Resolvent, $1 per bottle.
Cuticura Soap, 25c.; Cuticura Shaving Soap
12c. Sold by all druggists.
Depot, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.

Eaton.
Sch Three Sisters, Thompson, Bangor-fish barrels to Joyce & Cushing.
Sch Iodine, Cousins. Bangor for Proyincetown.
Sch W G Edes, Ryder, Belfast—fish barrels to A M
stone to W S Eaton.
Sch C W Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta.
Soh Albert, Blake, Rockport for Boston.
Sch J K Baker, Irvin. Thomaston for Boston.
Sch Avail, Deering, Wiscasset for Newport.

-*“*—9.05 &. m arriving
2.16 p, m. and 7.1-0 p. m. Returning leave
Depot, Worcester, at 7.80 a. m. and 11.15 a.
ta.. arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. jn. and 5.45 p.
fuion

Send
rule l*y all dealers in medicine.
address fur pamphlet, freo, giving full directions.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
TUESDAY. June 6.
Arrived.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcoru, St John, KB,
via Eastport tor Boston.
to
Barque Norena, Chase, Matanzas-molasses
Geo S Hunts Co. Vessel same.
Sch Jas Warren. Billings, Weymouth.
Sch Mary Eliza, Treworgy, Boston.
Sch Juliet, Ilichardson, Boston—iron to A E Stev-

a.

at

Fur

NEWS.

MARINE

one?
on.,
at Worcester

at 7.JO

and

W, barque Elmiranda,
Adelaide.

and

R. R.

fritthbais,
Ayer June.,
SiaxwU, Wia.ihaia, and Ej»-

cers

on bands
a

pC HESTER

t fimao

Si'iu-e for

(He’B

*

fi:

Flies, Anta, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs. Insects,
Slrunk, Weasel, Crows, Gophers, Chipmunks

5

ABBAN ttEPW ENT.
E
O” and ftf&or Monday, Dec. 5,
$ *s|, Prueenger Trains will lonva
*

__

* POKE I*.

poisoning.

Pcwa,

Portland and Worcester Lme.

ers, Matanzas.

Poisonings,

f. BALDWIN,
Accent 0. K. K. of N. J.

H.
.tn.

Carthagena.
Ar at Oienfuegos May 28, barque Franc Lambriti',
West, Philadelphia.
Cld at St John, NB, 4th, sch Mary B, Barton, for
Portland.
Ar 5th. sch J W Woodruff', Barbour, Marblehead.
Cld at Annapolis, NS, May 29, brig Wapita, Pet-

ltlood

U'tv»;>t>cinon Street, Boston.

■Jil
AJ31SZ

From Halifax, 8.15 a. m., 2.45 p. m.; Mt.
•folia. 8.15 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Iloulton, 9.00
Ml. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.j Mucksport,
а. m.;
5.30 a m.. 6. p. m ; Unagor, 7.16 a. m., t7.46
p.m.; I*exn*i*,7.05 a. m.,4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
б. 35 a. m., 2.60 p. m.: Kkov, began, 8 20 a. in..
2.40 p. m.; Waierrille, 9.22a.m. 1.66, tlO.OO
p.m.; and 5.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augnstn,
6.00 a. m 10.10 a. m., 2.46 p.m., tl0,66 p.m.;
Cnrdiner, 6.17 a. in., 10.27 a. m„ 3.07 p. m.,
111.14 p. in natb, 6.66 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
11.48 a. m.,
p. m., Brunswick, 7.25 a. m.,
4.35 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.) Koch land,
8.20 a. m., 1.35 p. m. I.ewision, 7.20 a. m.,
11.28 a. m., 4.15 p.m. Phillips, 6.40 a. m,
Pnrmington, 8.20 a. m.; Winthrop 10.25
as
follows: The
a. m. being due in Portland
and
from Augusta
Bath,
morning trains
The day trains
8.35 a. in. Lewiston, 8.40.
from Bangor, ami all intermediate stations and
and
1.05 p.
1.00
reads
at
concerting
V stereille,
train* from
The afternoon
m.
on at 6.40
and
Lewi
Rockland
Bath,
Augusta,
p.m. The Night Pullman F,sprats train at 1.60

*4«3tL..4.?v®* AOKfVCE’.

KjEW?

PHILADELPHIA

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

{ SnanSn, 8fM*S

low.

If Nearly Dead

Hn«

JCUMA'i I'UB ALMANAC!.JUNE
Sun rtere.- 4.16
7.41
Sun sets...

FoOLEUS,

Derinott. tine.
Ar at Guantanamo May 19, barque Robinson Crusoe, Robinson, Kingston.
Sid fm St Jago 2utb, brig Ambrose Light, Hardy,

Staples,

BO«JT«.

8 BOOK

**" Vo'" ’•:“l

so

___

Are the only improvement ever
mado in Plasters.
One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.
Will positively cure where other
remedies will not oven relieve.
Prieo 25 cen+s.
Beware of cheap Plasters made
with lead

...

Distinguished Amateur (much pleased with
himself asthe WickedMarquess): I'hewl Well,
I wasn’t

FO*

St Laurent.New York..Havre.June 7
New York..Liverpool.. June 7
Batavia.
Atbos.New York..Kingston. June 9
Britanic .New York..Liverpool...June 10
10
Newport.New York..Havana.June
Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool.. .June 10
Toronto.
.Quebec.Liverpool...June 10
Claudius.New York..Cartbageua.June 10
Caracas .New York..Laguayra ...June 10
Alene.New York..PtauPrince..Jne 13
Arizona.New York.,1 iverpool.. .June 13
Gallia.New York..Liverpool...June 14
_New York..Havre.June 14
France...
IB
City of Puebla.New York. .Havana.June 17
Saratoga.New York Havana—June
17
..June
Sannatiau.Ouebec-Liverpool
Abyssinia.. .New York..Liverpool...June 20
Servia.New York. .Liverpool.. .June 21
Andes.New York.. Kingston.... June 27
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool.. .June 27
Alvo.New York. .Port Prince.. Jne JO

...

Present your mother with a Domestic,” and
get her blessing. 3 2 Elm street.

spelled.

STEAMSHIPS.

FROM

“Bloating headaches, nervous prostration
and spinal weakness cured by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

And their excellent reputation injured by worthless imitaticrs. The
Public are cautioned against buying Plasters having similar soundSee that the word
ing names.

WAITS OF

_

James Watson Webb, of New York, is 81,
and smokes incessantly. Thurlow Weed is 84,
and drinks large quantities of New England
Peter Cooper is 91, and lives on a diet of
rum,
oatmeal. Now just think how old James Watson Webb and Thurlow Weed might have been
if they had let tobacco and rum alone and lived
on oat meal.—Philadelphia News.

IMITATED,

privatej

UiLUIG

toilet dressing.

s

In this city, June 6, Capt. John Dennison, a soldier of tbe war of 1812, aged 91 years 6 months,—
formerly of Freeport.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at No. 106 Cumberland street. Burial
In this city, June 4, Georgic Eliza, wife of Ervin
M. G. Tukesbury, and daughter of Benjamin B.
Dver of Gape Elizabeth.
[Funeral this Wednesday afteroon at 3.30 o’clk,
Burial at convenience of
at 609 Congress street.
the family.]
In Monmouth, May 27, Frazitta P. JacksoD, aged
37 years 11 months. [Lewiston papers copy.]
In Pitts on, May 2S, Wm. H. Black, aged 48 yrs.
In Hollis. May 14, Stephen Weymouth, aged 12
years 9 months.'

53rs', to

84. if,; 4..

MOTHER DIED FROM IT.

A

ifu 7 tichcui .at any railroad or steam
VK>«,t oR?c6 ?a Nc® England) ria

IKe

Sid fm Buenos Ayres May 2. barque Tatay, Pettis,
Rosario, (having been released.)
Ar at Rio Janeiro May 11, barque Sarah A Staples, Bartlett, Mobile.
lu port May 15. ships Detroit, Mann, uuc; Gettysburg, Theobald, from St John. NB. for Adelaide;
barques Nineveh, Wyman. Azub ; Will W Chase,

with bad humor

a

tass Trail;* Ds^is irtf Shine Balias

24, brig Ned White, Pendleton

lat 9 N, Ion 2G
from New York for

dSBEKW ICfBBBT*,

ANJ9

AJrtn TiilitD A?|<> BESKM BIS.

Probolingo.

April 21,

ftatieis hi MtihsdelpMa
<delphifi &■ Reading! K. K.

‘li 1

MBSPi'a*

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Cardiff May 22, barque Minnie M Watts,
for Rio Janeiro.
Ar at London May

Sihen,

STATION IN NEW M

LEAD POISONING.
Mr. Albert Kingsbury, Keene, N. H., troubled

HIABBUGES.

graduate o' tbe Pennsylvania agricultural
society purchased 5.000 cigars last week. He

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

Cld Oth, sells Viola May, Fisher, Hillsboro; H T
Townsend, Smith, St John, NB.
SALEM—Ar 6th, sch Manila Nickels, Eaton, Port
Johnson.
Cld 6th, sch Mary F Pike, Good, Dorchester, NB.
Sid 6th, sebs Allegbanta, for New York; Melissa
A Trask, for Bangor.
NEWblJRYPOUT—Ar 3d, schs J D Ingraham,
Lewis, Philadelphia; Job G Stover. Delaware City.
BOOTH BAY—Ar 4th, schB Louisa Frances, from
Portland for Belfast; Wm Edes, Ryder, Belfast for
Portland.
Ar 5tb, sch S P Hitcbcock, Reed, Portland.

ject.—Maiue Farmer.

Wit and Wisdom.

-BETWEEN-

Castine.

have all more or less effective laws on the sub-

—Good Words,

Bound Brook Route.

i.

—AID--

On and after Monday, «cc. 5th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for Ml. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on K. & N. A. Railway,
12.65, and 111.15 p in.; Ht. Andrews,Mt.iMtcFredericton, Aroostook County,
loose head Lake, and all stations on it. «Jk
Piscataquis R* R«» 111.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Huckspcrt, Bcxser, Belfast and
rikow began. 12.4:5 p. m., 12.55 p.m.,$11.16 p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. m,, 12.55
p. m., 11.16 p. w. and 5.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hullowell, Cierdiuer, Richmond, nud Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.65 p.
m., 5.15 p. m., tll.16 p. in.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.65 p. m., 5.15 p. m. and 11.15 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and Knox dr
12.6b p.
LiucoEn R. R., 7.00 a. in.,
m.:
Auburn aud Lewiston, 12.45 p. m..
5,05 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., tll.16 p. m.; Farmington, Phillips,
Raugeley Lake, Monmouth, Wintlarop,
Readileld, West Waterville and North
Farmington via
Anson, 12.45 p. m.,
Brunswick, 7.00 ft. m.

_

plague. Massachusetts, Kansas, Maiue,
Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont and Illinois

By Corriemulzie Linn.”

MAINE CENTKAL iiAILKvAD

Providence.
Ar 4th, sebs Cyras Chamberlain, from New York
for Salem; Veto, Amboy for TUomaston; .1 R Bodwell, Philadelphia for Rockport; F T Dvisko, from
Hoboken for Kenncbunkiiort; Charter Oak, Port
Johnson for Damariscotta; Danl Webster, Portland
for New York; J H Bartlett, Bath for do; Sarah D
Foil, Bath for Philadelphia; Gen Banks, Bangor for
Stamford; Julia A Berkele, Portland for Huntington; Dolphin, Franklin for llondout.
Sid 4th, sobs Keystone, Elizabeth. Sliver Spray,
Frank A Nelson. Seventy-Six, Ella Pressey, Mark
Pemletton; Maggie M Riveis, Douglas Haynes, Ned
Sumpter, Angola, Carrio Walker, Ella, Syivi, Olive,
Wm Butman, Chas Coopsr, Francis Cofliu, Onward.
Wm Fliut, Sarah Wooster, Beta, Cayenne, Maggie E
Gray, and others.
BOSTON—Ar 5IU, sebs Pride of the Port, Parsons,
Barrington, NS; Garland, Libby, Weehawken; Damon, Haskell, Hoboken; Van Buren, Montgomery,
Sullivan; Cynosure, Beal, Camden; Fannio Lewis,
Hodgdon, Wiscassei; Almeda Morse, Morse, Swan’s
Island; Star of the West, Davis, Bristol; Metropo
IP, Lane, Rockport.
Cld 6th, sea Yreka. Falklugbain, Sand River, NS.
Sid, Bch Parker M Hooper, Kennebec.
Ar Oth, brig Clarabelle, Cogains, Trinidad; sebs
Helen G King. Townsend, Philadelphia; Senator
Grimes, Clark, Hoboken; JM Kennedy, Whitaker,
Eiizabetbport; Hannah Grant, Strout, Machias;
Planter, Thompson, Friendship; Mentora, Dunbar,

tle

But hark!—a sound-a surge of wings—
O wonder! O delight!
The eagle, son and sire of kings,
Brought hame the baby wight:
Then flashing into heaven wirspeed,
Shrieked forth exultingly,
“A kindly deed’s a kingly deed
That sets the captive free!”

MW&F&w3m

-HAVE PEEN

until the last germ of the dread
has beeu exterminated. They add

suppression

Awa’ and tak* the bairn wi’ speed
Unto his mither’s knee;
A kindly deed’s a kingly deed
That sots the captive free.”

Yet sair and sairer did 6he greet,
Babe Ronald’s mither fair:
“Oh, giveme back my s.n, my sweet,
Ye powers of earth and air!”
“Be comforted, my wife, my joy,
And i’ll redeem my sin;
I’ll seek and find our darling boy

No family can safely be without this
invaluable remedy. Its price brings it
within the reach of all.
For sale by all druggists at 25c., 50e.
and $1.01) per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, 11. L
ju2

at

Wha come for counsel here?
Your bluidy claw, your jaupit wing,
They shake my breast wi’ fear:

The eaglet heard his mither’s cry,
And shook his helpless wing*,
And screau ed a prayer into the sky,
A8 to the King of King*.
The Baron tossed the youngling free
Upon the dial-stane;
Then with a swoop and clutch of glee
The eagle hod her ain.

family.

Australia..

in

II.

Absolutely

The
was introduced into that island

of its ravages in

STEAMERS-

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d, sobs Paragon, from
Hobokou for Salisbury; Cayenne, from Eastport for
Now York; Beta, Machias for do; Sarab Wooeter,
Rockport for do; Maggie E Gruy, fin Kennebec for
Baltimore; Aratrald, Calais for New Haven; Ophir,
Ellsworth for Stonington; Delaware, Ellsworth for

Sprint'

Arrangement.

The Steamer CITY OF R1CHDENI> SON
will
leave Railroad
Master,
j^mS£2CS»3ir& Wharf,Portland, every Friday
evening, nt 11.15 o’clock, or on the arrival of
Pullman train from Boston, for Stockland, 4'a»tine, Steet lule, Sedgwick, So. Went IIarbor, Bar Harbor (Mt. Desert), Hillbridge,
Jourtporl nnd llnchinnport.
Also leave l’ortlaud every Tuesday Eve
niug same time for ITSill bridge, touching at intermediate Landings.
Stemming, leaves Machiasport every Hon*
day Homing, at 4.30 o’clock, and Millbridge
every Holiday mid Thurntiny nt MA. H.,
touching at intermediate landings, arriving in Port-

taMQND, WM. E,

tj

land

same

evening, connecting

Night Tmin for Boston.
Jouesport both trips.
&

with

Freight

Pullman
taken for

•

Tbo Lewiston connects At Rockland with Boston
Bangor steamers for Bangor.
GEORGE L. DAY. General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
dtf
Portland. May 1, 882.

General Ocean Steamer

PASSAGE TICKE1 OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cuuard, State, National, American, Ked Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian Hues, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotlaud, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
IUWat
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, SoOtOfiw.
berth
to
and
Second Cabin, §40 to §00, according
to
steamers.
Steerage ,$2t» to $32. according
low.
very
steamer and port. Return tickets
Mierliuc anil 4;on«infui»l esrhange in
Also agent Morris European and
sums to suit.
American Express for packages and freight to all
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

J. L. FAKMEK, Agent,
No*
Exchange Ntreet.
mchlO

dtf

4

